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Abstract

This study explores the production of illuminated manuscripts in the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of the Abbey of St Gall, Switzerland, in the period c. 975-1075. Although this
monastic institution witnessed a celebrated era of cultural splendour in the ninth century as
part of the Carolingian Renaissance, the subsequent Ottonian and early Salian periods
represent today an overlooked phase of St Gall’s history that nonetheless yielded a number of
lavishly decorated liturgical manuscripts with full-page scenes, often displaying complex
pictorial programmes and innovative iconographies.
The first chapter analyses the creation of the Hartker Antiphonary, the oldest illuminated
antiphonary with full-page scenes in medieval Europe, its authorship, iconographic
particularities, and the impact of the challenging historical circumstances that surrounded the
manuscript’s production around the year 1000. The second chapter is devoted to the Sigebert
Sacramentary, a monumental and luxurious tool for the Mass, which, as part of the largest
manuscript commission documented in Ottonian Germany, was created around the year 1025
for an external patron, the well-connected Bishop Sigebert of Minden. Four Eucharistic
manuscripts, three sacramentaries and a gradual, are the subjects of the third chapter, which
explores the contemporary manufacture, decoration, and subsequent ritual uses of these
books in a monastic context such as St Gall around the year 1050. All three chapters also
discuss the devotional inscriptions that accompanied many of these images, therefore
permitting a glimpse into the perception of both books and scenes in the eleventh century.
The regular liturgical practices of St Gall in this period and the study of important treatises on
the liturgy and its symbolism provide a basis to understand the creation of these manuscripts
and the meaning that these often innovative iconographies once had amongst an original
audience. This latter task is also enhanced by the constant use of wider exegetical readings,
paying special attention to authors documented in the collections of the abbey library and
highly influential Carolingian scholarship.
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Introduction

According to the late eleventh-century Vita sanctae Wiboradae, in the winter of 925926 the anchoress Wiborada gave fateful news to the Abbey of St Gall. Formerly a
local noblewoman, Wiborada had foreseen that a horde of Magyars, the ancestors of
the modern Hungarian people, was on the verge of invading the Duchy of Swabia,
threatening to sack the abbey.1 Although this specific passage was probably an
invention of the hagiographer, the St Gall monk Herimannus, the narration described
a traumatic historical episode. The Magyars settled in the Hungarian plains in the
early 910s, after an uncontested victory over the armies of the last Carolingian
representative on the Eastern Frankish throne, Louis the Child.2 The Magyar raids,
together with the regular attacks of Norsemen in the North Sea and Saracen
expeditions across the central Mediterranean, were the most visible evidence of
political division and decline in the lands of the formerly mighty Carolingian realm.3
The Magyar attack in May 926, as in Fulda and Corvey nine years earlier, put an end
to the stability that had brought a considerable amount of wealth and a period of
cultural splendour to the Abbey of St Gall throughout the Carolingian period.4
According to the Vita, the Magyar invaders killed Wiborada, but did not damage
the structures of the monastic complex.5 As a matter of fact, the attackers found the
buildings empty. Most of the St Gall community members had fled to the Abbey of
Reichenau, on an island in nearby Lake Constance, carrying with them the vast
number of manuscripts that St Gall owned.6 Since the Bishop of Worcester Keonwald
1

Walter Berschin (ed.), Vitae Sanctae Wiboradae: Die ältesten Lebensbeschreibungen der heiligen
Wiborada (St Gall: Historischer Verein des Kantons St. Gallens, 1983), 32–3. Walter Berschin,
“Verena und Wiborada: Mythos, Geschichte und Kult im X. Jahrhundert,” Freiburger DiözesanArchiv 102 (1982): 5–15.
2
Kornél Bakay, “Hungary,” in The New Cambridge History: Volume 3, c. 900-1024, ed. Timothy
Reuter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 536–52, at 536–44.
3
Johannes Fried, “The Frankish Kingdoms, 817-911: the East and Middle Kingdoms,” in The
Cambridge Medieval History: Vol. 2, c. 700-900, ed. Rosamond McKitterick (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008), 142–68, at 156–68. Marios Costambeys, Matthew Innes and Simon McLean,
The Carolingian World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 419–27.
4
James M. Clark, The Abbey of St Gall as a Centre of Literature and Art (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1926), 11–2.
5
Berschin, “Verena und Wiborada,” 9–11.
6
Hans Haefele (ed.), Ekkehard IV, Casus Sancti Galli (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1980) 114-23. Martin Buhlmann, “St Gallen, Reichenau, Königtum, Baar und
Neudingen im frühen Mittelalter,” Vertex Alemanniae. Schriftenreihe zur südwestdeutschen
Geschichte 68 (2013): 1–53, at 10.
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visited St Gall in 929, the stay of the community at Reichenau probably lasted no
more than a year or two.7 In 937, another tragic episode occurred when a fire
devastated the abbey church and other nearby buildings of the complex. The library
was miraculously left intact.8 This event further delayed the recovery of the monastic
community. The Abbey of St Gall, to the south of the German heartlands, did not
immediately benefit from the gradual centralisation and economic development
brought about by the assertion of the new Saxon dynasty on the now German throne.
Civil strife between the emerging Ottonian power and the dukes of Swabia and
Bavaria undermined the overall situation of the German South and the Alpine
region.9 A visible recovery in St Gall’s finances and infrastructure, entailing the
revival of the arts in the abbey, only took place in the last quarter of the tenth century.
This work aims to become the first in-depth analysis of the illuminated manuscript
production of the Abbey of St Gall in the period between c. 975-1075, that is, within
the German kingdom under Ottonian and early Salian rule. Decades after the collapse
of Charlemagne’s divided political legacy and the subsequent crisis of the second
quarter of the tenth century, the scriptorium of St Gall began to once again produce
lavishly decorated manuscripts displaying complex full-page scenes. Like many other
contemporary scriptoria in the Ottonian kingdom, most of these decorated books
were created for a liturgical use.
The foci of this research are three illuminated manuscripts in particular: an
antiphonary, a sacramentary, and a gradual-sequentiary. These three manuscripts,
each belonging to a different stage of the timeline of approximately one hundred
years period of renewed monastic creativity, contain different illustrated types of
liturgical texts, both for the Mass and for the daily Liturgy of the Hours of the monks.
The manuscripts, among the largest ever created at St Gall, display narrative scenes
and innovative iconographic elements that find virtually no parallel anywhere else in
the contemporary German kingdom. The study of the gradual-sequentiary CS376, on
the other hand, will be also accompanied by an analysis of three illuminated
7

Martin J. Ryan, “Conquest, Reform and the Making of England,” in The Anglo-Saxon World, ed.
Nicholas J. Higham and M. J. Ryan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 313. Wolfgang
Georgi, “Bischof Keonwald von Worcester und die Heirat Ottos I. mit Edgitha im Jahre 929,”
Historisches Jahrbuch 115 (1995): 1–40. Clark, St Gall as a Centre, 63–5.
8
Haefele, Ekkehard IV, 142–5.
9
Thomas Zotz, “Grundlagen und Zentren der Königsherrschaft im deutschen Südwesten in
karolingischer und ottonischer Zeit,” in Archäologie und Geschichte des ersten Jahrtausends in
Südwestdeutschland, ed. Hans Ulrich Nuber, Karl Schmid, Heiko Steuer and Thomas Zotz
(Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke, 1990), 275–93, at 279–81.
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sacramentaries also created around the year 1050 for an unspecified purpose. Other
illuminated and non-decorated manuscripts that were also manufactured in the
Ottonian and early Salian periods will be frequently referenced. However, the foci
will be large liturgical manuscripts displaying complex, full-page scenes and rare or
unique Christian visual narratives.
This first in-depth study of St Gall manuscripts in the Ottonian era will be
executed from different methodological perspectives, reflecting wider developments
in art history that will be later discussed. In Ottonian art in particular, largely
overlooked in itself in comparison to Carolingian or later Romanesque visual
cultures, academic interest has normally placed emphasis upon the idea of
iconographic innovation.10 This research will gradually highlight at St Gall this spirit
of artistic variation, particularly in illustrated episodes of the Life of Christ.
Comparison with earlier and contemporary compositions is therefore necessary and
integral to this analysis, but this methodology will not represent a narrative by itself.
This study will instead incorporate sources, such as liturgy, exegesis, or monastic
thought and practice, in order to potentially explain to some extent iconographic
innovation in St Gall manuscripts. In this regard, works and authors listed in the
Carolingian and Ottonian book collections of the abbey library will be given
particular importance as potential sources of interpretation. Moreover, liturgy, a
performative sphere traditionally left aside in many art historical contributions, will
also be taken into account. This will occur through the constant analysis of texts and
documented practices in order to understand as much as possible the roles that these
decorated books once had for their handlers and audiences. The final aim of this
multi-layered approach to medieval manuscript illumination is to offer a
comprehensive view of these examples of monastic visual culture on parchment.
This thesis aims to demonstrate that the art of manuscript illumination at the
Abbey of St Gall in the Ottonian and early Salian periods represents an underrated
and largely forgotten example of a scriptorium that nonetheless epitomised what
specialists nowadays consider the general characteristics of this rich artistic era in
medieval European art. On the other hand, this research will also highlight in which
ways the illuminated manuscript production of St Gall during the period c. 975-1075
10

Charles R. Dodwell, The Pictorial Arts of the West, 800-1200 (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1993), 123. Adam S. Cohen, “Vigintennial Views on Ottonian Art History,” Peregrinations 3.1
(2010): 1–7. Henry Mayr-Harting, Ottonian Book Illumination: An Historical Study, Book I (London:
Harvey Miller, 1999), 15–9.
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distinguished itself from other monastic scriptoria. This intense artistic activity at St
Gall still represents today what early German-speaking historiography unfairly
labelled the silbernes Zeitalter, or “Silver Age”, of the Alpine abbey. This archaic
categorisation established a pejorative connotation for this period of study, in stark
contrast to the goldenes Zeitalter that the Carolingian century at St Gall symbolised
in the minds of twentieth-century scholars. This highly biased perception thus
resulted in an absence of academic interest in this undervalued era.
Literature review
The wealth of documentation on the history of the Abbey of St Gall and its collection
of manuscripts in particular, is outstanding. The preservation of early sources such as
the founder’s vita (which later developed in the Carolingian era as the first version of
the Casus sancti Galli) and Ekkehard IV’s early eleventh-century Continuatio,
represents a rich variety of well-studied, primary historical literature.11 The
aforementioned vita of St Wiborada and several other examples of sketchier materials
from the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries (such as the abbey’s Capitulary or
Ekkehard’s own notes), have offered abundant complementary sources facilitating
the modern analysis of the community’s historical developments during the Early
Middle Ages.12 This rich array of documentation prompted a resolute academic
interest in the history of the abbey since the nineteenth century. However, this early
attention tended in most cases to place the emphasis on the role of St Gall throughout
11

For the earliest history, see Martin Buhlmann, “St Gallen, Reichenau,” 10. One copy of the Vita
Sancti Galli (c. 820) is preserved in the Codex Sangallensis 553. See also Walter Berschin, “Die
Anfänge der literarischen Kultur,” in St. Gallen. Geschichte einer literarischen Kultur. Kloster - Stadt
- Kanton - Region, Band 2: Quellen, ed. Werner Wunderlich (St. Gall: Historischer Verein des
Kantons St. Gallen, 1999), 71–93, at 76–8. For Ekkehard, see Wojtek Jezierski, “Speculum monasterii.
Ekkehart IV and the Making of St Gall’s Identity in the Casus Sancti Galli-Tradition (9th-13th
centuries),” in Ekkehart IV. von St. Gallen, ed. Norbert Kössinger, Ele Krotz and Stefan Müller
(Berlin-Boston: De Gruyter, 2015), 267–302. Ernst Tremp, “Zur Neuausgabe von Ekkeharts Casus
sancti Galli,” in Ekkehart IV, ed. Kössinger et al., 245–65. The modern manuscripts that contain the
Casus are the Codices Sangallenses 610, 611, 612, 614, and 615.
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Several copies of the Vita Sanctae Wiboradae (c. 1070) have come down to us: the Codices
Sangallenses 560, 564, 610 and 1034. See Beat M. von Scarpatetti, Die Handschriften der
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during the so-called Carolingian Renaissance, which in early scholarship perhaps
revived notions of a much-missed idea of a Romanised and fully Christian European
state.13
The earliest monograph on the history of St Gall illuminated manuscripts was
Adolf Merton’s 1912 publication, Die Buchmalerei in St. Gallen.14 This early corpus
offered a first glimpse into the production of illuminated manuscripts at the Abbey of
St Gall. Merton’s work presented a long historical context followed by a relatively
small body of images, with no additional descriptions. Subsequent works on St Gall’s
medieval phase have tended to highlight the overall milestones of the medieval
abbey, focusing on the study of literature works and music history, particularly
throughout the ninth century. This was the case of the earliest comprehensive
monograph on St Gall’s cultural history in the Middle Ages. In 1926, the British
historian James Clark published The Abbey of St Gall as a Centre of Literature and
Art.15 Clark’s section on manuscripts naturally emphasised the importance of
Carolingian books, such as the Codex Aureus, the Folchard Psalter, or the
Evangelium Longum. Throughout the second half of the twentieth century,
Stiftsbibliothek curators and local historians have also regularly published their own
cultural histories of St Gall, mostly in German and following Clark’s model, such as
Peter Ochsenbein and Werner Vogler.16
Unlike the cases of other German monastic institutions, such as Reichenau, Fulda,
and Regensburg, St Gall medieval manuscripts have been largely preserved in situ for
centuries. This is perhaps one of the reasons behind the wide lack of interest in the
abbey’s eleventh century from specialists not based in and around the St Gallen and
Zurich regions. Charles Dodwell published in 1971 his The pictorial arts of the West,
800-1200.17 The survey devoted a few paragraphs to Carolingian St Gall, but
completely omitted any reference to the eleventh century. Henry Mayr-Harting
13
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published his monumental Ottonian Book Illumination in 1999, which still today
represents the seminal survey of Ottonian and early Salian illuminated manuscripts.18
Probably due to the lack of previous studies, Mayr-Harting left aside the artistic
evolution of St Gall throughout this period. The author mentioned only two
manuscripts: the Sigebert Sacramentary and the detached folio of the Sigebert
Pericopes.19 These two items are in fact among the very few illuminated manuscripts
not preserved today in St Gall. Moreover, Mayr-Harting presented some of the
unique iconographic characteristics of the Sigebert Sacramentary very briefly,
without truly contextualising them in either St Gall or in late Ottonian and early
Salian Germany.
The most extensive discussion of eleventh-century St Gall materials has been the
recent corpus by Anton von Euw, Die St. Galler Buchkunst vom 8. bis zum Ende des
11. Jahrhunderts, published in 2008.20 Von Euw’s narrative is particularly rich in
palaeographical insight. The text, however, is highly descriptive and the eleventhcentury manuscripts lack a comprehensive contextualisation both in terms of
innovation and liturgical use. In these previous researches, the absence of
comparanda, the analysis of visual-textual relationships, and the discussion of
iconographic anomalies in particular, have greatly hindered the understanding of St
Gall’s merit and its role in Ottonian Germany.
Finally, replicating an ancient tradition initiated by the abbey’s own medieval
librarians and later bibliophiles (see Appendix I), the manuscript collections of the
Stiftsbibliothek have also been the subject of two major cataloguing projects. In the
late nineteenth century, Gustav Scherrer wrote the first modern catalogue of medieval
and early modern Sangallenses.21 In the early 2000s, Beat Matthias von Scarpatetti
readopted Scherrer’s idea and redacted a monumental catalogue of manuscripts,
although focusing on late medieval and early modern books.22 Subsequent
18
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digitisation initiatives such as the Fribourg-based e-Codices open-access platform
and the related Codices Electronici Sangallenses have also contributed to an
unlimited global publicisation of medieval and early modern Swiss manuscript
collections, including the Stiftsbibliothek’s.
No history of illuminated Sangallenses within the rich Ottonian and early Salian
artistic world exists today. Beyond descriptions, little separates the aforementioned
general corpora on St Gall manuscripts from the Scherrer and Von Scarpatetti
catalogues. International scholars such as Charles Dodwell or Henry Mayr-Harting
probably left aside the topic in their surveys since no substantial piece of research in
German existed beforehand. Yet, modern studies on the manuscript illumination of
this period, as part of new waves of scholarship on the cultural developments of the
German kingdom in the tenth and eleventh centuries, have recently brought to light a
particularly creative phase of medieval European art largely overlooked in itself.
Rediscovering Ottonian art today
The study of German art in the country that witnessed the establishment of the first
academic positions in art history has normally tended to examine the Carolingian era,
overall architectural history and related sculptural decorations, and the art world of
the Late Middle Ages.23 However, deluxe Ottonian manuscripts were not necessarily
entirely overlooked in early twentieth-century art historical studies in German. The
illumination of lavishly decorated Gospel books in particular, being some of the
oldest and most important items in large library collections, also began to gradually
attract the attention of art historians.24 The emphasis of these early works was
23
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normally placed on the portraits of Ottonian monarchs, as well as on the symbolism
of kingship inside this first centralised German kingdom.25 In the middle decades of
the twentieth century, exiled German art historians in particular developed an
intensive research activity at American universities, such as Kurt Weitzman, Ernst
Kitzinger, or Erwin Panofsky.26 One of Weitzman’s students, Herbert L. Kessler,
later supervised a cohort of doctoral students at Johns Hopkins University across
several decades. Many of these doctoral students in Baltimore began studying the
manuscript art of the Early and High Middle Ages in Germany, shaping to this day
the overall perception of this period.27 The works of Adam Cohen, Cynthia Hahn,
Elisa Garrison, Ittai Weinryb, Jennifer Kingsley, together with Karen Blough or more
recent authors in other institutions such as Joshua O’Driscoll, Joseph Ackley,
Beatrice Kitzinger, or Kristen Collins, have enriched those seminal corpora and
monographs on Late Carolingian and Ottonian manuscripts and art objects from a
variety of perspectives.
For some reason, this recent wave of scholarship on Ottonian art in English,
developed before and after the turn of the new millennium, has not found a
counterpart in German-speaking academia. Post-war German-speaking art historians
seemed largely uninterested in the artistic developments of the Ottonian Empire.28
With perhaps the major exceptions of Klaus G. Beuckers and Thomas Labusiak (as
well as specialists such as Ulrich Kuder and Christopher Winterer), recent manuscript
art historians such as Susanne Wittekind, David Ganz, Gude Suckale-Redlefsen, or
Harald Wolter-von dem Knesebeck, have rather researched either the Carolingian era
or the German twelfth century. As a result, in addition to works with a pre-eminent
palaeographical basis such as Von Euw’s, most of the existent bibliography in

Erzbischofs Egbert von Trier (977-993) (Trier: Spee, 1977). Other theses and early monographs
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25
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Two Bodies: A Study in Medieval Political Theology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957).
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Ulrike Wendland, Biographisches Handbuch deutschsprachiger Kunsthistoriker im Exil: Leben und
Werk der unter dem Nationalsozialismus verfolgten und vertriebenen Wissenschaftler (Munich: Saur,
1999), 365–71; 733–42. See also Kurt Weitzmann, Sailing with Byzantium from Europe to America:
The Memoirs of an Art Historian (Munich: Maris, 1994).
27
Cohen, “Vigintennial views,” 3–7.
28
No clear explanation lies behind this circumstance. Cohen, however, points at modern political
connotations of the idea of “Empire” in post-1945 German academia. Across modern German
departments and conferences, such as the Forum Kunst des Mittelalters, there has never been much
enthusiasm for Ottonian Studies.
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German on Ottonian manuscript art is relatively dated, including seminal
monographs on some of the most well-known codices of this period.
Outside the United States and Germany, Britain’s contribution to the field has also
been noticeable. Charles Dodwell and Henry Mayr-Harting analysed global medieval
art issues, perhaps with a focus on England, but they both made important
contributions to Ottonian art.29 In addition to these traditions, it is finally also worth
adding the role of the French art historian Eric Palazzo, whose research on Fulda
sacramentaries will be discussed in this thesis.
These different generations of international scholars have unravelled a vast
manuscript production often defined by a number of general characteristics and
common approaches to their study. It is first of all assumed that Ottonian scriptoria
tended to decorate manuscripts with an exclusive liturgical function, therefore
shifting from the previous Carolingian focus on the Bible. Karen Blough’s thesis, for
instance, analysed the weight of Carolingian tradition in an extremely productive
Ottonian scriptorium such as Reichenau.30 Imperial portraiture and Christocentric
iconographies have defined some of these approaches to Ottonian art, as Eliza
Garrison’s monograph on Otto III and Henry II has rightly reminded.31 Documented
patterns of patronage related to the Imperial court (but also independent from it, in
the different archbishoprics across the German kingdom), have retained some of this
recent academic attention. In this regard, Adam Cohen’s thesis on the Uta Codex, or
Jennifer Kingsley’s later dissertation on the Bernward Gospels, rescued from partial
oblivion important cases of patronage, in Regensburg and Hildesheim respectively.32
Other, less explored aspects of German art in the late tenth and eleventh centuries
have also been brought to light by recent scholarship in English. The growing
importance of a defined Marian theology and representations of the Virgin Mary was
the subject of Kristen M. Collins’ doctoral work, a perspective barely emphasised
29

Perhaps the most influential of Dodwell’s work on this area is Charles R. Dodwell (and Derek H.
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See Note 24.
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beforehand in German scholarship on the Ottonians.33 Finally, amidst the rich
bibliography in at least two languages that the field of Ottonian and Salian
manuscript illumination boasts today, few works have considered several manuscripts
from one specific scriptorium. Eric Palazzo’s thesis on the Fulda sacramentaries
(written and published in French), or the recent doctoral research of Joshua
O’Driscoll on colour and inscriptions in the manuscripts of Ottonian Cologne, are
exceptions.34
It is primarily within this perspective that the manuscript illumination of St Gall in
the period c. 975-1075 will be analysed here – through a consistent comparative
analysis of iconographic programmes and manuscript types, particularly within the
contemporary German kingdom under the late Ottonian and early Salian kings. The
objective is to contextualise for the first time St Gall’s art of the decorated book
exploring how the Sangallenses illuminated throughout this period befit this recently
established academic narrative.
Since the publication of the first academic studies on the pictorial arts of the
Middle Ages in the late nineteenth century, issues of style, influence, schools, as well
as authorship and the patronage of kings, have overwhelmingly dominated academic
debates. Medieval monasteries offer instead vast numbers of artistic materials with
few names, no specific patterns of patronage, nor a clear rationale of creation
necessarily behind. Furthermore, some of these manuscript collections, before the
advent of digitisation, were often kept outside important urban centres, with difficult
access and limited cataloguing, a circumstance that impacted their study by non-local
experts. Some of the aforementioned works on manuscript illumination, including on
St Gall itself, are rather comprehensive corpora that often itemised manuscripts and
art objects for the very first time.
In recent years, research on medieval visual culture in general, and manuscript
illumination in particular, has enormously benefited from an enlargement of
academic perspectives, primarily concerning the condition and reception of the visual
arts throughout the medieval millennium. The attention of scholars, particularly based
in the United States, has somehow shifted from how medieval art has been perceived
33
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and described throughout the twentieth century to offer insights into how medieval
individuals originally interacted and looked upon art. The development of academic
structuralism throughout the second half of the century began to be gradually applied
to the theoretical approaches behind contemporary Humanities discourses.35 In the
hope of offering a complete, realistic picture of the medieval world and the role that
art played in it, scholars started to analyse different layers of understanding of a
society’s cultural past.36 Modern specialists today, particularly in North American
institutions, tend to widely discuss issues such as materiality and sensorial
perception, art and ritualistic performances, the often neglected history of women as
makers and patronesses, or depictions of race, identity, and the perception of cultural
differences in the medieval world within the encompassing concept of “Otherness”.
Some of these recent approaches are particularly relevant in order to offer an updated
and comprehensive interpretation of the production of illuminated manuscripts at
medieval St Gall.
The number of studies on art and sensorial perception in pre-Modern art has
witnessed a dramatic increase in recent years.37 The origins of this visual appreciation
of art lay in Psychology’s Gestält theories from the 1920s.38 Establishing different
kinds of agencies and defining specific audiences has become a complementary but
necessary approach to the study of visual arts. These studies are often highly
hypothetical due to the lack of actual documentation, particularly in the early
medieval Latin West, but they represent an unavoidable context as far as medieval
art, largely religious in nature, is concerned.39 Equally connected to sensorial
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experience, and narrowly related to the idea of visual perception, is the concept of
materiality.40 By ascribing properties to specific materials and artistic media, art
historians have today re-discovered the qualities and symbolism that some materials,
such as parchment, gold, or bronze, once had in the allegory-prone mindset of many
medieval learned individuals, such as monks. Another important concept in this
research is that of performativity. In the dynamic liturgies of a monastic community,
art and experience regularly collided. Studies in medieval performance have been
largely confined to actual theatre and architectural spaces, such as portals. Yet, an
increasing number of authors are starting to consider the role of portable objects, such
as manuscripts, in these ceremonies that after all sought to captivate the minds of
entire congregations and reach an emotional climax.41
Amidst an ever-growing global community of medievalists from across the world,
these examples of approaches define today’s concept of art history at the interior of
the expanding and multi-disciplinary medieval studies. Even though traditional
methodologies such as comparative analysis or visual-textual relationships are
naturally at the core of this project, these new perspectives on manuscripts and
medieval art are unavoidable considerations by specialists that are enriching
narratives and shaping academic debates worldwide.
St Gall from c. 975 to 1075
Even though no monograph on this period of the Abbey of St Gall exists, the key
episodes and characters are known. A limited number of important official
documents regarding the community, official visits of some of the German monarchs,
as well as the details about the lives of the abbots that held their tenures throughout
these decades, allows the modern reader to approach this phase of the Alpine
The Role of Pattern, Reflection, and Visual Perception in Early Anglo-Saxon Art,” in Sensory
Perception in the Medieval West, ed. Simon Thomson and Michael Bintley (Turnhout: Brepols, 2016),
159–79.
40
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University Press, 2016).
41
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Dumbarton Oaks, 2016), 259–77.
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institution. Furthermore, sources and secondary literature on the individual monks
that defined the cultural history of St Gall throughout these one hundred years are
also widely available.
As soon as the new Ottonian dynasty took root further north, successive
chancelleries began to emit documents that acknowledged the traditional status of St
Gall as an ancient Carolingian Reichsabtei. Ottonian and Salian emperors assured
political and fiscal independence to the abbey. Emperor Otto II in 973, as his father
Otto I had done in 940, granted a similar immunity to St Gall. This decree also
acknowledged all the property gains that the community had obtained by either
purchase or donation.42 Similar charters by Otto III (994), Henry II (1004), and
Conrad II (1025), followed.43 The new Salian dynasty did not alter the relationship
between monarchy and abbey. Conrad II’s charter from the 19th of April 1025 was
made “according to the customs dictated by previous rulers”, that is, the Ottonians
and the Carolingians.44 This status of political and fiscal independence regarded not
only the abbey’s complex itself, but also the whole of the community’s dominion in
its surroundings, the Appenzell. The term Appenzell comes from the Latin expression
abbatis cella, that is, “the estate of the abbot”.45 This concept is similar to that of
Montecassino’s Terra sancti Benedicti – the whole of the nearby lands acquired by or
donated to a community that eventually reached some degree of political autonomy.
The importance of St Gall and Reichenau, as the two most prominent Swabian
Reichsabteien, largely influenced these royal decrees, having major political and
economic repercussions in the Alpine duchy.46 The Appenzell occupied roughly the
centre of medieval Swabia, thus boasting a strategic position. The Abbey of St Gall
and its dominion became a monastic stronghold loyal to the German monarchy, and
created at the expense of the Swabian dukes. Both St Gall and Reichenau remained
loyal to the emperors in repeated times of conflict with this ducal house.
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Imperial abbeys were also regularly home to the itinerant German court and, in the
case of St Gall, a safe haven during a potential journey south to the Italian Peninsula.
The Alpine abbey received in fact several official visits throughout this period. In
order to assess reform efforts after the early tenth-century crisis, the community
received the visit of a delegation of churchmen from different German communities
and sees in the 960s, including members from Trier, Metz, and Lorsch.47 Emperor
Otto II visited the abbey in 972, together with his wife, Adelaide of Italy, and his son,
the future Otto III, and the latter’s betrothed wife, the Byzantine princess
Theophanu.48
The chronicle of Ekkehard IV, the Continuatio Casus sancti Galli, provides
considerable detail about this official visit. According to Ekkehard, the Ottonian heir,
then aged seventeen, showed a special interest in the abbey’s manuscript collections,
requesting copies of several works for himself. In 1027, the Empress Gisela of
Swabia, wife of the first Salian monarch Conrad II, also visited the abbey together
with her son, the future Henry III, who also obtained several manuscripts.49 These
two episodes show that the community was probably highly regarded as a member of
the loyal and prestigious Imperial network of historical monastic houses.
Furthermore, the visit in 972 also represented the first evidence of renewed activity at
St Gall’s scriptorium after the Carolingian century and the early tenth-century crisis,
therefore marking a terminus post quem and a symbolic beginning for this thesis.
Community life and artistic developments were likely supervised to some extent
by the different abbots that led the community between 971 and 1076. The list opens
with Notker (971-975), nephew of a former monk, also called Notker.50 Abbot
Notker was trained as a monk at Reichenau and he welcomed the Imperial family in
972. It is plausible that Otto II and his family visited St Gall to mark a special
occasion – under Notker’s auspices, the community witnessed the official reinauguration of the church that had been devastated in the 937 fire. Notker’s
successor was Abbot Ymmo (d. 984).51 Ymmo became a loyal ally of Emperor Otto
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II during the military intervention against the neighbouring Duchy of Bavaria in the
late 970s. The relationship with Reichenau also reached a new peak under this
abbot’s direction and several artistic initiatives that will be later analysed are
documented during these years. After his passing, Ymmo was replaced by Abbot
Ulrich I (d. 990), who had previously been bishop at Augsburg.52 Nothing relevant
about his tenure is highlighted in the sources, other than the enlargement of the abbey
church’s crypt. The controversial Abbot Kerhart was elected to lead St Gall’s
community after Ulrich’s death in 990, a post that Kerhart held until his passing in
1001.53 He received Otto III’s charter in 994 and is believed to have become an
adviser to the Emperor for some time at his itinerant court further north. However,
the Continuatio depicts a conflicted community during this last decade of the tenth
century, divided between pious older generations of monks and the perhaps more
libertine views of younger newcomers. These specific events will be extensively
analysed in Chapter 1.
Abbot Purchart II succeeded Kerhart.54 Also the nephew of a former monk (the
erudite Ekkehard I the Elder, d. 973), Purchart fiercely defended St Gall’s rights
against the Archbishopric of Constance’s continuous interferences. The chronicles
describe a character interested in cultural activities that could have played a seminal
role in consolidating or expanding the activities of the St Gall scriptorium during the
first quarter of the eleventh century. Purchart II died in 1022 and was replaced by
Abbot Thietpald, whose role will be highlighted in Chapter 2.55 Thietpald appeared as
head of the community in Conrad II’s 1025 charter and, two years later, Empress
Gisela visited the abbey. In this period the abbey also suffered the attacks of the
Swabian Duke Ernest II, Gisela’s own son from her first marriage with Duke Ernest I
(d. 1015). The loyalty of St Gall was tested during these years of Salian dynastic
transition, when the young Swabian duke ravaged the abbey’s possessions in 1025.
The calm returned to the Appenzell a year later, once Conrad crushed the rebellion.56
Abbot Thietpald died in 1034 and was succeeded by Nortpert , whose tenure lasted
until 1072. In stark contrast to previous periods, Nortpert’s office represented a quiet
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and prosperous time for the Alpine community. St Gall then benefited from the
generosity and gratitude of the ruling Salian emperors, Conrad II, his son, Henry III,
and grandson, Henry IV, who consecutively issued their respective decrees of
political and fiscal immunity. Abbot Nortpert had come to Swabia from the Abbey of
Stavelot, then an autonomous ecclesiastical principality near Liege, in present-day
Belgium.57 His appointment was perhaps a personal decision by Emperor Conrad
himself and his ecclesiastical entourage. Stavelot had been highly influenced by the
Cluniac reform in the previous century and the sources say that the Emperor
requested a representative from Stavelot to be sent to St Gall in order to deepen the
implementation of reformed practices.58 Stavelot also happened to be one of the main
artistic centres of the Meuse Valley region, home to a scriptorium and workshops.59
Nortpert’s abbacy represented the longest and arguably the most influential tenure of
these one hundred years of artistic revival. Under his leadership, the scriptorium of St
Gall produced several luxury illuminated sacramentaries and one gradualsequentiary, as well as other decorated types of manuscripts that will be analysed in
Chapter 3. Nortpert died in 1072 and was replaced by abbot Ulrich II, who died in
1076.60
This date has been traditionally assigned by German-speaking historiography as
the end of the so-called “Silver Age” of St Gall, spanning virtually one century of rediscovered, yet lesser splendour. The end of this phase coincides with the peak of the
Investiture Controversy in the German kingdom – the acrimonious conflict for
ultimate authority and decision power between the Papacy and the Salian Holy
Roman Emperors.61 Conrad II had directly appointed Nortpert to the direction of St
Gall in 1034.62 Similar cases had existed before and emperors often appointed
churchmen across the realm at will, including bishops and abbots. Later on, when the
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debate between Rome and the German king intensified after several contentious
nominations, the Controversy Investiture represented the perfect justification for the
losing parties in many cases. The Empire finished completely divided between
Imperial and Papal interests.63 The pro-emperor Staufen were based in Swabia, and St
Gall in the 1070s witnessed a flagrant opposition from pro-Papal and pro-Guelph
factions to any decisions by the Staufen dukes or by Emperor Henry IV. Abbot
Ulrich II’s successor, Ulrich of Eppenstein (1077-1121), saw how two consecutive
“anti-abbots” disrupted community life for almost an entire decade after his
appointment. His successor, Mannegold of Mammern (1121-1133) also witnessed
strong opposition during the year that followed his appointment. This phenomenon
will regularly appear again later in the twelfth century. As the inventories imply, the
Abbey of St Gall ceased to produce substantial numbers of illuminated manuscripts
after this decade, probably echoing the contested socio-political environment of the
entire German kingdom that impacted the stability of the community and the use of
its resources.
Although the names and key episodes in the lives of these abbots are known, their
biographies are sometimes reduced to a few sketchy lines. The same is not true of
some of the individual monks that lived and worked at St Gall over this period, some
of whom are in fact of particular importance for this research. Ekkehard IV (c. 980- c.
1056) became the voice of the community throughout the first half of the eleventh
century.64 The monk was responsible for continuing the task of redacting the abbey’s
history by enlarging upon hagiographical and Carolingian narrations, in what in later
years became the Continuatio Casus sancti Galli. Ekkehard IV also wrote several
religious texts and left a substantial amount of separate accounts that shed light on
some aspects of the life of the eleventh-century community.
Perhaps by the time Ekkehard became a novice in the abbey, around the year
1000, two elderly characters were particularly respected in the ranks of the
community. Notker Labeo (c. 950-1022), also called “the German” or Teutonicus,
was a relative of the monk and author Ekkehard I (d. 973) previously mentioned.
Notker Labeo taught at the abbey schola and became one of the first translators of
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classical works into the local vernacular language, the regional variant of Old High
German.65 Among the authors that he translated were Aristotle, Virgil, and Boethius.
Notker also wrote several works on Classical teaching, and a treatise on music.
For this latter work, Notker Labeo perhaps counted on the mystical expertise of his
contemporary, Hartker (c. 965-1011).66 Ekkehard’s account describes Hartker as an
individual that abandoned his previous life, perhaps as a young soldier, to become a
hermit in an area near the abbey complex for a number of years. Details about the
nature of his early relationship with the community itself during this period are not
known. However, at the turn of the new millennium, Hartker was credited with an
extensive work and expertise on Gregorian chant in particular.67 Several textual
materials have been ascribed to him, including the decorated Hartker Antiphonary
(Codices Sangallenses 390 and 391), the subject of Chapter 1. Little can be said about
the manner in which Hartker combined his eremitic way of life with an intensive
study of this field. The mystic’s compositions are still today considered some of the
earliest and most accurate examples of Gregorian chant preserved in Europe, and for
that reason, the wealth of scholarship on his work is considerable. The same is also
true of Notker Teutonicus and Ekkehard IV, key figures of St Gall’s late tenth- and
eleventh-century “Silver Age”.
Early German-speaking historiography did distinguish between the Carolingian
“Golden Age” and the less attractive Ottonian and early Salian “Silver Age”.
Scholars inserted ninth-century St Gall within a broader discourse that alluded to
Charlemagne, the Carolingian Renaissance, and the end of the Dark Ages. The
Ottonian and early Salian periods, on the other hand, represented an important
chapter of German history, but perhaps with no other global European reading of the
events. It is likely for this reason that, as part of a wider lack of academic interest in
Ottonian art until a few decades ago, the extensive creation of St Gall illuminated
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manuscripts in the Ottonian and early Salian periods, has been largely overlooked in
general historical scholarship. This research therefore aims to address this gap.
In recognition of its role as a centre of learning and recipient of universal culture
throughout the pre-Modern era, the Abbey of St Gall was awarded in 1983 the status
of UNESCO World Heritage Site. This decision was due to a large extent to the
Swiss institution’s comprehensive collection of medieval manuscripts and the series
of unique materials and texts created and preserved there. The collections of Ottonian
and early Salian illuminated manuscripts are arguably the abbey’s lesser-known
works of art, despite these books being first-hand witnesses of a complex period of
cultural reassertion, piety, and influential changes in monastic life that occurred
between c. 975-1075.
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Chapter 1
The Hartker Antiphonary
“Senior Hartkero quisnam sibi martyre vero”
Ekkehard IV, Glossae (c. 1020)68
The Hartker Antiphonary was a liturgical tool for the daily Office of the monks
produced at St Gall around the year 1000, and is the earliest preserved antiphonary
with full-page narrative scenes in medieval Europe. In order to be adapted to later
liturgical conventions, the original pagination of the St Gall manuscript was divided
in the Late Middle Ages into two volumes, today’s Codices Sangallenses 390 and
391. The manuscripts display a total of six full-page illuminated scenes originally
part of the same cycle – a donation scene and a portrait of St Gregory (as a double,
almost consecutive frontispiece), and four scenes depicting Easter episodes of the
Life of Christ: the Last Supper, the Washing of the Feet, the Crucifixion, and the
Women at the Tomb. Three out of these six scenes in particular are relatively
uncommon examples of compositions in contemporary manuscript illumination, both
in terms of the subject portrayed full-page and because of certain unique elements in
the depictions. As the creation of this Sangallensis marked the emergence of
decorated antiphonaries with full-page visual narratives, the St Gall scriptorium
therefore had no pre-established conventions for its pictorial programme, whether in
the abbey itself or in the contemporary German kingdom.
This chapter aims to shed light on the creation at St Gall around the year 1000 of
this illuminated manuscript, and the purpose and meaning of these complex images in
particular. The analysis of the rare compositions and unique attributes in some of the
episodes of the Life of Christ in the Hartker Antiphonary will unravel much deeper
perceptions of the role of art at St Gall, a historical institution undergoing dramatic
transformations at the turn of the millennium. The St Gall community had
experienced a collective trauma of Biblical proportions in the second quarter of the
tenth century: war, exile, and destruction. Decades later, the senior generations of
68
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monks still had fresh memories of the abbey’s painful recovery from downfall. These
years then witnessed a clash that confronted pious reform ideals, in full swing
elsewhere and influencing monastic conduct and ritual practice, to opposed views of
likely younger monks, advocating instead for embracing St Gall’s Carolingian past of
power and opulence. These serious circumstances agitated the community during
Hartker’s lifetime and may have been highly influential in the development of the
first illuminated antiphonary with full-page narrative scenes.
Authorship and purpose: the donation scene and the portrait of St Gregory
This first section studies the two closely related full-page scenes that inaugurated the
cycle of the Hartker Antiphonary – the donation scene with Hartker and St Gallus and
the portrait of St Gregory the Great at work (fos. 8r-9r) [Plates 1-3]. These two
scenes are displayed on consecutive folios of Codex Sangallensis 390 (CS390) and
were therefore conceptualised to be seen leafing through the pagination within a
relatively short span of time. The two full-page images, accompanied by inscriptions,
presented the manuscript’s authorship and introduced the observer to the object’s
purpose and the origins of the liturgical contents that followed.
The donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary will be the initial focus of this
chapter. Scenes such as this were common in the visual arts of the Early Middle
Ages, although the subject today still lacks a comprehensive survey in English of
different periods, areas, media, and meanings.69 Donation narratives were the
symbolic embodiment of artistic patronage and the visualisation of the gratitude (and
often the ambition) of the individual or group of people behind an artistic
commission, whether a building or a luxury manuscript. In this latter medium, donors
69
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were often portrayed carrying symbolic books, likely signifying an intended ex-voto
(votive offering) function for the actual object after its creation. Many patrons and
patronesses, both from the lay society and ecclesiastical circles, later donated these
books to certain religious foundations seeking prayers and favour. Moreover, both
high-ranking individuals and donors from lesser strata, such as the actual monks that
executed the manuscripts, were often unidentified in the scenes.
The case of the hermit and St Gall scholar Hartker (d. 1011) is substantially
different. The monk was depicted in the manuscript as donor, carrying a symbolic
representation of a book intended for the liturgies of the St Gall community. This
circumstance leaves open the question of his actual role in the manuscript’s
commission and creation. Hartker was probably the scribe responsible for the musical
notation in particular, but the patron of the manuscript (providing the actual
resources) could have been the abbot or other senior members of the St Gall
community. The pictorial programme may have been thus conceptualised by all
parties together, or by Hartker alone. For that reason, this research also makes
constant use of the Latin term artifices (sing. artifex), as the most appropriate word to
approach the complex commission of manuscripts in a monastic context and the
representation of makers-donors in liturgical books such as this.
The first folios of CS390 contain a now largely damaged and incomplete index of
antiphon titles (fos. 1r-5r), as well as late medieval additions in the form of similar
chanted passages for the Office (fos. 5v-7v). However, folio 5v was left blank around
the year 1000, being re-written several centuries later. Even though further late
medieval modifications are not excluded, at the time of the manuscript’s creation this
blank page likely faced the first full-page scene of the Ottonian Sangallensis that
appears displayed on the opposite page – the donation scene of folio 8r.70
In this first full-page scene of CS390, a seated St Gallus is about to receive a
symbolic copy of the antiphonary from Hartker [Plate 1]. The latter appears inclined
towards the abbey’s eremitic precursor as a sign of respect and veneration. Above the
pair, the blessing hand of God emerges from the nebulous right upper corner of the
page. Within the page, Hartker is also identified as reclusus, that is, a hermit.71 As
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subsequent full-page scenes in the antiphonary, the drawing work of the donation
episode is of a relative visual simplicity. In addition to a vegetal decorative pattern in
all four sides of the page, a dedicatory inscription runs throughout the upper and
lower sides of the frame. The inscription runs as follows:
AUFERAT HUNC LIBRUM NULLUS HINC OMNE PER EVUM
CUM GALLO PARTEM QUIS HABERE VELIT / ISTIC PERDURANS LIBER HIC CONSISTAT
IN EVUM PRAEMIA PRATANTI SINT UT IN ARCE POLI

This verse can be translated as: “This book shall not be ever taken away / The person
who wants to share with (St) Gall(us) / This enduring book shall stay here forever /
May the reader (lit. “the one who ruminates”) be rewarded as in the celestial abode”.
The inscription requests, first of all, the protection and preservation of the physical
book at St Gall itself. The scribe also made sure to consider the manuscript’s
audience, highlighting its regular handling during the Divine Office as the ultimate
means of salvation for the entire assembly. Additionally, the reference to Gallo may
have also appeared as evoking the foundation saint himself, thus emphasising the
audience’s commitment to both the practice of an earthly liturgy and heavenly
salvation with the help of St Gallus. It is also difficult to fully determine the exact
chronology of this inscription. These lines could have been written during the actual
manufacture of the manuscript or added at a later stage (for example, after Hartker’s
passing in 1011).
Once completed, the community’s cantor handled the manuscript during the St
Gall’s Liturgy of the Hours, perhaps with the help of an assistant. Due to his apparent
masterly knowledge of musical composition and chant, Hartker himself may have
perhaps filled that role at some point around the year 1000. The reclusus (lit.
“imprisoned”, i.e. hermit, or anchor) described in the inscription and portrayed in this
scene, was visualized as the responsible for the manuscript’s overall execution.
However, the dynamics of Hartker’s relationship with the Alpine scriptorium are not
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entirely clear.72 The main source for the life of Hartker at St Gall is the work of
Ekkehard IV (c. 980-1056).73 In addition to Hartker’s mention in Ekkehard’s socalled Glossae, a lengthier description of the life of the reclusus appears in a passage
of the Continuatio Casus sancti Galli (c. 1025-1030). The St Gall chronicler stated
that Hartker had been an eremite for most of his life. The anchorite allegedly spent
thirty years living in St George, a steep and wooded area on the outskirts of the
abbey’s complex. Questions about Hartker’s way of life and competences emerge.
How the scribe responsible for the eponymous antiphonary became a true scholar
with a masterful knowledge in the field of chant, while allegedly living for a long
time as a hermit, is indeed something impossible to ascertain. His physical closeness
to the abbey probably implied the constant access to the community’s library and the
regular study of its manuscript collections from an early stage of his eremitic life.
However, the degree of Hartker’s interaction with the regular liturgical services and,
therefore, his familiarity with the monastic Opus Dei and its procedures, remains an
enigma.
The label that Hartker receives in the manuscript’s scene can perhaps shed light on
this complex situation. In Medieval Latin, the verb recludere, from which the term
reclusus derives, had also another meaning: “to open”, “to disclose”, or “to reveal”.74
Monks at St Gall may have believed that Hartker’s eremitic way of life allowed him
to gain access to veiled knowledge, drawing inspiration in a mystical manner to then
apply these skills to the activities of music and chant composition that somehow he
came to master.75
This potential consideration of divine inspiration and mystical scribal work sparks
similarities with an important figure in the Old Testament. The liturgical scope of
Hartker’s work in a renewed St Gall community recalls the deeds of the Israelite
priest Ezra, later commented on by medieval exegetes such as Bede the Venerable
and Alcuin of York. Ezra was one of the Israelite élites exiled in Babylon after the
destruction of the First Temple in 597 BCE.76 In the Book of Nehemiah, formerly
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part of the Book of Ezra itself, the Israelite prophet is given credit for “reintroducing”
the Torah to the Israelite masses of peasants and artisans that had been deprived of
their religious and political leaders and Temple-based cult. According to Alcuin of
York, Ezra reproduced a new Pentateuch while in exile, with no previous copies of
the text, but instead through divine intervention and inspiration.77 This meaningful
episode appears in the Codex Amiatinus created in early eighth-century Northumbria
[Fig. 1]. In the case of Hartker and his contemporaries, the challenging period
experienced by the Israelites in Babylon perhaps echoed the forced exile at
Reichenau that the St Gall community experienced after the traumatic Magyar
incursion of 926. The fire that ravaged the abbey complex years later probably
invoked the destruction of the First Temple of Jerusalem in the conversations of the
grief-stricken monks. Eleventh-century St Gall audiences were familiar with the
figure of this Israelite author. The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah were repeatedly
copied in Carolingian St Gall and a copy of Bede’s own commentary on these two
Biblical narratives was also executed in the ninth century.78
The use of the term “reclusus” may also highlight possible connections between
Hartker and St Gallus himself, as the latter character also lived as a hermit for several
decades, probably from 612 (when his mentor St Columbanus departed for Italy) to
his death in or around the year 646. St Gallus did not live alone. He also welcomed
twelve disciples with whom he began his coenobitic experience around the area that
later became the St Gall complex. The aura of mystery surrounding Hartker’s life
very likely recalled the overall perception of the life of St Gallus four centuries
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earlier. The late tenth-, early eleventh-century St Gall scriptorium executed several
copies of the vitae of both St Gallus and St Othmar (the first abbot of the actual
community, d. 759). These hagiographical narratives of the community’s origins
were thus widely available to members, and association between Hartker’s lifestyle,
his celebrated abilities in the field of monastic music, and the story of St Gallus
himself, probably reverberated strongly among the contemporaries of the reclusus.
Moreover, the cult of the Irish precursor to the abbey also re-emerged in the Ottonian
period, as the analysis of the historical context surrounding the creation of the
Hartker Antiphonary will later explain.
In addition to this unique element of mystic scribal authorship, the different
nuances conveyed by the scene’s inscription are further stressed, and visually
exemplified, by the dynamic of the donation scene. The intended audience was
primarily the St Gall community around the year 1000, but future generations of
monks and the legacy of Hartker’s work were probably also in the minds of the
Ottonian artifices. While the text identified Hartker as a hermit, the scene emphasised
instead his work and authority in honour of St Gallus as being blessed by God. The
rich interplay between these three actors opens the interpretation of the donation
narrative to further discussion. The abbot, another cantor, or any other monk that
opened the Hartker Antiphonary at this stage, stared at the magnanimous portrait of
St Gallus as the apparent recipient of the reclusus’ book. Due to the imagined nature
of this impossible encounter, the figure of the abbey’s precursor was perhaps
additionally perceived as a personification of the St Gall community itself, thus in
direct relation to the ambiguous term Gallo that in the inscription probably referred to
both saint and institution. Moreover, the submission of the manuscript was witnessed,
and at the same time approved, by the blessing hand of God, which emerged from the
upper right corner amidst the clouds. At first sight, the blessing gesture seems
oriented towards the figure of St Gallus. This interaction could a priori suggest that
the intention behind the narrative was to especially honour the memory of the
abbey’s forerunner. However, this Hand of God also appeared positioned right above
the book itself. This element was perhaps understood as a parallel to that of Hartker’s
holding the book and, by extension, that of the actual manuscript’s handler, whether
Hartker himself or successive St Gall cantors and assistants.
Scene composition and colours can also shed light on this interpretation. The
arrangement of St Gallus, Hartker carrying the book, and the blessing hand of God,
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form a neat triangle, probably invoking the Trinity dogma. Furthermore, the intense
use of the scriptorium’s rubrication red pigment in the drawing lines depicting the
halo of St Gallus, the cross-like rays that God’s hand generates, and the book itself,
were perhaps conceptualised by the artifices to relate one to another. In this way, the
divine inspiration that witnessed the donation action in honour of local sainthood
appeared to be also relating these two figures to the book, the liturgy and, by
extension, to the mystical activities of the portrayed St Gall reclusus that was
visualised as the main actor behind the manuscript.
Donation scenes such as this became particularly recurrent in Ottonian scriptoria.
However, the first full-page scene of the Hartker Antiphonary belongs to a specific
category of this type of symbolic patron portraiture. The study of earlier and
contemporary donation scenes at the Alpine abbey and in other Ottonian institutions,
such as Reichenau, will help to analyse both donors and recipients from a
comparative perspective, highlighting the uniqueness of this St Gall composition.
As Joachim Prochno originally postulated in his seminal catalogue, donation
scenes likely originated from author portraits, such as the recurrent Evangelists at
work that abounded in Gospel book decoration in the Early Middle Ages, particularly
in Carolingian Europe.79 The figures at work of the four Evangelists likely came to
embody the task of the scribes and the pride of authorship. Some of the oldest
preserved donation scenes in the Latin West were created at Fulda around the year
850. Probably within the lifetime of the abbot and prolific scholar Hbaranus Maurus
(d. 856), or soon after his death, the Fulda scriptorium decorated a total of five copies
of his celebrated treatise In honorem sanctae crucis.80 These five manuscripts display
a total of seven small scenes depicting Maurus prostrated or in the process of
submitting a copy of his work to characters such as St Martin or Pope Gregory IV
(827-844) [Fig. 2].
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Prochno, Das Schreiber-, xi-xiii. One of the earliest recorded examples of this donor portraiture in
which a book was offered is the portrait of Anicia Juliana as patroness in an early sixth-century
Constantinopolitan copy of Dioscurides’ De materia medica (Vienna, Austrian National Library, Cod.
Vindobonensis med. gr 1, fol. 6v). Leslie Brubaker, “The Vienna Dioscorides and Anicia Juliana,” in
Byzantine Garden Culture, ed. Anthony Littlewood, Henry Maguire and Joachim Wolschke-Buhlman
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 2002), 189–214.
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Prochno, n. 11-16. The five manuscripts in question are (scenes between brackets): Vatican,
Biblioteca Vaticana, Reg. Christ. lat. 124 (fos. 2v, 3v); Vienna, National Library of Austria, MS. 652
(fos. 1v, 2v); Turin, Biblioteca Universitaria, K II 20 (fol. 4v); Amiens, Bibliothèque municipale, MS
223 (fol. 2v); and Cambridge, Trinity College Library, B 16.3 (fol. 30v).
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This group of Fulda donation scenes exemplifies in the Carolingian period some of
the general characteristics of this category of patron portraiture. First, the
commissioner and/or an artifex were traditionally depicted donating a manuscript
work to a different range of holy figures or historical, high-ranking ecclesiastical
characters, which were normally portrayed seated. In addition, some manuscripts also
present more than one of these commemorating scenes depicting a donation narrative.
Besides these Fulda examples, donation portraiture, as a commemorative
manuscript frontispiece and a sign of authorship and devotion, did not find much
success in Carolingian scriptoria of the late ninth- and early tenth centuries.81 There
was, however, an exception – the abbey of St Gall at the peak of its manuscript
production around the year 900. A total of three images have been preserved. The
first example is a peculiar composition that appears above the prefatory frontispieces
made of columns and arches in the late ninth-century Folchard Psalter (Codex
Sangallensis 23) [Fig. 3].82 On folio 12v, on the margins of the upper page and
flanking two small scenes featuring King David and the Ark of the Covenant inside
the arches’ tympana, the scribe-monk was depicted to the left carrying the book.
Christ was portrayed at the centre, between the two tympana. A third, unspecified
character was depicted on the right corner. This latter figure could well be St Gallus
himself, witnessing and approving the donation, or an abbot-commissioner, perhaps
Hartmut (872-883), who likely sponsored the book.
The second of these scenes appears in Einsiedeln, Stiftsbibliothek, MS. 17 – a
copy of the Gospels created at St Gall at the turn of the tenth century, but gifted to
Einsiedeln Abbey around the year 970.83 On folio 12r, after the Canon Tables and
preceding the portrait of St Matthew at work, a full-page scene portrays the prostrated
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Outside Fulda, Joachim Prochno lists a very limited number of scenes. The Livinus Gospels (Ghent,
St Bavo, I) were created in St Amand. However, the donor in its damaged donation scene (fol. 182v)
cannot be identified with certainty. See Patrick McGurk, “The Ghent Livinus Gospels and the
Scriptorium of Saint-Amand,” Sacris Erudiri 14 (1963): 164–205. Secondly, the well-known First
(Vivien) Bible of Charles the Bald was created at Tours in the year 846. Folio 423r displays a courtly
scene featuring the enthroned King receiving a book from one of the members of his entourage. See
Prochno, n. 6.
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Prochno, n. 18. Von Euw, Die St. Galler Buchkunst, 394–99. See also Charles Eggenberger, “Zur
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Zacher (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2016), 219–36, at 226–7.
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Charles Eggenberger, “Das Evangeliar Codex 17 der Stiftsbibliothek Einsiedeln. Ein Werk der
spatkarolingisch-frühottonischen Buchmalerei des Klosters St. Gallen,” Unsere Kunstdenkmäler 34
(1983): 168–75, at 168–70.
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St Gall monk that executed the book at the bottom of the page [Fig. 4]. Resting his
body on a prayer stool, the scribe gazes upon an enthroned Christ surrounded by
clouds, who greets the observer. The third scene appears in a homiliary that was also
created in the St Gall scriptorium around the same years – Codex Sangallensis 433.84
This manuscript displays on folio 22v a slightly coloured drawing decorating the
beginning of the “Letter to Peter on the Faith”, also called De Fide [Fig. 5]. This text
was written by the early sixth-century North African bishop St Fulgentius but in the
Middle Ages the text was ascribed to St Augustine of Hippo, hence this St Gall
portrait.85 The monk-scribe addresses the seated St Augustine, who accepts the book.
As these examples suggest, the identity of the donor, especially in the case of a
monk, remained very often unknown. A strong sense of anonymity pervaded
monastic scriptoria. In general terms, the ideas conveyed in these scenes normally
stressed the importance of the work achieved, the scribal task itself, and its value for
the community in question, rather than the role of a certain individual. The three
Sangallenses survived the Hungarian incursion and the Reichenau exile and two of
them were preserved at the library a century later, when the scriptorium was working
on the new antiphonary. First and foremost, these two late Carolingian donation
images, among the oldest examples preserved of this patron portraiture, embodied the
concepts of scribal authorship and gratitude. Secondly, within this renewed spirit of
liturgical magnificentia at the Ottonian abbey, the preservation of late ninth- and
early tenth-century illuminated books with donation scenes perhaps exerted a
powerful influence on Hartker and his contemporaries.
Besides these Carolingian examples in situ, the donation scene of the Hartker
Antiphonary also found close analogues in Ottonian Germany. The most prolific of
all late tenth-, early eleventh-century scriptoria was undoubtedly Reichenau, merely
thirty miles away from St Gall. In the period c. 975-1050, a total of thirteen
illuminated scenes in nine different manuscripts were created at Lake Constance,
sometimes conceptualised as a closely related pair of full-page images on opposite
pages.86 The recipients of a manuscript donation in these Reichenau scenes were
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Scherrer, 142.
Eric L. Saak, “Augustine in the Western Middle Ages to the Reformation,” in A Companion to St
Augustine, ed. Mark Vessey (Malden-Oxford, Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 465–77, at 468.
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The Reichenau manuscripts featuring a book donation scenes are: the Darmstadt Pericopes
(Darmstadt, Landesbibliothek, MS. 1948), two scenes featuring the monk-scribe and an abbot (fol.
6v), plus the abbot and St Peter (fol. 7v); the Hornbach Sacramentary (Solothurn, Chapter’s Archive,
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either a holy figure (mainly St Peter, but also Christ or a lesser saint), with a total of
eight scenes, or the patron, such a bishop or an emperor (representing the remaining
five examples). In four cases, the donor submitting the book was likely a Reichenau
scribe. The most complex donation narratives of Ottonian Reichenau were the four
scenes created in the Hornbach Sacramentary (Solothurn, Chapter Library, MS. 1).
These scenes display a donation chain that went all the way from the monk-scribe to
Christ, via the bishop-commissioner, the local saint St Pirmin, and St Peter (fos. 7v,
8v, 9v, 10v) [Figs. 6].
The names of three of these Reichenau monks have also been preserved in
inscriptions next to the figures, a rare circumstance in other Ottonian manuscripts.
The two manuscripts commissioned by the Archbishop of Trier Egbert (d. 993) at the
Lake Constance scriptorium, the Egbert Psalter and the Egbert Gospels, display the
names of the three scribes involved in their creation. The former, intended perhaps
for private use, displays not one, but two donation narratives displayed as doublepage scenes.87 In folios 15v-16r, the Reichenau monk identified as Ruodpert on the
left, inclining his head, stands ready to submit the psalter to the seated Trier
archbishop on the right page [Fig. 7]. In folios 17v-18r, it is Egbert this time on the
left who, carrying the book and replicating the scribe’s pose, addresses an enthroned
St Peter on the right page [Fig. 8]. In the Egbert Gospels, Archbishop Egbert appears
enthroned, in a similar manner to that of the first donation scene of his psalter.88 Two
Reichenau monks, named Keraldus and Heribertus, were portrayed to both sides of
the cathedra in a remarkably smaller scale, while submitting two copies of the book

Pirmin (fol. 8v), St Pirmin and St Peter (fol. 9v), and St Peter and Christ (fol. 10v); the Poussay
Gospels (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS. lat. 10514), displaying two opposite full-page
portraits of the patron (Bishop Berthold of Toul (d. 1018)?) and Christ (fos. 3v-4r); the Egbert Psalter
(Cividale, Museo Archeologico, MS. CXXXVI) display two double-page scenes featuring the scribe
and bishop Egbert of Trier (fos. 15v-16r) and the bishop and St Peter (fos. 17v-18r); the Egbert
Gospels (Trier, Stadtbibliothek, MS. 24) displaying one scene featuring the bishop seated receiving
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15v); the Hillinus Gospels (Cologne, Dombibliothek, MS. 12) and one scene portraying Canon
Hillinus submitting the book to St Peter (fol. 16v); the Walters Gospels (Baltimore, Walters Art
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(Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, MS. 78 A2), displaying a donation scene with an abbot and a presumed
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not simple patron portraits. Reichenau’s Gesta Wittigowonis (Karlsruhe, Landesbibliothek, Ms. Aug.
CCV), for instance, displays on fol. 72r a donation scene with several characters paying homage to the
enthroned Mother of God. However, one donor carries with him a church model, with no manuscript
being depicted. See Prochno, Das Schreiber-, n. 2 –39.
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to Egbert [Fig. 9]. The scriptorium of Reichenau in the same period, but especially
around the year 1000, thus exemplified the variety of donation scenes that Ottonianera monk illuminators conceptualised as this symbolic portraiture featuring makers,
donors, and holy figures offering and accepting books.
Outside the two Swabian Reichsabteien, a myriad of different examples of
donation scenes in contemporary Ottonian Germany offers more comprehensive
parallels to better understand the creation of the Hartker Antiphonary’s own narrative
and its particularities. A total of twenty-one manuscript donation scenes have been
identified in different scriptoria of the German kingdom, c. 975-1075.89 St
Emmeram’s Abbey in Regensburg was the second most prolific Ottonian scriptorium
in terms of donation scenes after Reichenau, with a total of seven images. In terms of
donors, a large majority of Ottonian scenes display a bishop, an abbot, or an abbess,
89

The manuscripts and scenes surveyed are: an Augsburg Sacramentary (London, British Library,
Harley 2908), displaying a donation featuring a bishop and St Peter (fol. 8r); the Einsiedeln Liber
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Emmeran’s (fol. 1v); the Uta Codex (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 13601) with Abbess
Uta and the Mother of God (fol. 2r); a Regensburg Pontifical (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France,
MS. lat. 1231) displaying a bishop and St Peter (fol. 1v); a Salzburg Pericopes (Prague, Piarist College
Library, MS. 1 ) with a bishop and an unnamed saint (fol. 1v); a Southern German Life of Saints
(Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Theo. lat. 268) displaying a portrait of a bishop in between Christ and a
saint carrying the book (fol. 234v), a Bavarian copy of St Gregory’s Commentary on Ezekiel (Munich,
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 9511) with a scene depicting six characters organised in two levels
with the monk-scribe (carrying a pen) and a bishop (carrying the book) flanking St Peter at the bottom,
just below Christ, St Gregory, and a third saint in the upper level (fol. 1v); and a lectionary from
Freising (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 6831), displaying a scene featuring an unnamed
bishop that just gave the book to St Andrew, who in turn addresses a small portrait of Christ above
them (fol. 2r).
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as the characters submitting the book, with a total of thirteen images. Nine
archbishops or bishops were portrayed in total. In a mid-eleventh-century pontifical
now in Paris, for example, Bishop Otto of Regensburg appeared donating the book to
St Peter [Fig. 10].90 On the other hand, the figure of at least one monk submitting the
manuscript, presumably being the actual scribe (such as Hartker), appeared six times
outside Reichenau and St Gall. Although depictions of just one individual are far
more common, a Gospel book created at Cologne around the year 1020 displays not
one, but an entire group of monks jointly submitting a book to an unnamed abbot
[Fig. 11].91 German kings were also depicted three times submitting a manuscript to a
holy figure. A well-known example of this category of donor portrait is that of
Echternach’s Gospels of Speyer, now at El Escorial (Madrid). The German king
Henry III, carrying the book, and his consort Agnes, were depicted symmetrically
inclined towards the enthroned figure of the Virgin Mary [Fig. 12].92
In terms of recipients, the vast majority of these Ottonian donation scenes
(thirteen) were offered to Christ (normally as Maiestas), St Peter, or the Virgin Mary
(normally as Mother of God). An example of this latter dynamic is the early eleventhcentury Uta Codex from Regensburg. In it, the abbess after whom the manuscript was
named appears depicted carrying the book and inclined towards an enthroned Mother
of God positioned at the centre of a complex geometric composition [Fig. 13].93
Three German monarchs, Otto III, Henry II and Henry III, were also portrayed once
as manuscript recipients. The last Ottonian, King Henry II, appeared depicted
receiving the symbolic donation of a manuscript from the hands of a monk-scribe in a
copy of St Gregory’s Commentary on Ezekiel created at Seeon Abbey (Bavaria) [Fig.
14].94 Other, less common saints that were depicted as recipients are St Andrew,
Simon and Judas, St Wilburga, or Regensburg’s St Emmeram.
This latter example is of particular importance for this research. Amidst these
multiple categories of donors and recipients, the Ottonian and early Salian donation
scenes showing a scribe-monk giving a manuscript to the monastic community’s
foundation saint were far less common. Besides the scene in the Hartker
Antiphonary, only this portrait of St Emmeram receiving a book from a Regensburg
90
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monk in a compendium of works by Boethius (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
Clm 14272) has been preserved [Fig. 15].95 The full-page donation scene of the
Hartker Antiphonary is therefore not only a unique case of authorship, but also a very
rare example of an Ottonian donation scene in honour of the holy figure at the origin
of the monastery in which the manuscript itself was executed.
The donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary was conceptualised as a perpetual
statement of the prestigious mystical authorship that surrounded the creation of the
manuscript at St Gall around the year 1000. Unlike many other earlier and
contemporary donation scenes, Hartker and any other artifex that may have been
involved in its creation, devised the manuscript for its immediate use in the
community’s Divine Office and also for generations to come. In this way, the
memory of the reclusus would be forever preserved in the communal liturgy of the
Reichsabtei. In this Ottonian Sangallensis, the roles of scribe and donor appeared
merged into one peculiar character, Hartker the reclusus, a new Ezra whose lifestyle
also mirrored the story of St Gallus himself. This image, a very rare case of Ottonian
donation involving the foundation saint of the monastic community in question, is the
only example created at St Gall in the Ottonian and early Salian periods. As in the
aforementioned Echternach case, the depiction of St Gallus was likely understood as
a personification of the entire community. Not only did the symbolic action of
Hartker honour the memory of the foundation saint, it exalted at the same time the
importance of the daily liturgy of the Alpine fellowship. The donation scene genre,
often used as a manuscript’s frontispiece and a statement of prestigious patronage,
was fairly popular in the scriptorium of nearby Reichenau around the year 1000.
However, Hartker also had at his disposal, amidst the vast collections of the St Gall
library, some of the earliest documented manuscript donation scenes ever preserved
in Europe. These examples in situ perhaps inspired Hartker, effectively transforming
the creation of the Ottonian antiphonary’s scene into a re-enactment of local
Carolingian conventions. This full-page scene illustrates the precise moment in which
the renewed symbiosis of art, liturgy, and collective identity crystallised in the Alpine
abbey after a tumultuous first half of the tenth century.
The donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary is followed, on the verso of the
same folio (fol. 8v), by a full-page inscription. In capital letters, written in the red ink
95
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favoured by rubricators, the text fills the entire page and describes the origin of the
antiphons as part of the Christian liturgical tradition [Plate 2]. On the opposite page,
folio 9r, appears the second of the antiphonary’s full-page scenes – the portrait of
Pope St Gregory (590-604) at work with one of his assistants [Plate 3]. The fullpage poetic inscription explaining the origin of the antiphons, on the verso of the
donation scene’s folio, reads as follows:
HOC QUOQUE GREGORIUS, PATRES DE MORE SECUTUS
INSTAURAVIT OPUS, AUX IT ET IN MELIUS.
HIS VIGILI CLERUS MENTEM CONAMINE SUBDAT ORDINIBUS /
PASCENS HOC SUA CORDA FAVO.
QUEM PIA SOLLICITIS SOLERTIA NISIBUS /
OMNI SCRIPTURAE CAMPO LEGIT ET EXPLICUIT.
CARMINA DIVERSAS SUNT HAEC CELEBRANDA PER HORAS
SOLLICITAM RECTIS MENTEM ADHIBETE SONIS.
DISCITE VERBORUM LEGALES PERGERE CALLES /
DULCIAQUE EGREGIIS IUNGITE DICTA MODIS.
VERBORUM NE CURA SONOS, NE CURA SONORUM /
VERBORUM NORMAS NULLIFICARE QUEAT.
QUICQUID HONORE DEI STUDIIS CELEBRATUR HONESTIS
HOC SUMMIS IUNGIT MITIA CORDA CHORIS
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As explicitly indicated in this verse and illustrated on the opposite page, Hartker and
his fellow late tenth-, early eleventh-century St Gall monks that worked on this
manuscript believed that the list of antiphons for the daily services of the
community’s Divine Office, as well as the wider spectrum of Eucharistic chants of
their graduals, were largely or integrally compiled during the tenure of Pope Gregory
the Great (590-604). Under Gregory’s papacy, late sixth-century Rome did indeed
witness a major institutional effort to homogenise the diverse musical practices that
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words in these illustrious ways while singing. In the performance of music, do not concern yourself
any longer about the sounds. By coupling words (St Gregory) eased the norms. Whatever the honour
(feast) performed on one day, the result is now regardless delightful to the heart of the choir”.
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were performed in the different regions of Western Christendom and that henceforth
bear the Pope’s name.97
Modern scholarship on the subject has circumscribed the origins of the Gregorian
chant studied by Hartker and practiced at St Gall to the Carolingian ninth century.98
The Abbey of St Gall in that period allegedly played a fundamental role in the
consolidation of Roman liturgical mores north of the Alps. Ekkehard IV mentions
that a Papal delegation sent by Pope Adrian I (d. 795) to Aachen was hosted at St
Gall for a certain period of time, where the Roman delegates taught the Roman rite
and chant to community members. Due to the prolific works of Notker Balbulus and
Tuotilo in the last decades of the ninth century, Carolingian St Gall nevertheless set
in motion an important cultural process – the Alpine Reichsabtei became then the
epitome of musical learning in Carolingian Europe. These late ninth-, early tenthcentury advances and prestige generated in musical learning and production at St Gall
left a profound legacy in future generations of monks.
Together with the gradual for the Eucharist (and later the breviary), an antiphonary
contained the chants that were sung during the daily Liturgy of the Hours, also called
the Divine Office (or simply the Office), and whose text was mostly extracted from
the Psalms or the Gospels.99 The portions of text contained in manuscripts such as the
Hartker Antiphonary were recited by the officiant alone (the antiphons) and by the
congregation as a whole, answering the latter’s initial prayer (the so-called
responsoria).100 In this manner, a series of thematic chants recited at different stages
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of the Divine Office on a particular feast. This regular set of services in a monastic
community normally took place eight times a day, including at night.
The Hartker Antiphonary is the first preserved antiphonary for the Office in
medieval St Gall together with its contemporary, the non-decorated antiphonarium
missae CS342. The pattern of use of the Hartker Antiphonary, as a lavishly decorated
manuscript of large dimensions and powerful symbolism, cannot be entirely
established. The manuscript was perhaps routinely used immediately after its
creation, but later copies of antiphonaries, without decoration and of smaller
dimensions, eventually replaced the Ottonian manuscript in its quotidian functions.
The original version of the Hartker Antiphonary was a heavy liturgical tool of more
than 450 pages measuring an average of 22 cm by 16.5 cm each. The late medieval
division was triggered due to the later differentiation between summer (aestivalis)
and winter (hiemalis) offices of the Liturgy of the Hours.101 As mentioned earlier, the
cantor normally handled the manuscript, leading the singing group of monks in a
daily exercise of inspirational prayer and community spirit.
Despite being a paramount liturgical tool conceptualised for the musical aspects of
the daily monastic routine, there is currently no evidence to suggest that the Abbey of
St Gall created an antiphonarium throughout the ninth century. In the Carolingian
abbey, only portions of a single antiphon with neumes and of very difficult
chronology appear in a ninth-century composite manuscript that arrived in St Gall
from Tours, Codex Sangallensis 272.102 Later on, in the first decades of the tenth
century, St Gall witnessed the creation of the Cantatorium (Codex Sangallensis 359),
a collection of Eucharistic chants that today illustrate the primary knowledge and
composition of music in early medieval Western scriptoria.103 This liturgical book
was likely executed immediately before the Hungarian incursions and survived the
subsequent and tumultuous Reichenau exile of monks and Sangallenses. Very few
antiphonarii for both Mass and Office were created at all in Carolingian Europe.
Several manuscripts under this generic denomination appear in a number of monastic
catalogues, such as in the cases of the library collections of St Wandrille and St
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Riquier abbeys.104 In Continental Europe, two of the oldest antiphonaries come from
Corbie and Rheinau, an abbey north of Lake Zurich.105 These manuscripts were
mostly non-illuminated or only displayed gilded initials and occasional decorated
frames. A representative example is the Compiègne Antiphonary, also called the
Antiphonary of Charles the Bald, which was likely produced in Paris around the year
850 [Fig. 16].106 No Carolingian antiphonary containing narrative scenes has been
preserved. The earliest illuminated examples are the early eleventh-century
Mozarabic León Antiphonary from Spain and the Hartker Antiphonary.
In the late tenth century, within this context of renewed monastic life at Ottonian
St Gall, the need for a detached liturgical book exclusively containing the chants of
the Divine Office seemingly became obvious. Perhaps comparable and necessary
materials arrived from Reichenau or Rheinau (located roughly forty five miles away
from St Gall). In order to decorate the manuscript and in addition to the symbolic
donation of the manuscript to St Gallus, the artifices also conceptualised a scene that
illustrated the mystified and prestigious history of the antiphonary’s origins.
In this second full-page scene of Codex Sangallensis 390, the savant St Gregory,
accompanied by an assistant, is depicted in the process of dictating a section of his
work to the anonymous pupil [Plate 3]. Pope Gregory in almost full regalia,
addresses his aide with a vehement gesture. The scene occurs indoors, by an open
window with a curtain that is flanked by an unrealistic representation of two basilical
roofs that converge on the top. On St Gregory’s right shoulder appears a dove, a key
element to understand both the meaning and presence of this image as part of the
Hartker Antiphonary’s cycle. As St Gregory’s biographer, John the Deacon,
described in his Dialogues, while copying a commentary on the Book of Ezekiel the
Pope mysteriously drew a curtain between him and the scribe. The work continued.
After regular periods of silence, his assistant eventually decided to find out about the
pontiff’s strange and veiled pauses. He then observed a dove on the pope’s shoulder,
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which had its beak near the saint’s mouth whenever he was not talking. Every time
the dove withdrew its beak, the Pope continued the oral commentary.107 In the
pictorial arts of the Middle Ages, this meaningful passage became the standard
representation of St Gregory. At St Gall and other scriptoria, this iconography
therefore emerged from a specific hagiographical text. The Carolingian abbey in
particular witnessed the creation of several copies of the Dialogues, as well as a
breadth of other Gregorian materials.108
The symbolism of this hagiographical narration in relation to the manuscript’s lists
of antiphons is evident. As described in the Gospels and later developed in exegetical
literature, the dove came to embody the Holy Spirit. St Luke, for instance, wrote that
during Christ’s baptism at the Jordan “[...] the Holy Spirit came down in a bodily
shape, like a dove on him”.109 According to Cyprian of Carthage, the symbol of the
dove “acknowledges the granting of peace with the kiss of its mouth”, exhorting
readers to love each other in brotherhood as the animal does.110 In John the Deacon’s
Dialogues, the inspiration that pervaded St Gregory’s efforts to standardise Western
liturgy stemmed from God itself, channelled through the beak of the bird. The
depiction of this scene and the regular use of the antiphonary in the liturgical
performance were, thus, an exaltation of the Church’s history, the sanctity of the
Oecumene, and Rome’s earthly mandate. However, the Antiphonary’s image does
not represent a literal enactment of John the Deacon’s narration. There is a direct
visual contact between St Gregory, the dove, and the assistant. The curtain described
in the Dialogues no longer separates the Pope from his aide in a mysterious manner,
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but it is shown drawn open. This liminal space connects the room’s interior with the
outside world, perhaps as a delicate allegory of St Gregory’s work in the sixth
century to unify the practices of the Western Church that dramatically shaped the
customs of Carolingian Europe and monastic communities in particular.
This scene of the Hartker Antiphonary is one of the oldest representations of St
Gregory in manuscripts.111 Perhaps the oldest representation of all, which also
recreated John the Deacon’s story, is the scene contained in the Sacramentary of
Charles the Bald, a richly decorated manuscript likely created at Metz around the
year 850 [Fig. 17].112 Also produced in Eastern France, a late ninth-century ivory
panel shows a similar setting in which the Pope occupies the central area, whereas
three assistants work in a lower level [Fig. 18].113 In contemporary Trier, the Master
of the Registrum Gregorii depicted the sixth-century Pope in the manuscript after
which he was named in modern art historical scholarship – an illuminated copy of a
collection of Gregorian epistles.114 For this scene of the so-called Registrum
Gregorii, the anonymous artist granted special attention to the architectural setting in
which John the Deacon’s narration occurs [Fig. 19].
As this small corpus of early Gregorian portraits seems to suggest, Carolingian
and Ottonian scriptoria decorated a diverse range of texts related to St Gregory with
his image. The Sacramentary of Charles the Bald presents, much earlier on, the early
medieval pontiff as the great liturgist that uniformed the practices of the Church (and
in the case of the Metz manuscript in particular, the Eucharist). In Trier’s Registrum
Gregorii, on the other hand, the same episode illustrates a collection of Gregorian
epistles that were perhaps read during certain masses. At St Gall around the year
1000, St Gregory was credited with the compilation of the Office’s antiphons. It
seems evident that Carolingian and early Ottonian scriptoria opted for the iconic and
meaningful episode described by John the Deacon as a standard signature of
Gregorian materials, irrespective of their nature, but with an emphasis on
standardised liturgical texts.
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The first two full-page scenes of the Hartker Antiphonary comprise a double
frontispiece first and foremost conceptualised as a monumental statement of mystic
authorship and, secondly, as an illustration of the alleged history of the manuscript’s
textual content. Both in terms of composition and iconographies, the two of them also
find parallels in earlier and contemporary manuscript illumination of diverse nature.
Yet, it is what the two images have in common that is probably the key to
interpreting and understanding the creation of this double visual device that
inaugurated the Antiphonary’s decorated cycle. Hartker, the reclusus, addresses with
his achieved work in his hands the seated portrait of another hermit, St Gallus. It is
also the inspiration that Hartker perhaps sought in the foundational saint, the same
enlightenment that the St Gregory at work received from the celestial dove.
Moreover, the two images depict a scholar that, just as Ezra in his Babylonian exile,
studied and astonishingly copied materials surrounded by an aura of mystery and
holiness. This dual and complementary visual narrative at the beginning of the
Antiphonary, historical and fictional at the same time, likely fascinated its audience
after its completion, perhaps with a special emphasis after Hartker’s death in 1011.
The Hartker Antiphonary was jealously preserved, perhaps only occasionally used
(e.g. during Easter), and exhibited amidst a collective awe as the creation of a
divinely-inspired reclusus that recalled the stories of both St Gallus and St Gregory.
The Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet
This section explores the iconographic particularities and possible interpretations of
the third and fourth full-page scenes of the Hartker Antiphonary (CS390) – the
illustrations of the Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet [Plates 4a, 5a]. Eightyfive and eighty-six folios respectively after the portrait of St Gregory at work, these
virtually consecutive depictions of two paramount Easter Thursday episodes
followed. The scenes

illustrated their respective thematic antiphons and were

undoubtedly viewed during the daily monastic liturgies of Easter at St Gall. These
two Maundy Thursday episodes also concluded the antiphonary part of the cycle that
represented the pars hiemalis (i.e. winter section) of the original Ottonian manuscript.
The representations of the Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet show certain
anomalous details of fundamental importance whose symbolism needs to be
explained and contextualised at St Gall. In each case, this section will study the
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Easter liturgical texts surrounding the two images, a very important stage of the
Antiphonary. Further on, an extensive comparative iconographic analysis of earlier
and contemporary examples of each iconography in the arts will invite consideration
of the degree of uniqueness of these two St Gall images, especially in terms of rare
iconographic elements depicted or omitted. The interpretation of the presence (or
absence) of these attributes in the two compositions will be paramount in order to
question the creation and meaning of these two scenes in the Hartker Antiphonary at
St Gall around the year 1000. Certain elements in the compositions are unique and
find no parallel elsewhere. Other details, quintessential in their respective Gospel
accounts and replicated in preserved examples of the visual arts in this period, do not
appear at all.
In order to find answers, this section will also introduce a theory to explain the
creation of these two narrative scenes with many iconographic anomalies that will be
developed at the end of the chapter. The socio-religious context in which Hartker
worked was a transformative period for the community. St Gall around the year 1000
appeared positioned between a revitalised cultural tradition of splendour and the
conflicting values of strict observance and asceticism that emanated from other
monastic centres. Exegetical readings of the Gospels, Church Fathers and early
medieval authors, as well as coenobitic literature and documented monastic
observances and rules, will be consistently quoted and discussed. These two scenes of
the Hartker Antiphonary may therefore echo a wider ecclesiastical phenomenon that
impacted the creation of the manuscript, resulting in noticeable iconographic
innovation.
The Last Supper appears on folio 92r [Plate 4a]. This full-page depiction
represents the iconic moment in which Christ shared with the Apostles on Easter
Thursday the wine and the bread that prefigured the later Eucharist, before being
arrested. This is the first scene of the Hartker Antiphonary that displays the figure of
Christ, who is located at the centre of the gathering. The group is seated and, instead
of a table, Christ and the Apostles have their loins and most of their legs covered by a
peculiar representation of a long cloth that they all share. Christ gives a portion of
bread to Judas. However, Christ gazes instead upon Peter, who makes an exhortative
gesture with his hand. Christ therefore ignores Judas, who later will betray him for
the sake of money.
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This is the first of the four Easter episodes of the Gospels illustrated in the Hartker
Antiphonary. All four scenes appear after or before a series of related antiphons that,
sung by the cantor in one of the daily services of the Divine Office, celebrated each
particular Easter episode. It seems therefore evident that the artifices decided to
illustrate only certain episodes of particular relevance to the Easter narrative, namely,
those that he and his contemporaries probably considered the four most meaningful
moments from an exegetical point of view with additional ritual and symbolic
implications for the community.
On the previous page, the headings of the consecutive three antiphons that referred
to the Last Supper were directly extracted from the Gospels (“in Evang[elium]”),
such as John’s Si male locutus [Plate 4b]. The cantor sang these three short passages,
while the full-page scene on the opposite folio epitomised the meaningfulness of the
entire moment. The scene seems to make particular reference to the first antiphon,
Cenantibus autem accepit, extracted from Matthew 26:26.115 The passage in the
Bible continues as follows: “Et accipiens callicem, gratias egit et dedit ellis dicens
bibite ex hoc omnes”. The entire passage from which this antiphon was extracted thus
referred to the Last Supper’s bread, equally mentioning the wine that in later
exegetical writings foresaw the transubstantiated blood of the Communion.116
Cyprian of Carthage in particular, one of the most widely copied authors in
Carolingian St Gall and an authority on the Communion, was adamant about the
importance of the chalice in the entire Eucharistic ceremonial as commemoration of
the Last Supper. Cyprian wrote that “ [...] In offering the cup, the teachings of the
Lord must be observed and we must do exactly as the Lord himself first did for us
[...]”.117 In the following antiphon of the Sangallensis (“Accepto pane Iudas traditit
Dominum...”) any reference to the chalice of wine was eventually omitted and the
attention of the singing choir of monks shifted instead to the role of Judas.
The traditionally symbolical association between the Last Supper and the
Communion therefore disappears due to a unique characteristic of the iconography –
the missing chalice of wine. Furthermore, the frontal display of Christ and the
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Apostles was highlighted by the creation of a long cloth that covered the loins of all
characters in the front row, effectively replacing the traditional depiction of a table.
Both details are strangely unique to the Hartker Antiphonary and are absent from the
earlier and contemporary scenes of the Last Supper preserved in illuminated
Carolingian and Ottonian manuscripts of diverse sort.
The iconography of the Last Supper enjoyed a considerable popularity in Late
Roman catacomb painting and the mosaics of both the Italian Peninsula and the
Byzantine East in Late Antique and Justinianean times.118 In early decorated
manuscripts, some examples have also been preserved. The oldest of all the
representations on parchment is the scene displayed in the Rossano Gospels, an earlyto-mid sixth-century illuminated uncial, now fragmented, created in a Greekspeaking milieu of the centre or south of the Italian Peninsula [Fig. 20].119 The scene
reproduces the quintessential Byzantine model for the scene’s setting – a semicircular or elliptic table around which Christ and the Apostles are distributed and that,
in the case of the Rossano fragment, intended to recall a Roman agape rather than a
Jewish seder. Although purely intended as part of a larger narrative cycle of scenes
from the life of Christ, the table of the Rossano Gospels displays loaves of bread and
a large cup. A second, early example appears in the St Augustine Gospels, which
were created somewhere in the Italian peninsula in the late sixth century. Folio 125r
contains a full-page, framed set of twelve small scenes that describe Christ’s Passion,
from the Entry into Jerusalem to the Via Crucis. The second scene from the top
depicts the Last Supper, in which Christ appears flanked by eight Apostles around a
seemingly circular table on which several loaves of bread and a cup were depicted
[Fig. 21].120
In Carolingian Europe, the iconography of the Last Supper virtually disappeared
from book illumination. Only two examples have been preserved. The Drogo
Sacramentary was executed in Metz around the year 850 for the local bishop and son
of Charlemagne, Drogo. One of the small initials with scenes inside them, a “D” on
folio 44v, displays the Last Supper in the upper level of its interior, while the Arrest
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of Christ appears beneath it [Fig. 22].121 As in the case of its Mediterranean
predecessors, the circular table of this Carolingian initial denoted the Italianate and
Byzantine origins of the iconography. Moreover, as in the previous two cases, the
table is full of items, such as bowls, several loaves of bread, and, more importantly, a
chalice. In the perhaps contemporary Stuttgart Psalter, from Paris, an enthroned
Christ was depicted offering the chalice to Judas in the presence of St Peter [Image
23].122
The creation of scenes featuring this Easter episode multiplied in Ottonian
Germany, with a total of eleven scenes (in addition to that of the Hartker
Antiphonary).123 However, with only one exception, these scenes were normally all
of relatively small dimensions. The exception is the Benedictional of Engilmar of
Parenzo, in which the full-page image is part of much more comprehensive cycle
[Fig. 24].124 Sometimes these Last Suppers were part of a double, full-page scene
together with the Washing of the Feet in a different level. Moreover, these eleven
scenes also appeared mainly in luxurious copies of the Gospels, being part of much
larger cycles illustrating the Life of Christ and displaying many other episodes.
Two examples can illustrate this situation. A few years after the completion of the
Hartker Antiphonary, the scriptorium of Reichenau executed the Gospel-Pericopes of
Henry II.125 The folio 105v of this richly decorated manuscript presents a double
scene divided in two registers. In the upper level, in the neatest Roman agape
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fashion, an inclined Christ is seated with the Apostles around an elliptical table [Fig.
25]. Around the same time, the cathedral school of Hildesheim created the Bernward
Gospels as an ex-voto by the eponymous local bishop. Folio 118r contains a framed
double scene in which the upper register depicts the Last Supper [Fig. 26].126
Regardless of this clear difference in concept, the St Gall full-page scene is the
only image that does not display a table or a chalice. Following different
arrangements and taking different shapes, in all these scenes, Christ and his group of
Apostles are seated at a table. Moreover, a chalice was always depicted on it, among
bread, plates, and even cutlery, being at the disposal of the group. Although these
diverse Ottonian and early Salian illuminated scenes are telling of the reappearance
and re-modelling of the Last Supper iconography in the ever-innovative ways of
Ottonian Germany, the Hartker Antiphonary’s scene stands out as a unique image.
The scene of the St Gall manuscript, together with that of the Benedictional of
Engilmar of Parenzo, is the only book that displayed the iconography individually
and full-page. More importantly, the artifices behind the scene of the Ottonian
Sangallensis omitted the depiction of the chalice that prefigured the Communion,
stressing instead the representation of the bread. Furthermore, the depiction of a long
cloth covering the loins of all characters in the front row is enigmatic, and neither
finds parallels in any of these previous scenes.
The difference likely lay in the type of liturgical manuscript that was being
illustrated. Unlike these other German illuminated books, mostly luxury copies of the
Gospels, the Hartker Antiphonary was an innovative category of liturgical book,
without pre-established conventions to follow, and conceptualised as a tool for the
services of the Divine Office of the community itself. It is for that very reason that
Hartker and his contemporaries thought very carefully about the contents of the
Antiphonary’s pictorial programme and which particularities would certainly stand
out after its completion.
The first iconographic element in this peculiar scene of the Last Supper to be
analysed here is the anomalous presence of a long cloth covering the loins of all
characters fully displayed in the front row. This cloth effectively replaced the
quintessential representation of a table in earlier and contemporary depictions of the
episode. This peculiar motif is unique and its creation of difficult explanation. No
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direct relation to an important theological concept exists in this case. However, three
main options are plausible theories to consider as to why this element was depicted in
the Hartker Antiphonary.
Perhaps the most likely explanation behind the creation of this unique
iconographic element is the possibility that the cloth was depicted as an actual piece
of fabric with a certain purpose. First of all, in the prefigurative sense of the Last
Supper as an episode in the Gospels that was acknowledged as the first Eucharist, it is
noted that the altars of churches across the Christendom were lay bare of the altar
cloth on Maundy Thursday, remaining so until Easter Saturday.127 The so-called
“Stripping of the Altar” finds its earliest documented practice in the Carolingian
period.128 Still performed today, the rite occurred after the Mass on Easter Thursday,
being conceptualised in order to symbolically exhibit the nudity of the believers after
the arrest of Christ, when the Roman authorities undressed him. In this way, the long
piece of fabric in this scene of the Hartker Antiphonary may have referred to a true
altar cloth, which on Maundy Thursday occupied a central role in the liturgical
ceremonies of communities such as St Gall. The depiction of an altar cloth over the
loins of all characters may therefore symbolise that the basis for all rites were the
participants themselves, with Christ himself perhaps being associated with an altar.129
In this regard, it is also finally worth noting that the dirty, although uncoloured
surface of the cloth may also reflect the white colour for altar cloths that the
Carolingian liturgist Amalarius of Metz prescribed for these occasions in his Liber
Officialis.130 Amalarius’ opinion was seemingly influential at St Gall, since his
celebrated work was copied several times in the abbey.131
A second option may have been the fact that the cloth perhaps came to
symbolically represent, in the minds of this monastic audience, the principle of
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equality, since the cloth covers the loins of Christ and the flanking disciples alike.132
All characters with the loins covered are considered equals, perhaps understood at St
Gall in salvific terms, and not hierarchical (abbot, elders, novices, etc.). In this sense,
Judas received the bread, despite later betraying Christ. Peter, on the other hand,
grasps the cloth firmly, playing a paramount role in the subsequent events affecting
the newly founded Christian group. In a monastic context, egalitarianism, as part of
the aforementioned values in the eyes of the members of a community such as St
Gall, was a concept that resonated vividly as an ideal to be highlighted in a symbolic
depiction of the Last Supper.
A third explanation, perhaps less likely, is that the cloth embodied the cherished
monastic principle of chastity. In this regard, individual loincloths were highly
regarded in early Christian monastic communities. They were not only a simple piece
of apparel, reflecting the much-searched sense of escaping from mundane
ostentatiousness that was important to many individuals. The loincloth also covered
the lower parts of the monks that, they believed, induced into sexual desires and
personal and communal misconduct.133 Among Patristic writers, John Cassian was
particularly concerned about fornication sins in a coenobium. In his Institutes,
Cassian praised Prophet Elijah for being an example of chastity that served as a
model for Christian monks, also condemning the wealthy laymen with whom Elijah
interacted as being dressed with too ostentatious clothes.134 Later on, Cassian also
argued that loincloths spiritually fortified the Syro-Egyptian monks that he discussed
in his work throughout “the mortification of those fleshly members in which the seed
of lust is retained”.135 Although Cassian obviously referred to individual pieces of
cloth for each monk, the association in this scene may have been collective since, as
previously introduced, the group of Christ and the Apostles perhaps represented in
the eyes of Hartker a prefigurative, ideal portrait of a monastic community. The
depiction of this piece of fabric in the Hartker Antiphonary’s scene was likely
understood as a reference to an altar cloth, a liturgical element of particular
132
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importance during Easter in churches such as St Gall’s. However, any of the other
two connotations, highlighting both equality and chastity in a monastic context, are
perfectly complementary to this main hypothesis.
A final justification for the execution of this peculiar motif appears in direct
relation to the following of the Antiphonary’s scenes – the Washing of the Feet. In
his description and interpretation of the Easter Thursday events, St John described
that Christ had at his disposal a piece of linen (linteus) with which he dressed himself
before starting to wash the feet of the Apostles.136 However, this option remains
unlikely since in the manuscript’s Washing of the Feet scene Christ wears a tunic and
a chlamys of different colours. Moreover, in this fourth scene, the Last Supper’s cloth
seems to appear instead strangely displayed as a hanging curtain above the scene. The
presence of this element in particular probably stressed the role of Easter liturgical
fabrics in communities such as St Gall, probably reinforcing the Last Supper’s initial
hypothesis about the cloth.
In addition to this cloth, the absence of the chalice and the central role that the
bread that Christ offers to Judas are immediately noticeable.137 In Eucharistic
manuscripts, such as Gospels-Pericopes, the depiction of a chalice of wine appeared
as explicitly related to the Communion. In the St Gall antiphonary, as a manuscript
conceptualised for the Divine Office services of a monastic community, the liturgical
routine that the entire community performed, experienced, and shared several times a
day reinforced the communal spirit and the individual’s identity as part of a much
larger, meaningful whole. As depicted in this image, the bread shared during the Last
Supper probably became at St Gall a reference to the monastic ideal.
The bread as a staple, but also a symbol of Christ’s fraternity and the embodiment
of monastic life, was a recurrent theme in exegetical writings and later literature,
particularly in monastic contexts. In a coenobitic environment, the otherwise allpervading allusions to the Eucharist and the Communion that have dominated the
analysis of this iconography in Christian art, vanish. St Luke in Acts is explicit in
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stating that: [Early Christian communities] “devoted themselves to the Apostles’
teachings and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers”.138
References to bread in early monastic accounts, particularly of hagiographic
nature, also abound. A loaf of bread appears regularly mentioned as the most basic
meal that both the Desert Fathers and various hermits consumed. An example is St
Antony of Egypt (d. 356), the mystic hermit considered the first ever monk and
whose biography helped to spread the monastic way of life as the predominant
manner of contemplative Christian life.139 In his Vita, Athanasius of Alexandria
narrated that the young St Antony lived temporarily in seclusion near his village
together with a friend, living solely on bread as nourishment.140 Later on, the work of
John Cassian (d. 435) consolidated the monastic ideal and helped to popularise the
cenobitic practice in the Latin West.141 In his Conferences, Cassian stated that two
buns of bread (paxamatia) were sufficient to feed a monk on a daily basis.142 This
was also the opinion of St John Chrysostom (d. 407), who said that bread was
necessary for life in his Homilies on St Matthew.143 Later on, Maximus the Confessor
(d. 662) wrote about the bread that, as a meal, embodied the simplicity of ideal
Christian life and the refusal of all material things.144 In early medieval Europe, the
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Rule of St Benedict devoted an entire chapter to monastic food, and bread appeared
as the staple par excellence.145 A later commentator on the Rule, was the Carolingian
abbot and scholar Smaragdus of St Mihiel (d. 840).146 In his own Commentary on the
rule the Carolingian author interpreted the significance of bread in various ways. In
Book IV, on the many ways to achieve good deeds, Smaragdus wrote that Christ
“rewarded those monks who offered bread to the poor”.147 In Book V, the
Carolingian scholar exalted the virtue of obedience in monasteries as, among other
scenarios, “the ability to share the bread with the poor, as commanded by the
ancients”.148
Stemming from the fundamental importance in the lives of early Christian
theologians and later communities, hermits, and monastic rules, in the central
centuries of the Middle Ages the idea of bread, its symbolism, and perceived purpose
in the life of monks became the subject of praise in rich exegetical literature. When
on Maundy Thursday Christ shared the bread with his Apostles, he symbolically
enacted and established a precedent for the Eucharist. Moreover, he also shared a
meal with his fellowship. These two ideas, one practical and one symbolic, perhaps
influenced the mindset of the St Gall artifices. Just like St Antony, bread perhaps
represented Hartker’s only nourishment whilst pursuing his eremitic way of life in
nearby St George. As a manuscript used during the daily Divine Office, this scene of
the Hartker Antiphonary therefore came to embody perhaps an ideal of brotherly
sharing as the basic pillar for a virtuous coenobitic practice.
The fourth scene of the Ottonian antiphonary and the last image of CS390 is the
Washing of the Feet on folio 93v [Plate 5a]. An architectural setting in the
background, made of a roofing system in the upper level over two horseshoe arches,
frames the figuration, neatly dividing the scene into sections. Under the left arch, a
kneeling Christ washes the feet of St Peter, who seemingly objects to the action.
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Behind St Peter’s depiction, seven heads were depicted representing the rest of the
Apostles in waiting. Over the Apostles, a long cloth, similar in size to that in the Last
Supper but with a small pattern, appears displayed above the heads of Christ and the
Apostles, running through the architectural representation.
As mentioned earlier, the scene of the Last Supper gave room to the Ad Mandatum
collection antiphons that were also recited during the Divine Office of Maundy
Thursday.149 The precise moment captured in the Hartker Antiphonary derives from
the lengthy narration of this episode in the Gospel of John.150 On the previous page,
folio 93r, the antiphons run: “If I, the Lord and Master, washed your feet, you should
wash them to one another”.151 Unlike the previous scene of the Last Supper, however,
the opposite page to this representation of the Washing of the Feet, folio 94r, did not
display a series of related antiphons continuing the description of the Ad Mandatum.
The pagination of Codex Sangallensis 390 shows evident signs of page removal,
leaving visible instead the following folio, an index of subsequent antiphons and
sequences beginning with Miserere mei fili D(avi)d [Plate 5b]. The late medieval
division and page re-arrangement of the Ottonian antiphonary may have probably
caused this disruption, making it impossible to know for certain which texts were
displayed on the opposite to the Washing of the Feet. Around the year 1000, this
missing original page perhaps showed the continuation of the antiphon Suscepimus,
Deus, misericordiam tuam. Despite this difficulty in analysing visual-textual
correlations, the decision by the St Gall artifices to conceptualise this episode as a
full-page illustration in the Antiphonary’s cycle proved to be highly innovative.
Other examples of the iconography of the Washing of the Feet around the year
1000, and in early medieval illuminated manuscripts in general, presented to their
viewers very different compositions to that of the Hartker Antiphonary. The subject
experienced a certain level of commonality in the visual arts of the Middle Byzantine
Empire and its cultural dependencies.152 The oldest extant representation of the Holy
Thursday image is in the Rossano Gospels, where the Washing of the Feet appears to
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the right of the Last Supper, as part of an Easter narrative [Fig. 27]. The episode also
appears depicted amongst the myriad of small scenes that decorate the roughly
contemporary St Augustine Gospels [Fig. 28]. Between c. 800-1200, the iconography
repeatedly appeared in fresco and mosaic programmes across the Mediterranean
sphere of Byzantine cultural areas, particularly in South Italy. The mosaics of Hosios
Lukas and Monreale Cathedral, or in the frescos of Sant’Angelo in Formis and St
Peter’s at Otranto (c. 1050-1100), represent clear indications of the iconography’s
constant use in wider Christological narrative cycles in the Byzantine visual arts and
its areas of influence [Fig. 29].
The scene of the Hartker Antiphonary finds eleven counterparts in contemporary
Ottonian and early Salian manuscript illumination, although the nature of these
manuscripts and the arrangement of the episode on the page were very different to
those of the Sangallensis. The Gospels of Otto III were produced at Lake Constance,
likely in the last decade of the tenth century as well.153 Folio 237r displays the
Washing of the Feet together with the Last Supper as a full-page narrative divided
into two levels [Fig. 30]. The Pericopes of Henry II was also created at Reichenau a
few years later and the manuscript displays the same concept, clearly stressing the
merely narrative function of the two joint scenes [Fig. 25].154 Some decades later,
scriptorium of Reichenau also executed a Pericopes book for the new German king,
Henry IV.155 On folio 35r, the manuscript displays a smaller double scene with the
same Holy Thursday episodes comprising a continuous narrative [Fig. 31]. In
addition to these Reichenau luxury copies of the Gospels, the Fulda scriptorium
around the year 1000 also created two sacramentaries, now in Udine and Göttingen,
displaying the Washing of the Feet together with the Last Supper in a small scale and
above decorated frontispieces [Figs. 32, 33].156
These five Ottonian examples, unlike the scene of the St Gall manuscript, were
part of extensive Christological cycles. In the case of the three Gospels and
Pericopes, the manuscripts were also a request or a gift for a German ruler. More
importantly perhaps, the scene was never depicted full-page, as in the Hartker
Antiphonary. It therefore seems evident to consider the extent to which the Washing
153
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of the Feet in the St Gall manuscript had a particular meaning for Hartker and his
contemporaries. In the same manner that the Last Supper was telling about the
ultimate ideals behind their shared contemplative life, this different depiction of the
Washing of the Feet illustrated an Evangelical episode characterised by obedience
and humility.
Christ’s new “command” (whence the term mandatum comes) became an iconic
episode of Holy Thursday that reverberated in the Early Church as an indication of
the inspiring and much-sought humilitas Christi that every pious Christian should
display.157 According to St Ambrose, Christ forgave the sins of mankind as he had
washed the Apostles’ feet, an idea also that also materialised in St Augustine’s
writings.158 In his Institutes on early monastic life, John Cassian also referred to the
same redemptive idea of the “cleansing” of sins of the people whose feet were
washed.159 Among early writers, Origen (d. 253) is perhaps the scholar that devoted
the most attention to this passage of the Gospels. He composed an entire homily in
honour of Christ as foot-washer.160 In it, Origen stresses the materiality of the event
(“I have dirty feet”) and asks for Christ’s salvific intervention (“If you do not wash
my feet, you have no part in me”). Origen also drew parallels between the feetwashing and the baptism as initiation rites. Although far less popular than other
Church Fathers, some homilies by Origen, as part of a larger homiletic compendium,
were in fact copied at St Gall throughout this period.161 Later on, St Isidore of Seville
(d. 636), an author also widely copied in the Carolingian abbey, compared in his
influential De ecclesiasticis officiis the episode of the Washing of the Feet to the
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cleansing of all the furniture, liturgical objects, and interiors of churches in the days
preceding Palm Sunday.162
As part of this emphasis on actual cleansing, Origen’s idea of feet-washing as a
“second baptism” in particular probably reverberated with a special emphasis inside
monasteries such as St Gall. This same gesture was re-enacted in many communities
annually, on Easter Thursday, in the spirit of communal commemoration of Christ’s
actions.163 Normally led by the abbot himself, as a mark of seniority, the washing of
the members’ feet became a public rite that welcomed in particular the novices.
Humility and kindness, together with respect and servitude, were thus considered
basic pillars of an ideal and successful monastic life, attitudes upon which
foundational monastic treatises also insisted. According to the Rule of St Benedict (c.
525), feet-washing should be regularly performed in monastic communities,
regardless of the time of the year.164
This custom took root during the Carolingian ninth century, in both male
monasteries and nunneries. The Institutio Sanctimonalium Aquisgranensis,
promulgated by the Council of Aachen in 816, recommended that nuns should wash
the feet of widows and poor women in preparation for Easter.165 Likely influenced by
monastic practices, medieval cathedrals also witnessed the enactment of these
symbolic ceremonies on Maundy Thursday. The Pontificale Romano-Germanicum, a
compendium of the regular liturgical texts for a bishop created at Mainz around the
year 960, describes the washing of the feet of “brothers”, thus denoting the strong
monastic association behind the rite.166 Even today, the Pope still washes the feet of
twelve sub-deacons at St Peter’s every Maundy Thursday.167
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In the same spirit of the imitatio Christi, and in order to reach his humilitas, the
action of washing the feet of others occasionally became linked to sainthood too. An
indication of this brotherly fervour is one of the episodes of the Life of St Radegund,
a Merovingian female saint from Poitiers (d. 587).168 St Radegund demonstrated her
humility by washing the feet of the local poor, explicitly recalling Christ’s actions, as
shown in an eleventh-century illuminated copy of her Vita (fol. 29v) [Fig. 34]. A
second example, this time set within a coenobitic lifestyle, is the case of the
Northumbrian St Cuthbert (d. 687). In a late twelfth-century illuminated copy of his
vita, copied at Durham, a scene depicts the Northumbrian churchman washing the
feet of an angel [Fig. 35]. According to the saint’s biography, the angel appeared to
him disguised as a poor traveller at Cuthbert’s motherhouse of Ripon.169 The
Christian virtues that Cuthbert showed to the traveller, the humility and goodwill that
stemmed from Christ’s actions, were ideal components expected in his monastic life.
By extension, in the hagiographic narrations of both St Radegund and St Cuthbert,
washing the feet of strangers appeared to also be associated with sainthood.
Moreover, the latter’s vita was available to Ottonian-era audiences in St Gall. A
version of the story of the Northumbrian saint in particular, written by Bede, was
copied at the Alpine abbey in the early ninth century.170
A peculiar element in this St Gall image of the Washing of the Feet can perhaps
shed light on the meaning of the scene – the long, decorated cloth that hangs from the
architectural setting. With no parallel elsewhere in Ottonian Germany, this motif can
perhaps be seen through this lens of monastic thought and ritual. Even though there is
the possibility to consider this piece of fabric a simple decorative element, two
important reasons suggest otherwise. The first is the central role and nuanced
symbolism that a similar cloth played in the previous Last Supper scene. The second
reason is that this hanging cloth is identical to the open curtain that decorated the
scene of St Gregory at work, since both display the same simple decorative pattern
[Plate 3].
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As suggested by this visual evidence, a hypothesis can be formulated. The symbolic
veiling of images with textiles was an important procedure in monastic communities
such as St Gall. During Lent, crucifixes and other devotional objects across the
medieval Western Christendom, from the ninth century onwards, began to be
covered. This happened as a ritual sign of upcoming absence and mourning, in
natural reference to the death of Christ on the Cross that was commemorated later in
Easter.171 Closely related to this practice, the St Gall artifices may have considered
this hanging cloth in the Washing of the Feet as a physical curtain that covered
important real-life spaces with a certain symbolism during a specific period.
The Ottonian era in Germany witnessed the documented appearance of the socalled Fastentuch, or Hungertuch (lit. a “Fast cloth” or “Hunger cloth”).172 These
large pieces of cloth, acting as curtains, isolated the altar area of a church from the
rest of the main aisle. This isolation, preventing the view of the altar from most of the
floor space, occurred only during Lent (Ger. Fastenzeit). These Lenten cloths gave
room in the Late Middle Ages to sumptuously decorated pieces of fabric, normally
tapestries. In the minds of medieval German churchmen and congregations, these
Fastentücher were symbolic reminders of the sinful existence of humanity in the
weeks that preceded Easter. Sins, therefore, prevented the normal performance of the
redeeming liturgies that had the church altar as their centre. The Hungertuch was
only raised in Easter, thus acknowledging the salvific purpose of Christ’s death. The
raising of the cloth in some places occurred on Holy Wednesday, in others on
Saturday. The literal meaning in German of the name of these Lenten cloths is also
relevant to understand the symbolism of this possible interpretation. The terms “fast”
and “hunger” naturally referred to the states of strict and constant self-denial that,
with a redeeming purpose, monks should ideally undergo during Lent.173 Mirroring
Christ’s forty days in the desert, monks fasted and repented as sign of preparation for
the upcoming Easter season.
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The symbolic importance of this forty-day period of fast reverberated strongly among
early Christian theologians and Church Fathers read in monasteries such as St Gall.
St Ambrose considered Lent a period of particular importance for the lives of
cathedrals and monasteries. While teachings and homilies should be given special
emphasis, Ambrose insisted on the fundamental role of fasting during these forty
days in order to prepare both body and soul for the meaningfulness of Easter week.174
Fasting became a regular and fundamental mode of observance in early Christian
monastic communities.175 In his Conferences, Cassian mentions in Chapter XXXIII
that “it is impossible to extinguish the fires of concupiscence without restraining the
desires of the stomach”, thus relating the Lenten fast to sexual abstinence.176 Bede
later on praised a Northumbrian abbot for successfully orchestrating a communal
penitential Lenten fast in his Ecclesiastical History of the English People.177 The
Hungertuch became in medieval German churches and cathedrals a visual reminder
of this important and preparatory season. In the same manner that the open curtain of
the St Gregory at work perhaps communicated divine inspiration with the outside
world, the raised cloth of the Washing of the Feet came to mark the end of the Lenten
season for monks, the ceremonies of Maundy Thursday, and the beginning of the
Paschal Triduum.
The exegetical association between the episode of the Washing of the Feet and the
cleansing of sins in the weeks prior to Easter also offers a final layer of symbolic
interpretation of these Lenten cloths. In medieval Germany, these Lenten cloths
signified communal penitence and denial. Over a hundred years after the execution of
the Hartker Antiphonary, the Benedictine nun Elisabeth of Schönau (1129-1164)
described a vision that she once had during Easter. On Palm Sunday, the mystic
observed “what seemed like a linen cloth shaped like a corporal stretched in the air
above the altar”.178 Moreover, the piece of linen “was completely white except that in
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one spot seemed to have a reddish stain about the size of a person’s fingernail”. A
week later, Elisabeth witnessed something similar. The nun wrote that “the same
white linen appeared whiter than snow” and she recorded “no trace left of that earlier
stain”.179 The description of Elisabeth of Schönau’s vision celebrated in an allegorical
manner the foreseen death of Christ and his subsequent Resurrection. In her vision,
the hanging piece of cloth over the altar appears raised, likely denoting the influence
of the Fastentücher and the end of the Lenten season that at St Gall may have
witnessed the rising of a similar, large piece of fabric.
The Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet scenes of the Hartker Antiphonary
(CS390) are of fundamental importance in order to understand the very creation of
this Ottonian Sangallensis. These first two Easter images visually expressed the
particular significance that these Gospel events had for the community. Probably
under the auspices of the mystic Hartker, the St Gall scriptorium witnessed the
creation of two full-page, individual depictions of episodes normally part of much
larger cycles in luxury Ottonian copies of the Gospels. However, the result does not
merely represent a simple reproduction of two imagined scenarios from the Gospels.
These unique scenes went beyond a purely illustrative function. Whereas the Last
Supper stressed the importance of the sharing of bread among equals, the Washing of
the Feet drew instead attention to the medieval virtue of humility and the imitatio
Christi. Nonetheless, the two scenes of the St Gall manuscript also displayed
remarkably unique details. The peculiar appearances and absences of certain elements
in both visual narratives of the Washing of the Feet appeared to make reference to
paramount concepts of the Easter episodes that evoked an ideal monastic life: shared
life, equality, brotherhood, and humility. In the mysterious absence of the chalice of
wine, the bread that the Apostles shared referred to the shared life of the St Gall
monks. The long cloth covering the loins of all characters in the front row alluded to
the “Stripping of the altars” and the importance of the liturgies of Easter for the
community. In the Washing of the Feet, the raised curtain evoked the separation of
spaces during Lent and the emerging presence of the Fastentücher in German
churches.
Hartker and his St Gall contemporaries decided to decorate a type of separate
liturgical book for the monastic Divine Office for which no previous conventions or
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models existed. This new choice probably opened a world of possibilities for the
artifices, who very carefully selected which feasts to illustrate and which details in
these depictions to highlight. After analysing the fifth and sixth scenes of the
Ottonian Sangallensis, the Crucifixion and the Women at the Tomb (in Codex
Sangallensis 391), this research will put forward a theory that aims to explain these
and other peculiarities in the illuminated cycle of the St Gall manuscript. References
to the iconographic elements highlighted in these two scenes, and the values that they
probably evoked, abounded in earlier literature on monasticism, stressing the monks’
commitment to their motherhouse and the Opus Dei that ideally guided the direction
of a monastic community. After a decades-long painful recovery from disaster, these
values were under question at St Gall around the year 1000.
The Crucifixion
The Crucifixion scene of the Hartker Antiphonary is the first of the two full-page
scenes that appear in Codex Sangallensis 391 [Plate 6a]. Although the illustrative
function of the image remains the primary purpose of its creation, comparison with
earlier and contemporary visual culture will further our understanding of its purpose
and reception. The peculiar visual-textual relationships between Crucifixion and the
related antiphons on the opposite page will allow consideration of the performative
rituals involving crosses and crucifixes that took place on Easter Friday at St Gall.
Secondly, the comparison with other examples of Crucifixion iconographies, mostly
in manuscripts but also in other media, will help to imagine the models that perhaps
inspired the St Gall artifices to conceptualise this image. Understood as an enhanced
visual narrative of the ultimate Christian symbol, the analysis of this fifth full-page
scene of the Hartker Antiphonary offers little space for a purely monastic
interpretation of its meaning. This Crucifixion is rather a visual embodiment of faith
and ritual, a sign to be exhibited in a precise time and place to a specific and attentive
audience.
The antiphons for Easter Friday begin on folio 12r of CS391 with the “Assisterunt
reges terrae et principes convenerunt in unum adversus Dominum, et adversus
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Christum eius”, extracted from Psalms 2:2.180 Performed at night, this chanted prayer
marked the beginning of the Paschal Triduum at St Gall, the apex of Easter that ran
from Holy Thursday’s night to the evening prayer of Easter Sunday.
In terms of iconographic components, the Crucifixion of the Hartker Antiphonary
is a relatively simple visual narrative. The crucified Christ on the Cross is flanked by
the Virgin and St John and, above the arms of the Cross, appear the representations of
the Sun (Sol) and the Moon (Luna). The spear injury on Christ’s side is bleeding and
the tragic end is near. Christ orients his gaze to his right, establishing an unequivocal
visual contact with the Virgin. The lack of drama is blatant. There is no clear sign of
suffering in the expression of Christ. While the Virgin stares, St John, forcefully
holding his right hand with his other hand, stands with no sign of a particular emotion
in front of the sorrowful scene. An intentional lack of emotions, however, may point
towards a precise theological interpretation.181 The passivity of the Virgin and St
John may have been then regarded as a reluctant attitude towards Christ’s suffering
and his imminent death. All characters depicted would have obediently accepted the
fate of the Crucified in advance.182
Another relevant element on this page is the frame of the scene. It displays a
complex geometric pattern likely conceived with a clear tri-dimensional intent. These
“meanders”, as this motif of ancient origin is called, seem to literally deepen into the
folio’s parchment.183 The frame establishes a neat contrast with the flatness of the
interior, in which the drawing and the overwhelming agency of the bare parchment
acting as background, contradicts the visual narrative itself. The viewer’s eye
probably ran frantically through the entire length of the frame. The quiet interior
displays instead a scene that originally intended to captivate the observer and
conveyed a message of suffering, sorrow, and inaction towards Christ. As it shall be
seen later, the St Gall scriptorium created here a particularly complex scene that
perhaps became the centre of attention during the St Gall services on Easter Friday.
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The evidently sober palette and technique, the expanding meaningfulness of the
parchment, and the framing of the figuration, collided into an exercise of
virtuossismo on behalf of the illuminator. The solution, intentionally aimed at the
observer’s eye, fostered the interest and attention of the audience at a stage of the
liturgy that represented the apex of an entire liturgical calendar and the annual lives
of the monks themselves.
The creation of this Crucifixion in the Hartker Antiphonary responded primarily to
the scene’s function as the monumental illustration of a thematic and descriptive
antiphon with a fundamental importance in both Easter theology and the
community’s ritual practices.184 The last lines of the previous page contain the
Eucharistic prayers recited by the officiant before the beginning of the peculiar set of
liturgies that took place on Good Friday. Originally extracted from Psalms 22:2 and
reported in the accounts of both St Matthew and St Mark, the first two lines (first in
Aramaic in Greek script, and in Latin immediately afterwards) read: “Ηλογ[,] Ηλογ[,]
λαµα σαβακθαυι [?] / “Deus meus[,] deus meus[,] ut quid me derelinquisti [?]” (“My
God, my God, why have you forsaken me?”) [Plate 6b].185 This first bilingual,
exhortative expression is followed in Codex Sangallensis 391 by the headings of four
chanted passages: one prayer and three antiphons. The prayer and the three antiphons
in question are the Ad salutandam crucem, and the Ecce lignum (crucis), Crucem
tuam, and Cum fabricator mundi. These headings, whose text the officiant and the
monks were expected to know by heart, explicitly mentioned either the crucified
Christ or the Cross itself – that is, exactly, the image that appears on the opposite
page
These also were the antiphons that were recited during the Divine Office services
of the feast known as the Exaltation of the Cross, held on September 14 every year
from the ninth century onwards. On this day, the Eucharist traditionally began with a
procession where a crucifix was carried from the sacristy to the main altar of the
church.186 Closely related to this performative ceremony, a similar parade occurred
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during the liturgies of Easter Friday. The assembly celebrated the Liturgy of the
Word, the so-called Adoration of the Cross, and the Holy Communion.187 The latter
is anomalous, since no Consecration is performed, as the Host is consecrated the
previous day. The subsequent Liturgy of the Word witnessed the prostration of all
attendees, the reading of St John’s account of the Crucifixion, as well as several other
prayers. However, it is during the so-called Adoration of the Cross that, replicating
parts of the September service about the Cross, the Ad salutandam crucem prayer and
the three antiphons displayed on the Hartker Antiphonary were recited.188
The sources for this feast describe the showcasing of a wooden or a metallic
crucifix that arrived in procession covered with a veil, being later unveiled on the
altar.189 The Hartker Antiphonary illustrates, instead, a full narrative that was visible
to the officiant’s eyes, and in which the Christ on the Cross is flanked by the Virgin
and the Sun and the Moon, which helped in the visualisation of the historical moment
that the assembly honoured. A further symbolic value was therefore added to the
entire performance through the visualisation of the Antiphonary’s Crucifixion.
Perhaps the original, bound form of this Ottonian Sangallensis, carried by the
officiant himself or by an assistant, showed the iconography on its way to the altar,
prior to the beginning of the actual service. This scene acted then as a complementary
visual instrument to the crucifix, illustrating with more detail the events
commemorated.190
After the Holy Friday ceremonies, the abbey church of St Gall was plunged into
silence until midnight on Saturday, when the Paschal Vigil took place. It is
impossible to know whether the crucifix and the Hartker Antiphonary were taken
back to the sacristy, the scriptorium, or remained on the altar. Byzantine chronicles
describe the latter as a commonality in Eastern Christian practices.191 If so, the visual
narratives of the decorated antiphonary would have attracted the attention of some of
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the congregation’s members after the end of the services. This scene of the Hartker
Antiphonary added in a symbolic way an extra layer of understanding to the meaning
of the entire liturgy, establishing synergies with the performers and the visualisation
of the dogma. In a world of explicit symbolism, constant practice, and deep belief,
few occurrences were left to chance. Here, the iconography of the Crucifixion,
symbol of the entire faith, appeared for the first time in an illuminated antiphonary,
probably halfway between the mere illustrative function and a liturgical role on its
own.
Crucifixions were not rare in contemporary Ottonian manuscript illumination, but
were much rarer in the manuscript art of the Carolingian period. With manuscript
production nearly dominated by Bibles and Gospel books, illuminated with royal
portraits, Evangelists at work, Old Testament pictorial cycles, and Maiestates
Domini, Crucifixion images appear in limited cases of Carolingian-era manuscript
illumination. In the Stuttgart Psalter, the Prayer-book of Charles the Bald, the Breton
Gospel book at Angers, or the Utrecht Psalter, different versions of the Crucifixion
played diverse roles within the figuration, mostly with a narrative intent. The
exception is perhaps Charles the Bald’s prayer-book, in which the prostrated king on
one page witnesses the death of Christ on the opposite page [Fig. 36].192
On the other hand, it is in Carolingian sacramentaries for the Mass in which the
Crucifixion, appearing as an independent scene occupying a full page, will set an
important precedent for Ottonian times. The Sacramentary of Charles the Bald
includes a Sol and Luna in the iconography, and the Cross itself plays the role of the
“T” from the Te igitur, the first words of the prayer that marked the beginning of the
Canon of the Mass [Fig. 37].193 This is the same role of the Gellone Sacramentary’s
Crucifixion, although the image only occupies a smaller section of the page [Fig.
38].194 In the aforementioned Drogo Sacramentary, the Crucifixion appears, as the
Last Supper and other episodes, in the interior of one of the manuscript’s initials [Fig.
39]. As the analysis of the Sigebert Sacramentary in Chapter 2 will later reveal, it is,
however, the Crucifixion-Te igitur model of Charles the Bald’s Sacramentary that
will find the most success in Ottonian manuscript illumination and in the late tenth-,
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eleventh-century St Gall scriptorium. In the rest of all these Carolingian manuscripts
(Gospels, Psalters or luxury prayer-books), the Crucifixion image played different
and sometimes undefined roles in the eyes and minds of the viewers.
The Crucifixion of the Hartker Antiphonary was essentially a common image in an
innovative type of liturgical manuscript. In terms of components, the compositions
themselves varied substantially – from the solitary depiction of the Christ on the
Cross of the Prayerbook of Charles the Bald to the model with the two angels above
the Cross of the Gellone Sacramentary. Only the Breton Gospel book (c. 900), now at
Angers, displays the crucified Christ flanked by the Virgin and St John, together with
Sol and Luna above the arms of the Cross, Adam’s skull beneath the Cross, and the
additional presence of the two Roman soldiers, Stephaton and Longinus [Fig. 40].
If Crucifixion scenes were relatively rare in Carolingian manuscript illumination,
the same is not true of Carolingian ivory carving. Ivory panels in the Latin West, as
well as in Byzantium, were often used as the central components of rich and complex
manuscript covers for important books and that also included metallic bindings with
embedded gems, filigree, and enamels [Fig. 41].195 Carolingian-era ivory panels
tended to display in many cases several scenes related to the Passion and
Resurrection of Christ around an image of the Crucifixion as the central visual
element. Celebrated examples now preserved in London, New York, Paris, or Metz,
attest to this recurrent solution [Fig. 42]. Tenth- to twelfth-century Byzantine
workshops, instead, normally opted for a simpler depiction of the Christ on the Cross,
flanked by the Virgin and St John, and sometimes together with Sol and Luna as well,
just as in the case of the Hartker Antiphonary’s image. Four Byzantine panels from
the tenth and eleventh centuries, now preserved in Berlin, Paris and two in
Baltimore’s Walters Art Gallery, display the same combination of a crucified Christ
flanked by the Virgin and St John, with the presence of the Sun and Moon only [Fig.
43]. However, the relative simplicity of the scene in the Ottonian Sangallensis was
very likely not the result of permeating Byzantine customs, but of the aforementioned
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popularity of the Crucifixion-Te igitur in Ottonian sacramentaries, which will be
discussed in Chapter 2.
Finally, beyond the manuscript and ivory media, it is also worth adding that the
last decades of the tenth century witnessed the documented appearance in Ottonian
Germany of crucifixes with a figure of Christ attached to the wood. The so-called
Gero Cross, created in Cologne Cathedral around the year 975, is the earliest
preserved example [Fig. 44].196 The addition of the figure of Christ to an otherwise
bare wooden structure infused a narrative symbolism to an object that constantly
chaired, hanging from above the main altar, many of the services held in the interior
of Cologne Cathedral. Moreover, these crucifixes also evolved very soon into
portable liturgical tools of their own. From that period onwards, the handling and
showcasing of a wooden crucifix with Christ took centre stage on the Easter Friday
ceremonies in both monastic communities and cathedrals such as Cologne.
In the case of St Gall, the presence of a crucifix in the Carolingian era has been
documented, although this mention in the sources probably referred to a simple
wooden object with no figure of Christ attached to it.197 The role of crucifixes such as
the Gero Cross in the ceremony of the Adoration of the Cross on Easter Friday in
particular is unknown. No clear documented dynamic existed as to establish in which
services crosses such as the Cologne crucifix were carried in procession, or which
ones the Cross witnessed from above the altar. In any case, the scene of the Hartker
Antiphonary at St Gall probably acted as a visual device for both the officiants and
the audience on that day, offering an enhanced Crucifixion narrative to the
congregation, regardless of the contemporaneous presence and use of a wooden
crucifix.
The creation of the Gero Cross at Cologne, virtually contemporary with the
execution of the Hartker Antiphonary at St Gall, is also telling of the importance that
the iconography of the Crucifixion generated in Ottonian times. Relying upon
perhaps several models in a number of artistic media, such as sacramentaries or
ivories, Hartker and his St Gall contemporaries considered the Crucifixion to be
something more than a simple illustration of an important annual feast. The image
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was a sad scene of powerful effect among audiences, but also a scenario of imminent
hope and future redemption that foresaw Christ’s Resurrection.
The Women at the Tomb
The last full-page illustration of the Hartker Antiphonary’s cycle is the three Marys at
the Tomb of Christ on Easter Sunday (CS391, fol. 17r) [Plate 7a]. After a brief
analysis of the primary sources and a description of the scene, this section will
discuss the intricate relationship between this image and the related textual passages
for Easter Sunday in the Hartker Antiphonary. The analysis will then shift to the
study of the iconographic models of this St Gall scene. Rare in the manuscript
illumination of the Carolingian period, the Women at the Tomb experienced,
however, a vast popularity in the ivory medium. A late Carolingian ivory panel in
particular may have played a central role in the creation of this specific St Gall scene.
Moreover, by the time the Hartker Antiphonary was executed around the year 1000,
the iconography had also become a quintessential component of larger decorative
cycles in Ottonian scriptoria, as a comparative analysis of roughly contemporary
manuscripts will show. This section will finally discuss the paramount importance
that the episode of the Women at the Tomb had in the literary and liturgical traditions
of St Gall itself, perhaps establishing another important link with the decoration of
the Hartker manuscript.
The episode in question is narrated in several instances of the four Gospels.
Seemingly there was no agreement among the authors as to how many women visited
the tomb of Christ and who actually they were.198 According to St Mark, the three
women are Mary Magdalene, Mary of Jacob, and Mary Salome.199 St John, instead,
only mentions Mary Magdalene.200 On the other hand, St Matthew, in his account,
opted for Mary Magdalene and another unspecified Mary.201 Finally, St Luke stated
that several other anonymous women accompanied Mary Magdalene and Mary of
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Jacob.202 As the antiphon’s description later mentions, the illuminated scene of the St
Gall antiphonary probably represents St Mark’s point of view.203
The empty tomb of Christ divides symmetrically the scene. The architecture itself
displays a rather poor perspective. Inside the tomb, the remains of the missing
Christ’s clothing appear. The roofing system, a dome and a smaller lantern, perhaps
intended to recall the Rotunda of the Anastasis in Jerusalem. In the upper part of the
structure, two sleeping Roman soldiers, careless custodians of the Tomb, were
depicted. The portraiture of these two soldiers bears resemblance to the several
portraits of the Leiden Maccabees, a Late Carolingian Sangallensis whose Biblical
narrative was accompanied by drawing-based illustrations of the Hellenistic-era story
[Fig. 45].204 To the left of the tomb, the winged messenger exhorts the visiting trio of
women, announcing Christ’s Resurrection.
This second full-page scene of CS391 appears on the opposite page to the set of
chanted prayers that marked the beginning of the Easter Sunday celebrations. Folio
16r ended with the beginning of a series of antiphons and hymns sung on Easter
Sunday’s Eve. Despite the depiction of three figures on the opposite page, folio 16v
begins quoting Matthew 28:1-6 and making explicit reference to the visit of Mary
Magdalene and another Mary after the end of the Sabbath (Saturday evening), the
earthquake, and the vision of the angel. Below these passages, folio 16v also reads
“Dom[enica] S[an]c[t]a Paschae”, “Ant. Ad invitatorium”, and “Alleluia”, written
three times, marking therefore the beginning of the services of Easter Sunday [Plate
7b]. On the verso of the scene’s folio, fol. 17v, a monumental set of intertwined
letters reads “R(esponsorium) [A]ngelus Domin[i] descendit de caelo et accedens”
[Plate 7c]. The following page, folio 18r continues to develop the scenario with a
lengthier passage in which three times the Resurrection of Christ is mentioned as
announced by the angel. On a fourth occasion, at the bottom of the page, the scribe
summarised the event according to St Mark’s account by stating that “Maria
Magdalena, Maria Iacobi and Salome, who had gone to the tomb to wash Christ’s
body, to find it empty, because “He had risen” [Plate 7d].
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The decorated scene of the Women at the Tomb appears at the centre of the series of
successive Easter Sunday liturgical passages. The importance of this moment was
celebrated on the Saturday evening services, on the opposite page to the full-page
illustration. Literal elements are mentioned a folio later, when the cantor sang a more
descriptive version of the events in which the emphasis was placed on the
Resurrection itself. Yet, the St Gall illuminators depicted three women at the tomb.
The importance of this iconography in Christian art derived from the idea that this
visit embodied the discovery and symbolic acknowledgment by humankind of
Christ’s Resurrection.
Patristic thought often ignored the role of women in this shared passage in all the
four Gospels. St Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395) was the first to identify Mary Magdalene
as the first witness of the resurrection, a role also stressed by St Ambrose, who
considered her a virgin.205 Predominant misogyny, however, deeply affected early
patristic writing and the conversation was soon redirected to identify Mary
Magdalene with the “sinful woman” in some of the Easter Friday narratives, as St
Augustine advocated.206 In the Middle Ages, despite the gospel accounts and
misogynistic views, Mary Magdalene became associated with a saintly figure in close
relationship with Christ’s death and Resurrection, particularly in the world of
Benedictine monasticism.207 In this regard, the reform movement that emanated from
Cluny after the 930s played a major role.208 In the domain of the arts, this newly
adopted consideration soon sparked a stream of creativity that transformed the
episode into a popular iconography in the Early Middle Ages.
The Women of the Tomb made its earliest documented appearance in the visual
arts of the early medieval Mediterranean. Perhaps the oldest example in the pictorial
arts is that of the Rabbula Gospels, an early sixth-century Syriac illuminated Gospel
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book.209 The manuscript’s Crucifixion scene appears accompanied, at the bottom of
the page, by the Women at the Tomb and the Noli mi tangere, an additional scene
that also came to embody the same idea of human reception of Christ’s Resurrection
[Fig. 46].210 Extremely rare in ninth- and early tenth-century manuscript illumination,
the only example of a Carolingian manuscript displaying the Women at the Tomb is
another initial of the Drogo Sacramentary. On folio 1v there is one of the largest
decorated initials of the entire cycle – a monumental “D” from the word “D[eu]s”. It
displays the Women at the Tomb in its interior [Fig. 47]. As previously seen, the vast
number of Christological episodes displayed within the initials of the Drogo
Sacramentary is a unique feature of this luxury manuscript, and did not represent a
wider trend in Carolingian scriptoria.
The situation was entirely different in workshops executing carved ivory panels. In
the ninth century and the early years of the tenth, a myriad of these panels were
produced across the Carolingian Empire, particularly in centres such as Metz or
Reims. Their function was mainly to act as central elements in luxury book-bindings.
In iconographic terms, these panels featuring the Women of the Tomb became the
visual and theological continuation of Crucifixion representations, as part of more
complex and miniaturistic narratives of the Passion, as previously seen.211 As Grabar
stated, the composition as a whole was interpreted as an agonising death on the
Cross, symbol of the Christian faith, which preceded the Resurrection that the women
witnessed below.212
The Abbey of St Gall in the Carolingian period was also receptive to this artistic
development in ivory carving. Around the year 900, St Gall witnessed the creation of
a panel preserved today at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London and likely
produced within Tuotilo’s lifetime (d. 915).213 The St Gall scholar was also credited
with the creation of the metal book-binding and ivory front-covers of the Evangelium
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Longum (CS53) [Fig. 48].214 The contemporary London panel displays the episode of
the Women at the Tomb [Fig. 49]. The arrangement of the figuration in this scene
and the structure of the mausoleum with the sleeping soldiers in particular are
identical to that of the Hartker Antiphonary’s illustration. Moreover, both the panel
and the full-page scene appear framed by the same vegetal pattern, which, according
to Lasko, represented the main indication of provenance in the London panel.215
This plaque was perhaps conceptualised as part of a similar, larger book-cover for
a luxury St Gall manuscript, perhaps in addition to an upper panel displaying the
Crucifixion. The small dimensions of the London panel (approx. 9.3 x 6 cm) suggest
that a second plaque was placed above, both embedded into a metal binding. A
metallic cover for a large manuscript, such as the Evangelium Longum (whose
current binding measures 39.5 x 23.2 cm) was perhaps the final purpose of this
London plaque. Whether eventually used or not, this ivory panel survived the
Hungarian incursions and the Reichenau exile in the 920s. A century or so after its
creation, the iconography displayed in this panel likely served as an inspiration for
Hartker and the artifices of the Ottonian antiphonary. Alternatively, both the panel
and the scene of the antiphonary stemmed from a now lost model. However, due to
the popularity of the iconography in Carolingian ivories such as this, it is very likely
that the London panel influenced to some extent the later scene of the Hartker
Antiphonary.
Around the year 1000, Ottonian scriptoria and workshops witnessed the
appearance of a number of ivory panels and illuminated manuscripts of different
nature featuring the same subject. Following the Carolingian tradition in the case of
the former and echoing the depiction of the Women at the Tomb in the Hartker
Antiphonary in the latter, the Easter Sunday iconography enjoyed a clear popularity
in the contemporary visual culture of the German kingdom. Several ivory panels
displaying one or several episodes extracted from the wider narratives of the Passion
and the Resurrection of Christ were created or re-used in Ottonian Germany. The
purpose of these plaques, today mostly detached, was to act as the central
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components of luxury manuscript covers.216 Following the earlier Frankish fashion,
some of these panels featuring the Women at the Tomb were integral parts of
miniaturistic panels with several scenes on them. An unknown Rhenish workshop
produced a panel, now in London, that displays the Ascension in the upper register
and the Women at the Tomb in the lower [Fig. 50].217 Another Ottonian panel at the
Musée de Cluny in Paris instead represents the Crucifixion at the centre of the
composition, with the Virgin and St John to the left and the Women at the Tomb to
the right [Fig. 51]. Ottonian workshops also manufactured individual scenes such as
the late Carolingian St Gall plaque. A panel found in Essen displays the Women at
the Tomb as its only component [Fig. 62]. The same is also true of a Milanese ivory
that also features the same theme and a very developed architectural setting [Fig.
53].218 Some of these panels were also reused. At some point during or after the
execution of the Pericopes of Henry II in the 1010s, the scriptorium of Reichenau
Abbey decided to decorate the manuscript’s cover with a Carolingian ivory panel,
becoming the central element in a rich metalwork binding with embedded gems and
enamels. The choice was a Carolingian ivory panel displaying the Crucifixion and the
Women at the Tomb [Fig. 54].219
By the year 1000, some Ottonian scriptoria such as Reichenau also began to
manufacture larger manuscript cycles in which the Women at the Tomb occupied a
predominant position as the quintessential Easter Sunday illustration. Together with
Gospels-Pericopes, sacramentaries were perhaps the main category of Ottonian
liturgical book.220 As it shall be seen later in Chapter 2, these sacramentaries
normally displayed a Crucifixion-Te igitur marking the beginning of the Mass Canon.
In view of the rarity of Last Suppers and other Easter images, the Women at the
Tomb often became the only illustration in entire Paschal sections.221 The earliest
documented creation of a scene of the Women at the Tomb in a sacramentary was
probably that of the Bavarian Sacramentary of Bishop Abraham of Freising (c. 975)
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[Fig. 55].222 Besides sacramentaries, the Women of the Tomb also appeared in other
Ottonian manuscript types, such the Benedictional of Engilmar of Parenzo,
commissioned at Regensburg in the 1030s [Fig. 56].223 In all these examples, which
will be analysed in-depth in Chapter 2, the Women at the Tomb appeared as an
individual chapter of a narrative with a fundamental illustrative function of a
liturgical passage during Easter Sunday, be that a Eucharistic proper, a blessing, or an
antiphon in the case of the St Gall scene.
Beyond the purely liturgical purpose of these sacramentaries, the Parenzo
benedictional, and the St Gall manuscript, other Ottonian luxury manuscripts in
which the depiction of the Women at the Tomb repeatedly made its appearance were
richly illuminated Gospel-Pericopes. Unlike the previous examples, these
manuscripts were likely intended for the private use and an eventual ex-voto role,
probably commissioned for the German monarchs by their courtiers. Two luxury
Reichenau manuscripts, for example, the Bamberg Gospel-Pericopes of Henry II and
the Bamberg Apocalypse, display the scene [Figs. 57, 58].224 In these two
manuscripts, the scene was part of larger and often consecutive set of scenes, in
which the Women at the Tomb simply played a narrative role. The creation of larger
narrative cycles was by no means an exclusive characteristic of Ottonian Germany.
Elsewhere in Europe, manuscripts with very different roles began including
depictions of the Women at the Tomb associated with Easter Sunday textual
passages. In early eleventh-century England, both the Sacramentary of Robert of
Jumièges and the Benedictional of St Æthelwold, two of the most sumptuously
decorated manuscripts in the late Anglo-Saxon period, also display the scene [Figs.
59, 60].225
Moreover, the Women at the Tomb is the only narrative image that the two oldest
decorated antiphonaries have in common. In the current fragmentary state of the early
eleventh-century Spanish Leon Antiphonary, it is very difficult to know for certain
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what the original book looked like. The scene of the Women at the Tomb, on folio
187r, follows the same pattern of all the preserved scenes in the Spanish manuscript
[Figs. 61]. To the left of the title of the Easter Sunday antiphon, the Mozarabic artists
depicted two women conversing with the winged messenger next to the open
sarcophagus where only Christ’s perizoma remained.226 Far smaller than the scene of
the St Gall manuscript, the image of the Leon Antiphonary seems to have served as a
textual marker with a more secondary illustrative function. In the case of the Ottonian
Sangallensis and its German contemporaries, the full-page sets of scenes were telling
about the scriptoria’s intentions to also exhibit the images. However, unlike these
previous examples of liturgical and ex-voto manuscripts from Germany and England,
a fundamental difference existed in the case of the Spanish and the St Gall
antiphonaries. The Hartker manuscript was first and foremost originally
conceptualised as a community liturgical book, a ceremonial tool to be regularly
handled and showcased during the Divine Office of the Alpine Abbey. In the case of
the Mozarabic antiphonary, the manuscript was likely created for the Abbey of St
Cipriano del Condado, near the capital city of Leon. The commissioner of the
manuscript, abbot Totmundo (d. 1069), later became the Leonese bishop, likely
carrying the manuscript with him to the city. As the inscription and the presence of
the figure of St Gallus suggested, the Hartker Antiphonary was therefore not the
product of external patronage, but a St Gall manuscript intended to be used in situ.
This large corpus of earlier and contemporary examples of Women at the Tomb in
two different media likely suggests that creation of this scene in the Hartker
Antiphonary probably responded to the popularity of the theme in contemporary
German manuscript cycles, as well as in preserved Carolingian ivories.
Intended for the use of the Alpine Reichsabtei, a final factor must be taken into
account in order to discuss the importance of this particular Easter image at St Gall.
The seminal theological importance of this episode of the Gospels, which represented
the human acknowledgement of Christ’s Resurrection, gradually resulted in a
communal experience permeating entire monastic communities on Easter Sunday that
took the form of brief performative ceremonies. These Easter plays, as they will later
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be called, represent some of the best-known examples of early medieval theatre.227
As a matter of fact, the Abbey of St Gall is credited with the creation of the oldest of
these Easter plays. The scholar Tuotilo allegedly wrote a trope, Quem quaeritis
(“Whom do you seek?”), celebrating the episode.228 The monks themselves
eventually staged this trope, several lines long, on Easter Sunday, representing both
the angels and the women.229 The aforementioned London ivory panel depicting the
episode was contemporary to the work of Tuotilo in the abbey’s workshop, perhaps
denoting the influence of the Quem quaeritis play. Even though there is no
documentation about Ottonian St Gall, the late tenth-century Anglo-Saxon Regularis
Concordia bears witness to the popularity of this early play in contemporary
England.230 At St Gall, the play was preserved in Codex Sangallensis 484, surviving
the Hungarian invasion and the Reichenau exile.231 This Easter play, extended and renamed “Passion Play” in the Late Middle Ages, perhaps played a major role in the
recovery of the community’s institutional identity that through art and liturgy St Gall
experienced by the time the Hartker Antiphonary was created.232
The manuscript in context: Art and monasticism in St Gall (c. 975-1000).
This final section intends to shed light on the historical context of St Gall around the
year 1000 and the relationship that the environment surrounding Hartker’s work
perhaps had with the creation of his decorated antiphonary. This study will take a
closer look at the lives of the successive St Gall abbots in the period c. 972-1001,
focusing on documented cases of cultural patronage with liturgical implications for
the community, as well as on the nature of monastic life in St Gall by the year 1000.
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As previously noted, details in some of the iconographies of the Sangallensis pointed
at an emphasis on the cult of St Gallus and the likely importance of values that
recalled the early monastic associations made with idealised Gospel readings.
The study of the lives of the abbots in charge of St Gall over those years will not
only serve to relate the Hartker Antiphonary to its historical context and other artistic
enterprises, it offers also a theory that can explain to some extent the iconographic
characteristics and anomalies in the manuscript’s cycle. The controversial tenure of
Abbot Kerhart (990-1001) in particular, had profound implications for the
community, generating a debate about the nature of the monasticism practiced at St
Gall that was echoed elsewhere in the Ottonian kingdom. St Gall by the year 1000
appeared at the crossroads of a new era. A division appeared between the
appreciation for a much-missed Carolingian period defined by institutional wealth,
independence, cultural prestige, and ecclesiastical power, and a generation of wary
monks for whom the memories of a traumatic past were not that distant and thus
advocated for communal restraint, strict observance, and an inspiring contemplative
life for all members. The following theory aims to intertwine these apparent
contradictory circumstances, shedding light on the uniqueness of this Ottonian
antiphonary as a St Gall community book.
Three characters were in charge of the Abbey of St Gall during the last quarter of
the tenth century: Ymmo (976-984), Ulrich I (984-990), and Kerhart (990-1001).
Ymmo was the successor of Notker (d. 975), the abbot who had welcomed Emperor
Otto II and his family in 972 and under whose tenure the abbey church had been reinaugurated. Once the physical integrity of the community was restored, it was
Ymmo’s turn to embellish the building. Ekkehard IV depicts in his Casus a vivid
picture of the churchman.233 Under the auspices of Notker and Ymmo, the finances of
St Gall continued to improve substantially, culminating in a long recovery that
spanned several decades. The economic situation of the institution mirrored an
overall improvement in the political and social climate of the Swabian Duchy at the
peak of early Ottonian power. Peace and stability certainly favoured the better
exploitation of the resources of the abbey’s dominion, the Appenzell, as well as, more
globally, trade and investment across the region. With this economic power at his
disposal, the Casus reveals that Abbot Ymmo used St Gall’s treasury to commission
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an entire fresco programme for the renewed abbey church. The artists were none
other than Reichenau monks skilled in the art of monumental painting.234 Due to the
eighteenth-century re-construction, the specific nature of this wall decoration is
largely ignored. However, the almost contemporary case of the preserved cycle of
frescoes at St George im Oberzell, on the island of Reichenau itself, may bear
similarity to the lost St Gall frescos.235 Nothing is known about the aspect of the
interior of the Carolingian-era building, but a fresco programme was also plausible in
the ninth century. In this case, with his request to Reichenau, Abbot Ymmo probably
had in mind this Carolingian precedent.
After the death of Ymmo in 984, two abbots were successively elected to
orchestrate the life of St Gall in the last fifteen years of the century. Ulrich I (d. 990)
was appointed immediately after the death of Ymmo. Ekkehard offered a rather
blurred picture of his abbacy.236 The only specific fact that the chronicler documented
is of fundamental importance to the scope of this research – the enlargement and
further decoration of the underground crypt in honour of St Gallus.237 The
underground space, which contained the relics of the Irish missionary and precursor
of the community, was seemingly damaged during the fire of 937. Under Ulrich, this
crypt beneath the altar was decorated with different liturgical objects for the six small
altars that this space hosted. The account remains silent, however, about the nature of
these objects. The acquisition of chalices or caskets in larger manufacturing centres
such as Constance or monasteries such as Reichenau, is a plausible thought. With this
architectural renewal, Ulrich I and the direction of St Gall infused new energy to the
cult of the Irish hermit and legendary predecessor of the abbey.
Ulrich’s successor was Abbot Kerhart (990-1001), who received in 994 the decree
of fiscal independence granted to St Gall by the regent Theophanu on behalf of her
infant son, the future Otto III.238 The Continuatio depicts a controversial character.239
Early reports describe a frenzy of unspecified spending, after which Kerhart
somehow polarised the community between senior and junior generations of monks,
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by “breaking the discipline”.240 The latter are depicted as embracing a “freer life”,
although the account does not approach the very origin of this division. This situation
prompted senior figures in the abbey to appeal to Otto III (996-1003) to mediate
between the two parts. The young monarch eventually denied their request.
Moreover, a certain Count Muozzo, Lord of Aadorf (a territory north of the
Appenzell) was accused of being involved in the King’s decision, gaining influence
over the devious abbot. Soon after this episode, the abbot started selling manuscripts
to unspecified third parties. This action provoked the wrath of the entire community,
a passage that closes the tenure of an abbot deemed traumatic in the community
annals. Paleographical evidence has also suggested that the abbot himself perhaps
executed Codex Sangallensis 95, a copy of St Gregory’s hymn Summi largitor premii
(folio 1 r/v) signed Kerhart.241
The period c. 975-1000 is a time of contrasts at St Gall. In many ways, the
creation, use, and decoration of the Hartker Antiphonary probably captured the
essence of this evolving era. Several of the components in the decorated cycle of the
Hartker manuscript find parallels in the overall artistic and liturgical developments
that the abbey witnessed within approximately three decades. The Hartker
Antiphonary, a book for the Divine Office of the community, was executed in the
same period that the decorated gradual of Codex Sangallensis 342 (containing all the
chanted passages for the Mass) and the illuminated sacramentary of Codex
Sangallensis 339, which will be briefly discussed in Chapter 2 [Fig. 62].242 All three
lavish manuscripts covered the basic spectrum of liturgical services at St Gall. The
creation of all three manuscripts within a relatively short span of time was an
indication of the will to create basic liturgical tools, but with an important aesthetic
component. Two of these late tenth-century Sangallensis, the Hartker Antiphonary
and CS369 were also illuminated with full-page scenes and both this sacramentary
and the gradual of CS342 were equally decorated with a myriad of initials and
extensive gilding. This intensive embellishment of liturgical manuscripts fits well
within the atmosphere of embellishment that the works of fresco paintings
commissioned by Ymmo around the year 980 represented at St Gall.243 A few years
later, the crypt beneath the altar that was home to the relics of St Gallus was
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expanded under the auspices of Abbot Ulrich I. The depiction of the Irish saint in the
donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary was a rare portrait of an Ottonian
foundation saint receiving a book executed in situ in his honour. In an entirely
renewed liturgical space where the legendary predecessor of the community was
commemorated, the representation of St Gallus as the recipient of the newly created
antiphonary for the Divine Office is consistent. Finally, the keen interest of the
controversial Abbot Kerhart in the work of St Gregory, Roman pontiff and liturgist,
probably represented an important factor in the creation of the second component of
the Antiphonary’s frontispiece. Due to the previous lack of models, the decoration of
this Ottonian Sangallensis likely echoed, not only previous and contemporary artistic
developments at St Gall and elsewhere, but also some of these documented cultural
initiatives in late tenth-century St Gall with important liturgical implications for the
community.
The chronology of the Hartker Antiphonary therefore remains an essential
problem. Since Hartker died in 1011, the manuscript was either executed during one
of the tenures of these three abbots or, alternatively, in the early years of Kerhart’s
successor, Purchart (1001-1022). Based on these documented episodes of cultural
renewal, other events in the biographies of these St Gall abbots, and the
interpretations of the manuscript’s iconographic programme, the following theory
favours the possibility of an execution of the Hartker Antiphonary in the last years of
the tenth century, or during the first decade of the new millennium.
The tenure of Abbot Kerhart (990-1001) evolved into a challenging scenario for
the St Gall community. After decades of recovery, the division and tensions
generated by the eleven-year tenure of Kerhart brought to a halt the brief stage of
cultural blossoming experienced under abbots Ymmo and Ulrich I. The main
characteristic of this tumultuous period is the division that the ranks of the
community witnessed. The divide mentioned in the Continuatio between senior and
younger monks lay in the latter group, which the chronicler described a “embracing a
freer life”. It is difficult to know which role the abbot played in this process. The
complaint made to Otto III by senior monks perhaps showed that Kerhart tolerated or
supported in some way the “freer spirit” of the troublesome monks. Moreover, the
actions of Count Muozzo suggest that the interference by a local nobleman was also
an underlying problem of the Reichsabtei under Kerhart.
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The decade of the 990s witnessed a struggle between reform-minded monks, who
aspired to a strict life of commitment, liturgy, and independence, and another party,
which embraced new riches, the renewed status of institutional prestige, and tolerated
the interference of local noblemen. Based on these dates, senior monks belonged to
Hartker’s generation since their lives were closer to the memories of those who went
through the troubled times of the early tenth century. Younger members, whether
from a humble origin or a noble background, dismissed their concerns and their
remembrance of the traumatic communal past.
For almost two hundred years, the divide that emerged at St Gall in the decade of
the 990s had been subject of vivid debate among churchmen of the former
Carolingian kingdom. Interpretations and discussion about the suitability of the Rule
of St Benedict of Nursia (d. 547) in Frankish lands developed considerably under
Bishop Chrodegang of Metz (d. 766), who wrote the Regula Canonicorum in the
mid-eighth century.244 This text highlighted early on the differences between
Frankish and Italian practices regarding canons. Chrodegang insisted on equalising
the lives of canons to those of regular monks, stressing the shared life of all members,
who should, for instance, eat and sleep together.245 Chrodegang also founded the
Abbey of Gorze near Metz in 748.246 This institution will play a significant role in the
spread of Benedictine reform ideals into Ottonian Germany in the tenth century, as it
shall be seen later.
Debates about Frankish monasticism continued at the turn of the ninth century
with St Benedict of Aniane (747-821).247 This Southern French nobleman founded
his own monastery, in which all members lived in the strictest observation of the
Nursia rule. With his practice of monasticism and based on his knowledge of Early
Christian literature, Benedict of Aniane sought to restore the primitive ascetic appeal
of early monastic life. In 816, he helped to organise a series of synods of the Frankish
Church at Aachen under the auspices of Louis the Pious.248 One of the main topics
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was the nature of Carolingian monasticism and how to adapt the Rule of St Benedict
to Frankish communities. The results of these gatherings were the so-called
Concordia Regularum, written mainly by Benedict.249 Among the aspects of
contemplative life that required immediate action were hospitality for guests and the
care of the sick, as well as the cult of saints and relics in the monasteries. St Benedict
of Aniane also founded Kornelimünster Abbey at Aachen, which soon became the
focus of royal endowment as the home of several relics of Christ.250 The monastic
thought and practice developed at Metz, Aniane, and Aachen emerged at Cluny (from
926) and Gorze (from 933) after the formal end of the Carolingian dynasty. The
Cluny of Berno, Odo, Majolus and subsequent abbots, witnessed a special emphasis
on daily communal prayer and an intensive Opus Dei (particularly during Lent),
political independence from civil powers but also a close relationship with powerful
regional elites through donation and the expansion of the Clunian order across
Western Europe.251 Clunian monasticism also responded to the principle of
“Motherhouse”, or the dominance of Cluny among fellow reformed houses.
In the 930s, the Abbey of Gorze, founded by Chrodegang in 748, launched its own
reform movement under Bishop Adalbero of Metz (d. 962).252 Unlike Cluny, Gorze
promoted equality between reformed monasteries, submitting, however, their
direction to the local bishop. Both movements possessed traits in common, such as
the importance of Lent and Easter liturgies, the stress on shared daily life, and the
cult of saints and relics, especially the foundation saints of the communities.253 In this
regard, recent research has also analysed the creation of several vitae and their role in
Gorze-reformed communities. At Metz, St Evre, and St Maxime in Trier, the copy of
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hagiographic texts regarding their respective foundational saints proliferated in the
second half of the tenth century.254
The Gorze movement expanded east, penetrating deep into Swabia, where the
Abbey of Einsiedeln, barely forty-five miles away from St Gall, became its main
stronghold in the Alps. Einsiedeln was founded in 934 in order to honour the figure
of the local Carolingian-era hermit, St Meinrad (d. 861).255 Perhaps due to its late
foundation, the leadership fell quickly within the influence of the growing Gorze
movement. In 948, the entire complex of Einsiedeln was renewed and, in the 970s,
the crypt containing the remains of St Meinrad was extended.256 It is at that time
when scholars have claimed that St Gall gifted Einsiedeln two of its Carolingian
manuscripts mentioned earlier – the epistolary Einsiedeln, Stiftsbibliothek, MS.
40(481) and the illuminated copy of the Gospels with a donation scene Einsiedeln,
Stiftsbibliothek, MS. 17(405).257 In addition to similarities in the annals of St Gall
and Einsiedeln, the documented presence of the two liturgical Sangallenses in the
Einsiedeln is an indication of ongoing interactions between the two Alpine
institutions around the year 1000.
The situation in the Alpine Reichsabtei in the last decade of the tenth century
echoed developments in monastic thought and reform across the German kingdom,
having had perhaps an effect on the peculiar pictorial programme of the Hartker
Antiphonary in turn, for which no models existed beforehand. The strict way of life
promoted by Benedict of Aniane and promulgated at Aachen in 819 found parallels
in early monastic accounts and the literature of the Church Fathers. The scenes of the
Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet also evoked the same concepts, as the
analysis of these rare images seemed to stress. In the writings of Chrodegang and St
Benedict of Aniane, their monastic ideal prioritised the importance of the shared
contemplative life of all members, their humility, and also their attention to guests.
These values were very likely highlighted in a symbolic way in the two scenes of
Maundy Thursday in the St Gall cycle.
Stemming from these the tenth-century reform movements, the Hartker
Antiphonary also highlighted the relevance of the cult of saints and relics at St Gall.
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Both the Reichsabtei and Einsiedeln Abbey witnessed the enlargement of their
respective crypts in the 970s and 980s. The scriptorium of St Gall, as well as several
other Gorze monasteries, also manufactured several copies of the vitae of saints
attached to its history, from the predecessor St Gallus to the most recent, the late
Carolingian

anchoress

St

Wiborada.258 Echoing

architectural

and

literary

developments, the donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary celebrated the story of
St Gallus, a rare choice in contemporary Ottonian scenes of similar nature. Although
probably less distinctive, both Cluny and Gorze also stressed the importance of the
Lent period and the Easter liturgies.259 In the Hartker manuscript, the raised curtain of
the Washing of the Feet referred to an altarcloth and/or a Fastentuch, this latter item
marking the end of Lent and exalting mourning and penitence prior to Holy Friday.
In any case, the Easter sections of the Hartker Antiphonary enjoyed the most
attention from the artistic point of view, representing four out of six full-page scenes.
Hartker, who was around fifty years old at the turn of the millennium, probably
sided with fellow senior figures during Kerhart’s controversial tenure. His generation
had witnessed the last stages of the abbey’s reconstruction and, as reclusus, he also
exemplified the ascetic life praised by early Christian accounts and the ancient
simplicity of reform-minded monks. Younger generations of monks, perhaps with the
support of Abbot Kerhart, were less wary about the implications of a wealthier
treasury, the exploitation of the Appenzell resources and its rents, and the mingling of
the regional nobility.
In the Hartker Antiphonary, this was likely the subtle connotation behind Christ’s
strange interaction with both Judas and Peter in the manuscript’s Last Supper. Christ
looked to Peter, while effectively turning his back on Judas, to whom he nonetheless
offered the bread. Although the interaction between Christ and Judas appears in other
Ottonian manuscripts, the former’s disdain for the latter, who betrayed him in
exchange for money, is evident. Christ gazed instead upon Peter, the Church’s
founder. The figure of Judas may have appeared then as a representation of the
conflictive monks of “freer spirit”, Peter being perhaps assimilated to pro-reform
stances. This specific perception of the role of Judas was plausible in contemporary
monastic thought. Writing in the same period, the Northern French monk and author
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Martinien of Rebais complained in one of his accounts about the poor state of reform
in his community, Marmoutier Abbey. Martinien lamented “the ruin of
monasticism”, whose ultimate precursors were the Apostles, and stated that in the day
of judgement, each monk will be “either with them or with Judas”.260 Similar
comparisons in the context of reform also appeared in the Late Middle Ages.261
Probably contrarily to his expectations, the reform movement did not find success
at St Gall within Hartker’s lifetime. The Gorze model proposed independence from
lay interests, submitting instead the abbey’s direction to a nearby bishopric. In the
case of St Gall, Constance was the closest see. However, a historical feud between
the two institutions probably complicated the stance supported by the reformers.262
When in 1034 the Salian king Conrad II appointed the Meusan monk Nortpert to the
head of St Gall, he did so arguing that reforms efforts in the Alpine abbey had not
been seriously promoted until then.263 This acrimonious debate between new material
possibilities and wary, pro-reform mindsets crystallised at St Gall around the year
1000 and Hartker was a central witness to it, if not an active player in this episode.
The decoration of the Hartker Antiphonary became the embodiment of this period
of contrasts in the history of St Gall. The cycle exalted the abbey’s history and
liturgy, while discreetly highlighting at the same time ideal monastic values. The
manuscript was likely executed in the last years of Kerhart’s tenure, or soon after the
abbot’s death in 1001, in the early stages of Purchart’s period. The verse “AUFERAT
HUNC LIBRUM NULLUS HINC OMNE PER AEVUM”

(“Shall not be this book ever taken

away”), with which the dedicatory inscription of the Antiphonary’s donation scene
began, also became a warning referring to the moment in which Abbot Kerhart
allegedly sold manuscripts to outsiders.
In Ekkehard’s Continuatio, the following twenty-one-year tenure of Purchart
(1001-1022) was instead compared to that of Ymmo decades earlier and hailed as an
unprecedented period of stability, growth, and cultural splendour, particularly for the
abbey’s schola. It is during these first twenty years of the eleventh century that
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Notker Labeo (d. 1022) worked in the scriptorium translating Classical works from
Latin into Old High German and writing commentaries on Aristotle. Other important
characters are Erinbert and Ruodpert, who were famed teachers of several disciplines
in the school. It is precisely in this favourable atmosphere, after years of troubles,
than an ageing and respected Hartker perhaps decided to execute a manuscript for the
community’s Liturgy of the Hours.
The Hartker Antiphonary was the epitome of the contradictory forces that agitated
the community around the year 1000, as well as an indication of the situation that
many Ottonian scriptoria faced in order to decorate new types of liturgical
manuscripts, resulting in iconographic innovation. This decorated antiphonary,
conceptualised as a tool for the Divine Office services of the St Gall community,
exemplified the recovery of the savoir-faire of Carolingian manuscript production
and musical performance after the particularly challenging decades of the early and
mid-tenth century. The illuminated cycle of the Hartker Antiphonary displayed a
double frontispiece with references to authorship, cult, and institutional tradition, as
well as four narrative Christological scenes with a symbolism that went beyond their
primary illustrative function. The double frontispiece portrayed Hartker and St
Gallus, the latter also understood as a personification of the entire community. At the
same time, the eremitic lifestyle of Hartker himself established a clear parallel with
the vita of the Irish missionary that perhaps did not escape the perception of fellow
members of the community. Following Hartker’s portrait, the image of St Gregory at
work alluded to the same ideal of divine inspiration that symbolically guided the
hermit’s enterprise. Hartker, as a new Ezra, codified the St Gall laws of music for the
benefit of his people after war, exile, destruction, and a painful recovery. As a
liturgical book by the hand of the reclusus, this Ottonian antiphonary likely came
close to being considered a relic-like memoria after Hartker’s passing in 1011.
The two episodes of Maundy Thursday that ensue the double frontispiece were
rare depictions of Gospel iconographies in early medieval manuscripts, especially as
full-page, individual scenes. In them, the artifices created and omitted certain
elements at will. The result is bewildering. By eliminating the chalice of wine, the
Last Supper was probably transformed into an allegory of sharing and brotherhood.
By replacing the table with a long cloth over the loins, the scene highlighted equality,
the group of believers and Christ as an altar, and even perhaps chastity. In the
depiction of the Washing of the Feet, humility, imitatio, and sainthood were the
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keywords that resonated in the minds of its monastic audience. These were all
important concepts that perhaps represented for Hartker an idealised version of
coenobitic life probably based on the study of early Christian hagiographic literature
and exegesis, later captured by Benedictine reform practices and thought. Due to their
commonality in earlier and contemporary visual arts, the scenes of the Crucifixion
and the Women at the Tomb do not offer the same degree of symbolic interpretation.
However, these two full-page scenes were strictly related to the liturgies of Easter,
perhaps stressing the importance of the performance of annual rites such as the
Adoration of the Cross and the St Gall play Quem quaeritis, which represented the
annual highpoint in the rites of the entire community.
The other documented episodes of cultural patronage in the last decades of the
tenth century were also probably related to the creation of this St Gall manuscript.
The fresco programme commissioned by abbot Ymmo around the year 980
advocated for the embellishment of the liturgy and set a precedent for Hartker’s work
and the illumination of other liturgical manuscripts, such as CS339. Ulrich I’s
extension of the St Gallus crypt a few years later was also echoed in the donation
scene of the Ottonian antiphonary. The tenure of Abbot Kerhart during the 990s was
the most controversial period of Ottonian St Gall and the creation of the Hartker
Antiphonary appears a symbolic response to the dramatic events experienced by the
community.
As the record about the appointment of the Meusan Abbot Nortpert in the 1030s
attested, the underlying problem of the Reichsabtei in the 990s and early years of the
new millennium was likely the struggle between reformers and non-reformers.
Details in some of the scenes of the Hartker Antiphonary likely embodied reform
values and practices: equality among members, obedience, servitude and humility
towards fellow monks and strangers, the importance of the Opus Dei, and the
veneration of the foundation saint. Discussions about the nature of monastic life in
the Latin West developed in the early Carolingian century, only to emerge stronger
one century later. In Swabia, the nearby Abbey of Einsiedeln, with which St Gall
maintained close contacts, promoted reform practices in Ottonian times, exerting an
important regional influence on St Gall senior members, wary of periods of apparent
splendour. The division generated by Kerhart’s tenure gave room to the stability
brought by Abbot Purchart. It is for that reason that the St Gall antiphonary was
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perhaps executed during the last years of Hartker’s life, during the decade of 10011011.
This illuminated Ottonian Sangallensis embodies an overlooked period of artistic
renewal in the Alpine abbey, as well as a quintessentially Ottonian spirit of
iconographic innovation in the decoration of liturgical manuscripts. However, this
antiphonary is also a unique manuscript that was the product of a peculiar character –
Hartker, a hermit with scholarly knowledge of music and perhaps reform interests
that conceptualised or helped to create a meaningful iconographic programme to
decorate the manuscript.
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Chapter 2
The Sigebert Sacramentary

Hartker the reclusus died in 1011. After the death of the controversial Kerhart in
1001, the community entered a period of stability under the leaderships of Abbot
Purchart, whose tenure lasted until 1022, and Abbot Thietpald, who succeeded him in
turn and died in 1034.264 This chapter focuses on the Sigebert Sacramentary (Berlin,
Staatsbibliothek, MS. Theol. lat. fol. 2), a monumental manuscript for the Mass
created over this period that displays a complex pictorial programme of eight fullpage scenes, often exhibiting unique iconographic compositions and attributes. This
sacramentary was the result of an unparalleled period of extensive manuscript
patronage in the Ottonian and early Salian periods – the eight liturgical books created
for the Bishop of the northwestern German town of Minden, Sigebert (1022-1036)
[Fig. 63].265 However, despite its qualities and evident particularities, the St Gall
sacramentary still represents nowadays a largely forgotten object in modern academic
studies on Ottonian art and culture.
The purpose of this chapter is to address these important lacunae, exploring the
innovative nature of the Sigebert Sacramentary’s cycle of full-page scenes and
contextualising its creation in early Salian Germany by studying the life of Bishop
Sigebert and the manuscript’s contents. This thesis will then propose a specific
historical setting in order to understand the creation of the Sigebert Sacramentary in
this precise moment. The second decade of the eleventh century in Germany
witnessed the dramatic rise of a new dynasty under the first Salian King, Conrad II
(1024-1039), a momentous occasion for the German Church and ambitious
clergymen such as Sigebert.
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The St Gall manuscript in Berlin displays a Crucifixion-Te igitur, a double-page
scene featuring the Agnus Dei and the Mystic Communion of Bishop Sigebert at an
altar, and five Christological episodes [Plates 8a - 16]. These five Gospel scenes are
the Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds, the Adoration of the Magi, the
Women at the Tomb, the Ascension, and Pentecost. The Carolingian period marked
the widespread emergence for the first time of illuminated sacramentaries with fullpage scenes, often associated to the patronage of important bishoprics, such as the
Gellone and Drogo Sacramentaries. Around the year 1000, Ottonian scriptoria began
creating larger numbers of lavishly decorated sacramentaries, sometimes for German
monarchs, and often displaying far more comprehensive pictorial cycles than their
Carolingian predecessors (see Appendix II). This chapter will therefore also analyse
the position of the Sigebert Sacramentary and its eight full-page scenes within this
wider development of Ottonian and early Salian manuscript art.
The Sigebert Sacramentary appears today close in concept to some of those lavish
Ottonian commissions for German kings, such as the Sacramentary of Henry II. This
St Gall sacramentary exhibits complex visual narratives of theological nature,
symbolic meanings, a Virgin Mary playing a central role, and the repeated creation of
intriguing elements such as the depictions of books within the scenes. This research
will make constant use of iconographic comparisons in order to determine the unique
traits of each of these scenes. The study of the procedures of the Eucharistic liturgy,
relevant exegetical opinions, and different treatises, will thus allow an interpretation
of the particularities of some of these compositions.
Compared to the Hartker Antiphonary and other Ottonian and early Salian
Sangallenses, the Sigebert Sacramentary has enjoyed a relatively greater degree of
scholarly interest.266 The decoration of the Minden sacramentary was firstly analysed
by Ruth Meyer in 1967.267 This contribution, largely descriptive but with some
worthwhile comparative points, aimed to present the extensive decorated cycle of the
manuscript to a specialist public for the very first time. However, the provenance of
the group had not yet been discussed. In 1980, the paleographer Hartmut Hoffmann
was the first author to acknowledge the common provenance of all eight Minden
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manuscripts and to ascribe their origin to early eleventh-century St Gall. In 1999,
Henry Mayr-Harting briefly mentioned the Sigebert Sacramentary in his monumental
survey Ottonian Book Illumination.268 Even though Mayr-Harting rightly pointed at
the Carolingian prestige in the field of music as the origin of Sigebert’s interest in St
Gall, his analysis notably lacked an in-depth analysis of the symbolism of the
iconographic programme and a plausible historical justification for the commission of
such a large and rich set of liturgical manuscripts.
In 2007, some of the scenes of the Sigebert Sacramentary were also mentioned in
the doctoral thesis of Kristen Collins on Ottonian images of the Virgin Mary.269
Collins’ work focused on single iconographic types and comparative meanings,
lacking what this thesis will instead aim to achieve – a deeper contextualisation of
Marian depictions in the St Gall sacramentary and a study of her cult and reception in
the Minden bishopric in the 1020s. In 2008, paleographer Anton von Euw also
included the eight Sigebert manuscripts in his corpus Die St. Galler Buchkunst vom 8.
bis zum Ende des 11. Jahrhunderts. As in the case of the Hartker Antiphonary, Von
Euw’s work offered textual analysis, particularly of the inscriptions of the Sigebert
Sacramentary, but did not contextualise the decorated manuscripts at St Gall or their
subsequent use at the Minden bishopric. In the same way, the several contributions
made by liturgist Joanne Pierce on the Minden group have focused on textual
contents rather than on their visual elements.270
The reasons for this relatively unusual level of available scholarship have probably
been the preservation of the name of a bishop as patron, as well as, unlike other St
Gall manuscripts, the transfer of the manuscripts to Minden, to be then relocated to
the predecessor of the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin in the late seventeenth century.
However, important questions remain about the nature of the Sigebert
Sacramentary’s decoration and the creation of this group of eight liturgical
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manuscripts created at St Gall. The realisation of these eight manuscripts involved a
complex display of logistics and teamwork in the abbey’s scriptorium at a level of
sophistication likely unseen since the end of the Carolingian period, all in order to
satisfy the will of a patron and an extraordinary request.
Chapter 2 intends to demonstrate that the Sigebert Sacramentary represents a
particularly important case of Ottonian and early Salian iconographic innovation and
an overlooked decorated manuscript in the history of eleventh-century German art.
Some of the full-page scenes in the Minden Sangallensis are clear indications of the
open innovative nature of this St Gall decorated cycle. Moreover, the symbolic
presence of several depictions of books and the figure of the Virgin Mary can also be
telling about the patron’s interests, the manuscript’s perception, and the development
of Marian cult in early Salian Germany. As the brief literature review on this
manuscript has revealed, scholarship on the Sigebert manuscripts has sidelined the
historical and devotional circumstances surrounding the creation of this and the seven
other Minden manuscripts. The Sigebert Sacramentary was created at St Gall in the
1020s not only as a liturgical tool for a future regular use in this northwestern
German bishopric, but also as a visual device primarily conceived to be used and
shown in an important given place and time, remaining a posteriori an eternal
commemoration of Bishop Sigebert’s tenure.
The Crucifixion-Te igitur
The first full-page scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary is the Crucifixion-Te igitur
that appears on folio 3v [Plate 8a]. Accompanying lengthy introductory textual
passages within decorated frontispieces, this first full-page scene of the Minden
Sangallensis, together with the ensuing inscription on the opposite folio (4r),
represented the initial rubric of the Canon of the Mass that commenced with the wellknown expression “Te igitur clementissime Pater […]” [Plate 8b]. This entire
reading marked the moment during which the Mass officiant blessed the Host and the
chalice of wine situated over the altar in preparation for the Communion that
occurred later.271 Both concepts thus materialised when the sacramentary was opened
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at this stage, being transformed into the blood and flesh of the crucified Christ. The
previous four pages (fol. 1v-2r and 2v-3r) display four full-page framed frontispieces
that contain both the prefatory text to the actual Canon (“[…] Incipit Liber
Sacramentorum […]”) and the Sanctus hymn [Plates 8c, 8d].272 The letters
composing the beginning of these two prefatory passages, the “Per (saecula
saeculorum)” and “Vere (et dignum est)” were composed with gilded initials and
vegetal patterns.
The Sigebert Sacramentary’s Crucifixion-Te igitur scene follows after the end of
the Sanctus text on folio 3r.273 The Virgin Mary and St John attend the death of
Christ. Mary carries a book with her and her cloth was painted in the same purple of
Christ’s loincloth. Above the arms of the Cross, two busts represent Sol and Luna
within their respective medallions. The scene is framed and displayed over a gilded
background. The Cross acts effectively as the missing “T” of the Canon’s
expression.274 The remaining letters of the rubric are displayed on the lower parts of
the scene, to both sides of the Cross. However, the word “Clementissime” appears
strangely isolated from both the Te igitur and the continuation of the rubric on the
opposite page, folio 4r. The gilded letters of this “Clementissime”, now largely
erased, were somehow highlighted, being framed by the scribe and written below the
crucified Christ and the scene’s ground level.
This first full-page scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary represents a traditional
depiction of the symbolic interplay between image and text in early medieval
sacramentaries in close connection to Eucharistic theology and meanings. On the
other hand, this St Gall scene also presents several iconographic and textual
particularities with no parallel in earlier or contemporary examples of the same type
of liturgical manuscript. After tracing back the origin of the Te igitur composition
and the main traits of illuminated sacramentaries at St Gall and across the German
kingdom, this research will analyse in particular the peculiar position and symbolism
of the word “Clementissime” in the page, as well as the depiction and potential
interpretation of the Virgin Mary carrying a book at the Cross.
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Medieval sacramentaries were the predecessors of the modern missal.275 A
manuscript such as the Sigebert Sacramentary contained most, if not all of the
passages that were exclusively recited by the Mass officiant. This was normally a
priest. In the case of the Sangallensis, the scriptorium would have received directives
as to which bishop-led Minden services and local particularities to add to the text.
Several models of sacramentaries existed in the Early Middle Ages.276 The Sigebert
Sacramentary belongs to an ancient variety of sacramentaries denominated
“Gelasian”.277 Mistakenly named after Pope Gelasius I (492-496), this compilation of
Eucharistic texts originally appeared in Merovingian Francia, although the oldest
surviving copies date from the early Carolingian period [Fig. 64].278
As a matter of fact, the Stiftsbibliothek of St Gall is home to one of the earliest
preserved Gelasian sacramentaries. The manuscript, Codex Sangallensis 348, was
not, however, created in the Reichsabtei. Paleographers point towards Chur, an
ancient Alpine bishopric located thirty miles to the south of St Gall.279 It is therefore
plausible to imagine this Gelasianum providing at St Gall some sort of ancient and
authoritative textual reference for the scribes working on the Sigebert Sacramentary
two centuries later. This Chur sacramentary was also decorated with a myriad of
initials of different dimensions and an aesthetic language that denoted the influence
of Insular manuscript art in the Alps [Fig. 65].
Illuminated sacramentaries attracted an important share of attention in many
reputed scriptoria active during the Carolingian period. Roughly contemporary to the
Chur manuscript in St Gall is the Gellone Sacramentary.280 This manuscript was
conceived in a monastery, but for the use of a cathedral in Northern France, perhaps
275
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Cambrai. This manuscript’s Crucifixion-Te igitur is likely the oldest preserved
example of this category of Canon decoration [Fig. 38]. Another Carolingian
example is the luxury Sacramentary of Charles the Bald, probably created at Tours
around the year 850 for Charlemagne’s grandson [Fig. 37].281 The Abbey of St Gall
itself also witnessed the creation of one of these early sacramentaries with a
Crucifixion-Te igitur. Around the year 900, the Alpine scriptorium created a lavishly
decorated sacramentary that is today kept in Mainz [Fig. 66].282 The scene of the socalled Codex Mogontinus stands as a relatively sober composition. However, gilding
was of paramount importance for the artifices, particularly in the Cross, the
inscription, and the frame. The model in this Carolingian Sangallensis today in Mainz
stands as a precedent for many Ottonian decorated sacramentaries later on, the
Crucifixion-Te igitur becoming, from that point onwards, the norm in the many
decorated sacramentaries.283
Firstly documented in the Gellone Sacramentary, the origin of the Crucifixion“T” association likely lay in prefigurative interpretations of the Old Testament. The
liturgist Tertullian described the first letter of the Canon rubric, the Greek letter Tau,
as “having the appearance of the Cross”.284 Tertullian, as well as Origen, another
Father of the Church widely copied in Carolingian Europe and St Gall, also discussed
a specific passage in the Book of Ezekiel.285 Ezekiel 9:4 explains how an angel was
sent by God to mark with a “T” the foreheads of the Israelites in Jerusalem that did
not fall into idolatry. This sign likely foresaw, in the minds of both Tertullian and
Origen, Christ’s redeeming death on the Cross as a fulfilled Biblical promise of
281
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divine salvation. In the Carolingian period, scholars studied the Old Testament, its
early Christian exegesis, and the concept of “Chosen People” with special attention.
This circumstance derived from the widely conceived notion that the Carolingians
were a new Davidic dynasty.286 This Zeitgeist in a scriptorium near Cambrai probably
led to the visual association between Cross, prefigurative symbolism, and the letter
“T” of the Gellone Sacramentary.
In late tenth- and early eleventh-century Ottonian and early Salian scriptoria, the
Crucifixion-Te igitur subsequently came to virtually dominate the decoration of
illuminated sacramentaries, acting as the only figurative content in entire
manuscripts, and often displaying the crucified character alone. In this way, the
Reichenau scriptorium produced two decorated sacramentaries around the year 1000,
today preserved in Oxford and Zurich [Figs. 67, 68].287 Both manuscripts display a
similar concept to that of the Codex Mogontinus – a solitary Christ on the Cross with
no accompanying motif other than the letters of the Canon’s rubric and the frame.
The Abbey of Corvey witnessed the creation of another sacramentary whose
Crucifixion-Te igitur presents a more complex solution.288 The sacramentary displays
a Christ of the Cross dressed with a colobium, set within a rhomboid composition and
with additional inscriptions [Fig. 69]. The scriptorium of Cologne Cathedral also
conceptualised similar scenes in the Tyniec Sacramentary and a second manuscript
now in Freiburg [Figs. 70, 71].289
The Abbey of St Gall also witnessed the creation around the year 1000 of a
decorated sacramentary, Codex Sangallensis 339, displaying one of these
Crucifixion-Te igitur scenes with a solitary Christ in it [Fig. 62].290 Palaeographical
analysis has in fact revealed that the author of the gradual’s neumes was none other
than Hartker.291 Like some of its contemporaries in Reichenau and across the German
kingdom, CS339 shows a relatively simple image. The crucified Christ appears
framed and surrounded by the letters of the Canon’s rubric. Gold leaf was applied
286
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extensively, both to the frame and the Cross. The crucified character was largely left
uncoloured, recalling to a certain extent the sober aesthetic choice of the Hartker
Antiphonary’s cycle. By the time the request from Sigebert of Minden arrived in the
1020s, St Gall possessed not only one of the earliest decorated copies preserved of an
early Carolingian Gelasianum, the Chur manuscript, but also the illuminated
Crucifixion-Te igitur of CS339.
In comparison to these examples, the scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary,
however, presents a considerably extended visual narrative. Some Ottonian and early
Salian sacramentaries began displaying in fact more complex pictorial cycles than
those seen earlier, including at least two narrative scenes, and in which the
Crucifixion-Te igitur began incorporating more elements. The oldest extant of these
Ottonian Crucifixions is that of the so-called Abraham Sacramentary, created at
Freising (Bavaria) around the year 975 [Fig. 72].292 The page displays a small
crucified Christ flanked by the Virgin and St John, but the Cross-tree does not act as
the “T” of the Canon rubric. In the years that surrounded the Sigebert request at St
Gall, examples of these enhanced Crucifixion scenes multiplied. The Guntbald
Sacramentary, created at Hildesheim in the decade of the 1010s, displays a colourful
and gilded Te igitur with the Virgin and St John [Fig. 73].293 The Augsburg
Sacramentary in London, created in the 1030s, presents a rather complex scene with
an extensive architectural background and a partially hidden Virgin and St John [Fig.
74].294 An even more luxurious example of the development of this scene is the
lavishly decorated Sacramentary of Henry II, created at Regensburg around the year
1010.295 Its colourful Crucifixion-Te igitur appears flanked by the Virgin and St John,
plus the Moon and the Sun above the arms of the Cross [Fig. 75]. Finally, two more
examples display a Crucifixion on the opposite page to the beginning of the Canon’s
rubric, with no textual elements in the scene. A second Augsburg sacramentary
presents a finely executed and extensively gilded Crucifixion-Te igitur, together with
the Virgin, St John, Sol and Luna, but with no trace of the liturgical expression [Fig.
76].296 Finally, a Lorsch sacramentary now preserved in Chantilly also followed the
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same pattern [Fig. 77].297 This corpus of images has illustrated the variety of
solutions that Carolingian and especially Ottonian scriptoria developed in order to
decorate a sacramentary displaying a Crucifixion-Te igitur. However, in the Sigebert
Sacramentary, three details stand out as being particularly noticeable, the first two of
them not finding parallels anywhere else amongst these related comparanda.
Firstly, the anomalous position of the gilded word Clementissime was carefully
conceptualised and arranged on the page by the St Gall artifices. None of the
Crucifixions-Te igitur scenes mentioned before highlight in the same manner one
specific word from the Canon’s rubric other than the Cross-“T” itself. The Sigebert
Sacramentary’s Clementissime was effectively depicted beneath the rugged ground of
the scene, right below the crucified Christ. The now largely erased gilded capital
letters appear over an equally degraded maroon background. Two orange stripes,
identical to those of the scene’s frame, neatly separate this surface from the figuration
above. This arrangement seems to evoke a sense of clear space compartmentalisation,
alluding to a different physical level beneath Christ, the Cross, and the scene’s
ground.
In the minds of eleventh-century St Gall and Minden audiences, this different level
of the scene perhaps alluded to a symbolic burial chamber – the space that in the
works of some influential early Christian authors hosted Adam’s remains beneath
Mount Golgotha.298 The literary tradition that related Christ’s death location to the
burial place of the First Man seemingly developed in fourth-century Patristic
literature. The oldest reference to this concept appears in one of the homilies of St
John Chrysostom. The author stated that the Golgotha presumably hosted Adam’s
final resting place, with Christ’s Crucifixion therefore representing the eventual
triumph over death in situ.299 In addition to other minor authors, which perhaps
retook Chrysostom’s dubitative view, St Jerome also expressed a keen interest in the
connection between Christ and Adam’s prefigurative deaths.300 In some texts, St
Jerome argued that Adam was buried in Hebron, in others, in Golgotha, the name of
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the latter referring to the skulls of people beheaded and buried there. In one of his
epistles, Jerome stated that: “[...] on that very spot, Adam lived and died. The place
where our Lord was crucified is called Calvary, because of the skull of the First Man
was buried there [...] So the blood of the Second Man dropped from the Cross,
washing away the sins of Adam”.301
In the Early Middle Ages, these often hesitant and confusing Patristic opinions
seemingly became highly influential for some monastic scriptoria. Depictions of
Adam’s body or skull beneath the crucified Christ were overall rare but nonetheless
some examples have been preserved. The oldest extant example in the Latin West
appears in an early tenth-century Breton copy of the Gospels now in Angers, where
Adam’s actual head (not his skull) was depicted at the Cross [Fig. 40].302 The midtenth-century northeastern Spanish Gerona Beatus depicted instead Christ on the
Cross flanked by the two thieves. A sarcophagus containing Adam’s entire wrapped
body was depicted beneath him [Fig. 78].303 Finally, the Fulda Sacramentary in
Göttingen created around the year 1000 displays a Crucifixion scene also featuring
the two thieves and in which both Adam and Eve emerge from their respective
sarcophagi beneath the Cross [Fig. 79].304 These three scenes in general exhibit more
comprehensive Crucifixion settings than that of the Sigebert Sacramentary, with
many characters and attributes, including Adam’s body or head.
Perhaps influenced by this idea, the St Gall artifices conceptualised a different
theological visual narrative, nonetheless full of liturgical symbolism. They did not
depict an actual body or a head. However, this clearly isolated space beneath Christ
on the Cross highlighted the Latin word Clementissime that followed the Te igitur
expression. In the Canon rubric, the superlative suffix -issimus transformed the
adjective clēmēns (“merciful”) into clementissimus (“most merciful”), in turn
declined for vocative case by adding -e. The vocative case originally referred in Latin
to the action of addressing someone vehemently. This word of the Canon rubric can
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be thus rendered in English as “You, most merciful”, being God the Father to whom
the Mass officiant addressed the plea. This initial word of the Canon rubric explicitly
mentioned the salvific role of Christ in the Eucharist, continuing “[…]
(Clementissime) Pater, per Iesum Christum, Filium tuum, dominum nostrum,
rogamus, ac petimus, uti accepta habeas, et benedicas haec dona, haec munera, haec
sancta sacrificia illibata, in primis, quae tibi offerimus pro Ecclesia tua sancta
catholica […]”.305 The recitation of this first rubric occurred during the blessing of
the Host and the wine chalice that will be later given to the assembly during the
Communion.306 The episode, therefore, celebrated the death of Christ on the Cross
and the sacrifice of Flesh and Blood that the gathering in turn ingested.307
Clearly separated from both scene and text but in direct relation to the Crucifixion
in the upper level, the Sigebert Sacramentary’s Clementissime became a performative
interjection effectively addressed by the officiant in reference to the redeeming role
of Christ’s death on the Cross. Early literature on Adam’s burial in Mt Golgotha, and
the original sinful nature of his type-existence as the First Man in particular, perhaps
influenced this symbolism and the unprecedented location of the gilded word. In the
minds of the artifices, the performance of the Mass for which the Sigebert
Sacramentary was created, symbolically contributed to humankind’s salvation.
Different evidence of the particular importance that this section of the page once
probably had during the liturgy is the degradation to which this parchment area was
also clearly subject. Without the scientific analysis of the material, the chronology of
this interaction, which has largely erased gilded letters and maroon background, is
impossible to determine. However, late medieval Mass officiants often kissed
decorated missals at the beginning of the Canon.308 In the Sigebert Sacramentary, the
iconography of the Crucifixion probably added a further level of personal devotion at
this stage for the Mass officiant and potential assistants at the altar.
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The second of the peculiarities in this first scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary is the
book that the Virgin Mary solemnly carries on her left arm. Covering the hand with
part of her tunic, Mary openly exhibits an innovative attribute in the visual arts of the
Ottonian Empire. Though extraordinary in Continental Europe, the depiction of the
Virgin Mary holding a book was not uncommon in the manuscript illumination and
ivory carving of Anglo-Saxon England. The roughly contemporary decorated
Weingarten Gospels and a Winchester psalter, as well as two eighth-century ivory
panels, show the Virgin holding a bound manuscript.309 Barbara Raw described the
attribute as being an innovation of English art.310 In the arts of the Byzantine Empire,
a region traditionally home to an extensive Marian literary tradition (often
apocryphal), this attribute was also visible.311 In a twelfth-century illuminated vita
made in Constantinople, the Virgin was constantly depicted carrying a book [Fig.
80].312 The anomalous depiction of the Sigebert Sacramentary therefore prompts
further discussion about the origin, meaning, and development of this iconographic
element in Ottonian Germany at the turn of the new millennium.
St Ambrose, an author widely copied and studied in the Alpine abbey, wrote a
sermon in his De virginibus ad Marcellinam, conceptualised in order to encourage
virginal life and in which the Virgin naturally represented the ultimate model for such
a lifestyle, both for women and for men.313 St Ambrose added that the Virgin “was
very industrious in her study, too”. This responded, according to the Church Father,
to “the necessity to be both physically and mentally virgin”, the latter likely being a
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reference to the uncorrupted and continuous study of the Gospels.314 However, no
book was ever described as being in the hands of the Virgin in the Gospels. In the
Carolingian century, episodes of the Annunciation began displaying a Virgin holding
a book, surprised by the winged messenger. An ivory panel from mid-ninth-century
Metz is probably the oldest example of this episode in the Latin West, later
popularised across different media [Fig. 81].315 The creation of this image mirrored a
wider interest in the role of the Virgin Mary and her role in the conception of Christ.
The ninth- and tenth-century scholarship that approached this episode began thus
stressing this imagined presence of a book. The Carolingian author Otfrid of
Weissenburg (d. after 871) composed what recent scholarship considers “the earliest
surviving description of the Virgin Mary reading in the Annunciation”.316 In it, Otfrid
stated that Mary “was with her psalter in her hands”.317 The choice of a psalter was
no coincidence after all. Psalters were paramount tools of reading and Latin learning
in the Middle Ages.318 Moreover, the Davidic authorship of the book also indirectly
related the presence of the Virgin to the concept of Tree of Jesse, that is, the
presumed royal ancestry of Christ.319 The work of Otfrid became perhaps known to
St Gall audiences in particular since the Carolingian author held in high regard
members of the contemporary Alpine community, suggesting some sort of close
interaction.320
The book as a finished, bound item probably came to represent an allegory of the
achieved “Word of God” embodied by the Gospels, ready to be transmitted to the
world. This is also the opinion of Kristen Collins, who noted that it is therefore
plausible to imagine Mary in this scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary being somehow
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a personification of the Church, Ecclesia, the responsible actor for the continuing
study and transmission of such a message.321 In this manner, the book would not
necessarily be a real object, but rather a symbolic reference to Mary’s authority at the
Cross, that is, after the death of Christ and the apparent absence of his leading role.
Furthermore, in the minds of its monastic artifices, this Marian attribute and
interpretation perhaps drew potential parallels with the contemplative lifestyles that
both monks and nuns experienced daily, the Virgin becoming a model to follow in
this regard.322
Understood as part of a wider pictorial cycle, however, this portrait of the Virgin
carrying a book finds close parallels inside the Sigebert Sacramentary and in other
related images. This figure of the Crucifixion-Te igitur is not the only portrait of
Mary exhibiting this attribute, nor the only character depicted holding a bound
manuscript or some sort of scroll. As a matter of fact, most figures in the
manuscript’s cycle carry analogous objects, and so does the patron behind its
creation, Bishop Sigebert of Minden, in two different portraits (one at least created at
St Gall). The potential symbolism of this image of the Virgin Mary carrying the book
will therefore be holistically interpreted at the end of this chapter.
Although perhaps less evident, a third detail in this Crucifixion-Te igitur of the
Minden Sacramentary links this figure of Mary to that of Christ on the Cross. As
mentioned earlier, both Christ’s loincloth and the Virgin’s hooded cloak were
coloured using a very well preserved purple pigment. Of Roman origin, the use of
this colour in the official portraiture of Byzantium and Ottonian Germany possessed
vivid connotations of both power and prestige associated with the Imperial rank.323
Several examples of official portraiture of Ottonian emperors displaying a garment of
this colour, aware of its connotations, were executed in this period [Fig. 82].324
The purple colour also had intense associations with the figure of the Virgin Mary.
As proclaimed during the Council of Ephesus in 431, this Imperial colour suited the
human Mother of God.325 Moreover, in Carolingian Europe, the influential
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Archbishop Ado of Vienne (d. 875) describing the lives of Roman-era virgins in his
Martyriologue, referred to virginity as “equivalent to the royal purple”.326 As narrated
in one of the most popular pieces of non-canonical early Christian writings, the socalled Protoevangelium of St James, the Virgin was also requested to thread the
purple curtains of the Jerusalem Temple before Christ’s birth.327 Centuries later, the
Saxon mystic Hrostvitha of Gandersheim (d. 1002) wrote about this episode in her
History of the Praiseworthy Nativity, thus acknowledging the reception of this type of
Eastern Mediterranean literature in Ottonian Germany.328
Furthermore, the early associations of the colour purple with both royalty and
virginity were soon applied to the emergent Catholic Church, its liturgy, and its
actors. Purple became one of the main colours of a bishop’s attire.329 Amalarius of
Metz (d. c. 850), describing the clothing of priests in his De ecclesiasticis officiis
wrote that the purple tunic is only “worn by the Pope”, because “it means that the
highest reasonings [...] are not open to everyone, but to the greater and perfected”.330
Amalarius’ contemporary, the abbot and archbishop Rabanus Maurus (d. 856) also
wrote in his De Clericorum Institutione that the garments of this colour used in the
Offertory of the Mass recalled the garments of Christ.331 Bishops also wore purple
regalia of different nature during Lent and Advent, as a sign of repentance in the
weeks preceding Easter and Christmas, respectively.332
Finally, in the Carolingian period, the colour purple also appeared associated with
blood and Christ in several treatises, and sometimes with the role of the Virgin Mary
and the Church itself. The Te igitur rubric, after all, marked the moment of the Mass
in which the officiant blessed the Host and the Wine, the latter embodying Christ’s
blood. Rabanus Maurus, commenting on the Book of Exodus and the construction of
the Tabernacle, mentioned that the purple curtains that the Israelite structure should
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display were chosen because “purple is the colour of blood, and so is the heart’s
desire to die in Jerusalem for our Lord”.333 Around the same time, Reichenau’s
Walafrid Strabo (d. 849) in his poetic Glossa Ordinaria described the colour itself
(Purpuraria) as traditionally worn by queens, sought and used by the Church,
comparing it in turn to “the blood of Christ, which allowed (us) instead to obtain
life”.334 Alcuin of York also wrote in his De Fide Sanctae et Individuae Trinitatis that
“just as the unique blood-like purple, which denotes majesty and it is displayed in the
Imperial palaces, [...] so did the Holy Spirit descended upon the Virgin Mary [...]”.335
These different correlations of purple, theological and political at the same time, were
the subject of study and discussion in the works of some of the major Carolingian
authors, eventually influencing perhaps the decision to depict Mary’s tunic and
Christ’s loincloth with the same, symbolic colour.
In order to conclude, the Crucifixion-Te igitur of the Sigebert Sacramentary, direct
inheritor of rooted Carolingian conventions, has been demonstrated to be a
characteristically early eleventh-century German scene, yet, with a number of
peculiarities of a likely strong symbolism for ecclesiastical audiences. As in other
contemporary Ottonian and early Salian scriptoria, St Gall created an extended visual
narrative in comparison to often simpler ninth-, and late tenth-century models. For a
start, the traditional interplay between the Crucifixion image and the text of the
Canon rubric perhaps experienced in the Sigebert Sacramentary a deeply symbolical
modification. The word Clementissime that followed the Te igitur was granted
unprecedented importance. In gilded capital letters, this word was written right
beneath the Cross, probably in a reference to Adam’s burial. In a medieval
Eucharistic context, this decision very likely prompted prefigurative parallels
between Adam’s sin and Christ’s redeeming death on the Cross pictured above,
emphasised through the Clementissime’s vocative case addressed to God that evoked
repentance and judgement.
In this first-full page scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary, the portrait of the Virgin
Mary also concentrated the attention of the artifices. The peculiar attribute of the
book that she carries with her probably referred to the symbolic idea of the Mother of
333
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God’s authority as Ecclesia holding the Gospels, perhaps also influenced by the
growing importance and depictions of the Annunciation episode in which she was
depicted carrying a book. Moreover, the purple pigment used in Christ’s loincloth
and in the Virgin’s cloak discreetly related each other, alluding perhaps to both the
bishopric and the heavenly kingship of Christ. By the time the Sacramentary was
being executed, the new dynasty of the Salians had risen to the German throne and
Bishop Sigebert maintained a close contact with the new monarch, Conrad II, as this
research will later explain.336 Bishops such as Sigebert also wore the colour purple
regularly, but with a special emphasis during Lent, since it foresaw Christ’s death on
the Cross. Christ’s redeeming blood was in turn also widely associated to the colour
purple. Mary, just as bishops, mourned at the Cross the death of her Son while
holding a book, likely a symbolic representation of the Gospels that perhaps
transformed her portrait into that of Ecclesia. This female personification associated
with the Virgin makes her appearance and takes centre stage in one of the two
following and directly related full-page scenes of the Sigebert Sacramentary.
The Agnus Dei and Sigebert’s Mystic Communion.
The second and third scenes of the Sigebert Sacramentary are a depiction of the
Agnus Dei surrounded by the symbols of the Four Evangelists on folio 8v and the
representation of Bishop Sigebert receiving the Communion from a female character
previously identified as Ecclesia on folio 9r, seemingly also in the presence of the
Virgin Mary [Plates 9, 10a].337 These two, opposite full-page scenes were placed
immediately after the end of the Pater Noster prayer and the Agnus Dei rubric on
folio 8r [Plate 10b]. These two compositions, the depiction of a Lamb of God at the
centre of a complex, highly symbolic setting and the surreal performance of the
Eucharist featuring a mixture of real and allegorical characters are rare scenes on
their own and a truly unique choice as a double composition for the Sigebert
Sacramentary’s cycle.
This section explores the sources and models behind each separate iconography,
especially the important theological background and symbolism of the Agnus Dei
336
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scene, equally offering extensive comparative materials for both images. The analysis
will then shift to the most relevant elements in each scene respectively, particularly in
the Mystic Communion. In this image, the portraits of the two female figures, which
have received radically different identifications in previous scholarship, are at first
sight intriguing. Moreover, the representations of books seemed again fundamental to
the artifices, including those of the Agnus and the bishop’s assistant. Finally, this
section will also look at the scene’s palette and the correlations of colours between
characters.
The Lamb of God and the symbols of the Four Evangelists on folio 8v followed
the eponymous Agnus Dei rubric that, after the Pater Noster, was recited three times
while breaking the Host and in the presence of the chalice of wine.338 The inscription
along the frame of the scene, which will be later examined in more detail, seems to
refer to in fact this Eucharistic concept of performance. It runs:
ECCE TRIUMPHATOR MORTIS / VITAE REPARATOR
339
AGNUS MIRIFICI PANDIT / SIGNACULA LIBRI.
The Lamb of God in blue, with seven eyes and seven horns, is located over an altar,
bleeding, while it holds a book open.340 The image appears within a mandorla and
over a gilded background. In the four corners, the symbolic representations of the
Four Evangelists were depicted. St Matthew was represented by the angel in the
lower level and that is accompanied by St Mark as a red lion to the right, and St Luke
as a red winged ox to the left. The eagle of St John appears represented above the
Agnus Dei. This latter animal symbol carries an open roll, therefore mirroring the
portrait of the human Evangelist in the previous Crucifixion-Te igitur. The remaining
figures exhibit a bound manuscript. Bricks in grey were depicted evoking the walls of
one city in particular – the Heavenly Jerusalem.341 John of Patmos in the Book of
Revelation described this prophetic city as being “the bride, the Lamb’s wife”.342 The
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semi-circles with the four animals thus acted as symbolic towers on the four sides of
this allegorical city, with the Agnus Dei, namely Christ, at its centre. This highly
complex iconography, although establishing a direct textual relation to the preceding
Agnus Dei rubric recited three times during the Mass, was heavily influenced by
thought and descriptions contained in the Book of Revelation.
Similar compositions to this second scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary appeared
several times in different categories of manuscripts throughout the Carolingian
period.343 The Moutier-Grandval Bible, from early ninth-century Tours, displays a
full-page scene on folio 449r divided into two levels in which the upper section
features the Agnus Dei and these four figurative symbols [Fig. 83].344 Amidst
complex calligrams, the Agnus Dei and the symbols of the Four Evangelists in a
cross-shaped composition also appear in two separate illustrations in two copies of
Harabanus Maurus’ treatise De laudibus sanctae crucis, now in Lyons and the
Vatican, created at Fulda around the year 850 [Fig. 84].345
Moreover, two early Carolingian illuminated copies of the Book of Revelation
exhibit related scenes featuring the Agnus Dei and the four symbols of the
Evangelists in their cycles. In the so-called Valenciennes Apocalypse, created
somewhere in the eastern half of the kingdom in the first quarter of the century, the
passage named the “Vision of the Throne of God” presents a similar circular
composition to that of the Sigebert Sacramentary. However, this time Christ is
himself displayed at the centre of the circle, surrounded by the four symbols of the
Evangelists [Fig. 85].346 Later on in this cycle, the Agnus Dei itself, with seven horns
and eyes, appears depicted on top of an altar, carried by two angels, and surrounded
by the four symbols of the Evangelists in the passage called “The Vision of the
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Lamb” [Fig. 86].347 Finally, the Lamb was also portrayed in this Valenciennes
Apocalypse inside the Heavenly Jerusalem [Fig. 87].348 The Trier Apocalypse,
perhaps produced at Tours around the same time, provides a second example of this
composition.349 The Trier passage of the so-called “Vision of the Lamb” displays a
smaller depiction of the Agnus Dei surrounded by the four symbols of the
Evangelists, and witnessed by the twenty-four Apocalyptic Elders below [Fig. 88].
Although this latter composition in particular recalls the organisation of the
Sigebert scene, the illustration of a Carolingian Gospel book in particular provides an
even closer parallel. Valenciennes, Bibliothèque municipale, MS. 69 is a copy of the
Gospels produced at the Abbey of St Vaast, in northern France, around the year 850.
Folio 138v of this manuscript displays a representation of the Lamb of God within a
circle that comprises the centre of a cross, while the four symbols of the Evangelists
appear on the four corners [Fig. 89]. The image serves as an illustrative preface to the
manuscript’s Homiliary that begins in the opposite page, containing the readings “in
circulo anni” extracted from the Acts of the Apostles.
These similar compositions in different categories of Carolingian manuscripts
featuring the Agnus Dei and the four symbols of the Evangelists were also echoed to
some extent in Ottonian Reichenau and Fulda. Perhaps the early models behind the
Trier and Valenciennes manuscripts influenced to some extent the creation of the sole
example of an illuminated Book of the Revelation in Ottonian Germany – the
Bamberg Apocalypse.350 This was an illuminated copy of John of Patmos’ account
created at Reichenau, likely immediately before the year 1000 and following the
request of someone belonging to the circle of Otto III, or by the young monarch
himself. Folio 13v of this manuscript displays a framed full-page scene divided into
two registers. The upper level shows an identical representation of the Agnus Dei
extracted from the Book of Revelation and flanked by two seraphim [Fig. 90]. As
Ruth Meyer remarked, this is the closest reference in chronological terms to the scene
of the Sigebert Sacramentary.351 In addition to the Bamberg Apocalypse, two more
contemporary Reichenau manuscripts present an image of the Agnus at the centre of
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complex, full-page scenes. A copy of the Gospels, now in Berlin, exhibits the Lamb
of God at the centre of a cross-shaped motif featuring the symbols of the Evangelists
on all four extremities, plus the actual portraits of the Evangelists on the page’s
corners [Fig. 91].352 A Reichenau collectary now in Hildesheim displays instead the
Agnus at the centre of a double level featuring gendered figures in two registers [Fig.
92].353 In Ottonian Fulda, three sacramentaries created around the year 1000 that will
be later analysed, also portrayed the Agnus Dei at the centre of far more complex
scenes featuring bishops, saints, angels, and the figure of Ecclesia herself [Figs. 93,
94, 107].354 Finally, only one example from Fulda, a Pericopes, displays the Agnus
Dei surrounded by the symbols of the Four Evangelists and Ecclesia collecting the
Lamb’s blood [Fig. 95].355 This comparative analysis has showed that the composite
elements in this depiction of the Agnus Dei in the Sigebert Sacramentary originally
stemmed from a mixture of Apocalypse and related Gospel manuscript decorations,
ultimately originating in the ninth century. Moreover, in Ottonian times, the scriptoria
of Reichenau and Fulda, the former barely thirty miles away from St Gall, witnessed
the creation of similar iconographic compositions illustrating a wide variety of luxury
manuscripts, such as the Bamberg Apocalypse.
As in the case of the three Fuldenses, the main difference between the Reichenau
scenes and the Sigebert Sacramentary is that this composition appeared at St Gall as
part of a luxury sacramentary, a precious liturgical book exclusively created for the
performance of the Mass at Minden. Even though some of the aforementioned
manuscripts, particularly Gospels, probably had a liturgical function, the Sigebert
Sacramentary served an exclusively Eucharistic purpose as a textual guide for the
Mass officiant. Different factors may have influenced the peculiar decision by the
artifices to depict an Agnus Dei surrounded by the symbols of the Evangelists at this
stage of the Mass Canon, following the Lamb rubric and opposite to the unique
portrait of the Minden clergyman receiving the Host from Ecclesia.
The copy and subsequent decoration of the Valenciennes, Trier, and Bamberg
Apocalypses also suggests that the Christian eschatology of the Revelation was
perhaps a secondary, albeit consolidated genre worth decorating in the Frankish and
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Ottonian kingdoms, exerting an important effect perhaps on early eleventh-century
scriptoria.356 As James Palmer has noted, Carolingian St Gall boasted a large
collection of eschatological literature, which besides copies of the Book of
Revelation itself, spanned from St Jerome’s On Ezekiel and St Augustine’s De
civitate Dei, to Bede’s Commentary on the Revelation.357 By the time the Sigebert
Sacramentary was commissioned in the 1020s, the Abbey of St Gall had at its
disposal a wide range of literature that mentioned and described the Agnus Dei and
the other elements extracted from the Book of Revelation that were depicted in the
Minden Sacramentary. Moreover, the illumination of Carolingian and later Ottonian
Gospels, plus more unique manuscripts such as the Lyons and Vaticana copies of the
De laudibus sanctae crucis or the Hildesheim collectary, show that depictions of the
Agnus Dei were also commonly used in other types of manuscripts.
In addition to the importance of Christian eschatology in Carolingian and Ottonian
Europe, the theological concept of Agnus Dei itself experienced a strong theological
development that culminated in the ninth century.358 References to the Lamb and
Christ appeared in the Gospel of John and in Paul’s Epistle to the Corinthians.359 The
so-called Quinisext Council of the Eastern Church in 692 established in its Canon 82
that artistic representations of the Lamb should be forbidden.360 The alleged reasons
were the weak appearance of the animal and, more importantly, the inadequacy of
this physical form to visualise the resurrected Christ. The Pope at that time, Sergius I
(d. 701), refused to adhere to this Eastern resolution.361 In response, the Pontiff
presumably promoted instead the inclusion of the rubric Agnus Dei in the Roman
liturgy, and its threefold repetition by both officiants and congregation, during the
breaking of the Host.362 In the ninth century, amidst the Iconoclast crisis in
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Byzantium, the resolutions of previous Eastern Roman councils were analysed with
detail in the Latin West. In a letter addressed to Emperor Charlemagne himself, Pope
Adrian I (790-795) summarised his thoughts on the Second Nicaea Council by
alluding to the apparent Iconophile Agnus Dei prohibition from the Quinisext Canon
82 to argue in favour of the human representation of Christ.363
Mentions of the Lamb of God in commentaries by different Carolingian scholars
also seemed to stress the importance of this concept in ninth-century liturgy.
Amalarius of Metz explicitly related in his De Ecclesiasticis Officiis the fraction of
the Host that accompanied the threefold recitation of the Agnus Dei rubric to the
“triform” nature of Christ’s body: the pure body conceived in the Virgin’s womb, the
adult human version of it, and the resurrected body.364 Bishop Agobard of Lyons (d.
840) in his exhortative Letter to the Clergymen of Lyons on Ecclesiastical Life
included numerous references to the Agnus Dei, its bride (Ecclesia), and the
Heavenly Jerusalem, in his explanation of the Eucharist’s symbolism and denoting
eschatological influence.365 Perhaps the most intriguing reference to the Lamb of God
in the Carolingian era appears in the poetic works of the Bishop of Orleans, the
Iberian Theodulf (d. 821), credited with the writing of most, if not the entirety of the
Opus Caroli regis contra synodum.366 In one of his so-called Carmina, entitled
Versus in altari, Theodulf referred to the priest as the shepherd that guides his herd
after Christ’s death on the Cross, described the enactment of a sacerdotal meal at an
altar, acknowledging the presence of the bleeding Agnus Dei as witness.367 Even
though Agobard’s writing betrayed the influence of Apocalyptic thought, Amalarius’
reference to the Trinity and the Virgin, and more importantly, Theodulf’s verses on
priesthood, show that Carolingian authors extended the meaning of the Agnus Dei
and its representation well beyond the world of Christian eschatology and into the
363
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realm of liturgical symbolism. Moreover, Theodulf’s Versus in altari in particular
appears to somehow establish a circumstantial connection with the double scene of
the Sigebert Sacramentary. However, only three copies of the Carmina survive, and
none appear related to St Gall in any apparent way.368
The creation of this Agnus Dei scene in the Sigebert Sacramentary evoked the
study and an interest in the Apocalypse, but the symbolism of the Lamb-Christ itself,
whose nature was so profusely discussed in the ninth century, was also inherently
related to the Eucharist. This Apocalyptic connotation in the image was perhaps
symbolically associated with the performance and attendance of a Mass service,
which gradually prepared the pious individual for the Last Judgement and the
afterlife.369 In addition, as Ruth Meyer effectively remarked, the Christ on the Cross
in the Te igitur represented a human counterpart to this representation as Agnus Dei a
few folios later.370 The range of visual and textual evidence from earlier and
contemporary materials may perhaps suggest that the image of the Sigebert
Sacramentary derived from an avid reading of the Book of Revelation and the study
of the connotations that the figure of the Agnus Dei had in post-Carolingian Swabia.
Whether the St Gall scriptorium decided to create this image motu proprio, or the
Minden clergyman offered specific indications about the decorative programme to St
Gall, remains an open question. However, it is certain that this image added an extra
layer of eschatological symbolism that propelled the agency of this double scene in
the Minden manuscript.
The liturgical concepts to which this bleeding Lamb of God referred also appeared
embodied in the peculiar representation of the Communion on the opposite page
[Plate 10c]. The Agnus Dei, surrounded by the four symbols of the Evangelists and
inside the Heavenly Jerusalem, seems to represent, in Platonic terms, an eidos of the
actual service that occurred on the opposite page. This heavenly liturgy profoundly
influenced by an awareness of the Apocalypse was used as an allegorical depiction of
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Sigebert’s Mystic Communion on the right page.371 A full understanding of the
meaning of this Agnus Dei, however, is only possible if this symbolism is connected
to the narration of the opposite page and to the figure of Ecclesia in particular.
The second component of this double-page visual narrative is an equally complex
and symbolic scene. This image shows Bishop Sigebert himself receiving the
Eucharistic chalice of wine from a figure identified as Ecclesia and in the presence of
a second female character bearing clear resemblance to the Virgin, as well as an
assistant behind him [Plate 10a]. The action occurs inside an architectural setting
recalling a church interior, with the two groups of characters separated by an altar.
Gold leaf conforms the background of the scene. The palette also denotes a clear,
perhaps intentional correspondence between characters. The cloak of the Virgin Mary
displays the same purple as the altar cloth. Sigebert and the figure of Ecclesia wear
different clothing, but both attires rely upon the same combination of three colours.
Moreover, two of these colours seem to be replicated in the architectural setting – the
pillars and the tower that frame the characters.
Even though this scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary has attracted a relatively
large share of attention, the four art historians that have briefly dealt with the
manuscript acknowledged the limitations of their respective interpretations and the
questions that the scene raised. Ruth Meyer doubted in fact about the identification of
the second female figure as Mary, placing an interrogation mark after her name.372
Later on, Henry Mayr-Harting described instead the Ecclesia personification as
“peculiar”, remarking her “masculine and military” appearance.373 Mayr-Harting,
however, assumed the second female character to be Mary. More recently, in her
doctoral thesis from 2007, Kristen Collins stated that these were the portraits of Mary
and Ecclesia, but omitted the study of the opposite and intrinsically related Agnus Dei
page.374 Finally, Anton von Euw subsequently described in a few lines the scene,
identifying the second female character instead as a “servant” of Ecclesia.375
Iconographic uncertainties therefore hinder an in-depth iconological study of the
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uniquely innovative character of this full-page scene and the full understanding of its
role as part of the Sigebert Sacramentary’s decoration.
This section will first analyse the portraiture of bishops within a liturgical setting
in Ottonian Germany and the occasional depiction of an Agnus Dei. The focus will
then shift to the representation of Ecclesia and the apparently peculiar duality
Ecclesia-Mary put forward by Mayr-Harting and Collins. Although the association
between the Virgin and the personification of the Church was commonly made since
early Christian times, the depiction here of the two female characters together is
extremely rare. The study of exegetical readings from earlier and contemporary
sources, as well as a limited corpus of comparada from Carolingian and Ottonian
scriptoria, will shed light on the overlooked creation of Ecclesia portraits in early
medieval liturgical manuscripts and its connections with the Communion and the
Apocalyptic Lamb of God.
The representation of a bishop-patron in an imagined liturgical service and inside a
certain physical setting was a rare category of official portraiture in the manuscript
illumination of Ottonian and early Salian Germany. Together with the Sigebert
Sacramentary, three other portraits of a high-ranking clergyman were created in this
period. The Gospel Book of Bernward of Hildesheim (c. 1015) depicts the
churchman in full regalia, performing the Mass and facing the altar, while holding a
manuscript open [Fig. 96].376 The portrait of the bishop represents the left page of a
double scene that also depicts the enthroned Mother of God being crowned by two
angels. A second Hildesheim manuscript, the Bernward Bible, depicts instead, on
folio 1r, the local bishop in different regalia showing the manuscript to the figure of
the Virgin Mary, a scene halfway between the donor portrait and the representation of
an actual liturgical service [Fig. 97].377 A third example is the Benedictional of
Engilmar of Parenzo, executed at St Emmeram’s Abbey in Regensburg in the 1030s
[Fig. 98].378 The scene, the first full-page illumination of the manuscript, depicts the
bishop of this historic Dalmatian see performing the Mass. Engilmar, behind the altar
and accompanied by a priest holding a book, appears blessing the congregation that
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stands in front of him while he reads the respective blessing out of the benedictional,
which is being held by a deacon.
The lavishly decorated portraits of Bishop Bernward likely represented devotional
visions, since Hildesheim cathedral was dedicated to the Virgin Mary. The scene in
the Regensburg manuscript mirrored instead true gestures, positions, and procedures
that were effectively performed and witnessed at Parenzo Cathedral and elsewhere. In
this sense, the scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary is a mixture of the two concepts.
The St Gall image represents a far more complex allegory than the two Hildesheim
scenes. This imagined service featuring Ecclesia and Mary never materialised in real
life, but alluded, through a highly complex and carefully studied symbolism, to the
theological importance of the Eucharist and the role of the bishop-officiant in it.
Additionally, two more Ottonian representations of a historical bishop displayed a
clergyman accompanied by the Agnus Dei. The aforementioned Fulda Sacramentary
in Bamberg (c. 1000) displayed the Lamb of God at the centre a two-level scene in
which one haloed saint also wearing the bishop’s regalia was depicted in the lower
register [Fig. 93]. In the Uta Codex, the seventh-century Regensburg Bishop St.
Erhard also appeared wearing the regalia and accompanied by an assistant inside a
gilded architectural setting, while the Agnus Dei above, carrying an open book,
witnessed the scene [Fig. 99].379
The portrait of Bishop Sigebert at the altar is a complex and unique full-page
scene with no parallel in Ottonian and early Salian Germany. However, some of the
elements in the depiction also appeared in analogous scenes created in contemporary
scriptoria. If the female figure wearing the purple cloth is to be identified with the
Virgin, the two Hildesheim manuscripts showed Bishop Bernward in the presence of
Mary. The Bamberg Fuldensis, as the Uta Codex, depicted instead a saintly bishop in
relation to the Agnus Dei, whereas the Parenzo benedictional featured Bishop
Engilmar in a similar setting to that of the Sigebert Sacramentary. The St Gall scene
combined different elements in order to create a complex image in an open interplay
with the narration on the opposite page.
The duality Mary-Ecclesia is by all means extremely innovative. The identities
and dynamics between the characters and the setting have certainly been overlooked
in this third scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary. As in the case of the opposite page,
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the frame of this full-page scene also displays an inscription of devotional nature. The
text runs:
HAURI PERPETUAE SIGEBERTE / CHARISMATA VITAE
380
HIS TUA CLEMENTER / REFICIT TE GRATIA MATER.
The exhortative call to Bishop Sigebert to drink out of the chalice of wine is
seemingly made on behalf of someone else. The Mater mentioned in this inscription
may well be both Ecclesia and the second female character, if identified with the
Virgin Mary. The main arguments in favour of this latter identification are the
identical gesture of this character with her open right arm, compared to the previous
Marian portrait at the Cross, as well as the correlation of colours between these two
images and the portrait of Mary in the Nativity scene that follows. The fact that
disconcerted both Ruth Meyer and Anton von Euw, however, was the possibility
raised by Mayr-Harting and Collins of this second female figure being a type of
Ecclesia and hence, a conjoint portrait in the same scene.
Perhaps contrary to the knowledge of both Meyer and von Euw, both figures had
repeatedly appeared together in the past. The earliest artistic representations of
Ecclesia appeared in a series of ivory panels created in Metz in the central decades of
the ninth century, likely associated with the scriptorium and workshop sponsored by
Bishop Drogo (d. 855).381 These ivories display complex carved episodes of the
Crucifixion as the central component.382 At the Cross, together with St John (and
occasionally Stephaton and Longinus), a total of four representations of Ecclesia
appeared before the Virgin Mary, being paired with that of the blinded Synagoga on
the other side of the crucified Christ [Fig. 100]. Closely related to these ivory panels
is the only actual depiction on parchment of Ecclesia in the Carolingian century, an
initial of the Drogo Sacramentary displaying a small Crucifixion scene inside [Fig.
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101].383 An analogous representation in the ninth-century is that of the Utrecht
Psalter, likely created at Reims in the central decades of the century.384 This time, the
female figure of Ecclesia, collecting the blood of Christ in a chalice, was strangely
replaced by a male figure [Fig. 102]. Celia Chazelle has argued that this character
may be King David himself.385 In these two manuscripts, as well as in contemporary
ivory panels, the Carolingian Ecclesia (and the Utrecht derivation) played a
secondary role as part of much larger ninth-century compositions depicting the
Crucifixion together with other related episodes. This circumstance changed radically
in some Ottonian scriptoria.
In late tenth-, early eleventh-century German ivory work, only one example of a
Crucifixion panel displaying an Ecclesia has been documented in Cologne [Fig.
103].386 On the other hand, in manuscripts, the traditional association of the
Crucifixion with the antagonistic Synagoga was also maintained to some extent, as
the Uta Codex shows [Fig. 104].387 However, a large number of Ottonian and early
Salian luxury illuminated manuscripts began displaying Ecclesia in different roles,
often taking central stage within very complex compositions. The Petershausen
Sacramentary is the earliest of the Ottonian representations of Ecclesia on parchment,
dating from the second half of the tenth century [Fig. 105].388 Created at Reichenau
and displayed as a full-page image, her portrait was conceived as being paired with
the depiction of the young Christ on the throne on the opposite page. Anton von Euw
remarked the unusual look of this Ecclesia, sitting on a throne and wearing luxurious
royal attributes, such as a crown.389 She also holds a book and a short sceptre, longer
versions of the latter being a more traditional element in her Carolingian portraiture.
After this first image and preceding the creation of the Sigebert Sacramentary, five
other representations of an independent Ecclesia in a central role, this time within far
more complex full-page compositions, were executed in Ottonian Germany. The
second of these Reichenau Ecclesias appeared perhaps two or three decades after the
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execution of the Petershausen Sacramentary – in the compilation of Biblical
commentaries Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS 22. In folio 4v, Ecclesia appears at the
top of ascending cloud-like stairs, pointing at a crucified Christ on the Cross, while
she offers the Communion to a female character, likely Mary [Fig. 106].390 A long
queue stands behind the Virgin, headed by three other female characters (perhaps St
Anne and Mary Magdalene), high-ranking churchmen, and monarchs at the bottom,
who have just been welcomed by St Peter. In this second Reichenau image Ecclesia
and Mary appeared together, the former giving the Host to the latter.
Closely connected to this latest example in particular, the most noticeable
development in the evolution of Ecclesia in early medieval manuscript occurred in
the Abbey of Fulda around the year 1000. A total of three luxury sacramentaries
display Ecclesia with her traditional attributes (chalice, banner topped with a cross)
interacting with an Agnus Dei, from which she collects the blood [Figs. 93, 94,
107].391 The action occurs in the presence of three different combinations of
characters such as the Apocalypse elders, churchmen, kings, and Apostles. Moreover,
a fourth example from Fulda is the aforementioned depiction of Ecclesia in a
Pericopes book, Aschaffenburg, Hofbibliothek, MS 2. The personification of the
Church in this fourth Fuldensis was portrayed collecting the blood from the Agnus
Dei at the bottom of the scene. The Lamb of God is at the centre of a St Andrew’s
cross motif with circular insets on each corner containing the symbols of the Four
Evangelists, and one at the intersection where the Agnus Dei appears [Fig. 95]. Two
archangels symmetrically positioned flanking this “x”-shaped motif also witness the
scene. These Fulda Ecclesias thus appeared at the turn of the new millennium, from
roughly ten to twenty years before the commission of the Sigebert Sacramentary,
displaying a close parallel to that of the St Gall manuscript’s double scene. These
Ecclesias were conceptualised at the centre of compositions with Apocalyptic
iconographies and attaching symbolism to the Communion through their chalice and
the presence of the sacrificed and bleeding Agnus Dei. Moreover, as in the
Sangallensis, these four Fulda Ecclesias were also depicted in two types of liturgical
manuscripts used during the Eucharist, three sacramentaries and one Pericopes book,
and not simply copies of the Gospels.
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These Fulda models of Ecclesia have not been studied extensively. These
developments likely derived from the ninth-century Ecclesia in Crucifixions, the
symbolic theology of the Communion, and exegetical views on the Lamb of God in
related cycles of the Apocalypse. However, the popularity of these individual and
dynamic Ecclesia figures at Fulda, as well as its appearance at St Gall years later,
lack nowadays an exhaustive exegetical interpretation and a satisfactory historical
contextualisation. The recent doctoral research of Kristen Collins focused on the
rather unique depiction of the Petershausen Sacramentary, the Mediterranean origin
of the Regina Coeli iconography, and global Germano-Roman interactions.392 The
Reichenau compilation of Biblical commentaries, the three Fulda sacramentaries and
the Pericopes, and the scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary were hence used as
comparanda. Moreover, Collins did not use exegetical sources in order to approach
the Mary-Church type, pointing instead to the transmission of the Byzantine hymn
Akathistos and depictions of the Virgin as recipient in manuscript donation scenes in
order to suggest a growing theological interest in Ottonian Germany.393 Secondly, the
earlier contribution by historian Francis Cunningham, quoted extensively by Collins,
offered a vast list of early medieval authors with Marian interests.394 In this survey,
the tenth and eleventh centuries are thought merely as a “sterile and unproductive
period” between Carolingian Mariology and twelfth-century scholarship on the
subject.395 However, Cunningham also put forward the names of a number of famed
ninth-century exegetes that can offer a glimpse into the development of the Ecclesia
iconography in the arts and its repeated association with the Communion and
Apocalypse imageries in Ottonian Fulda and St Gall.
According to Cunningham, the first Western scholar to identify Ecclesia as a
Marian type was the Southern Italian Abbot Ambrosius Autpertus (d. 790).396 The
context is none other than his Expositiones in Apocalypsim, in which Ambrosius
identified the “Woman clothed in the Sun” (Revelation 12:1-17) as the Virgin
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Mary.397 Autpertus continued by stating that “[the Church, as a woman] gives birth to
people every day [...]” and that “[...] in terms of womb, head, and body, both the type
and Ecclesia deserve to be seen as one”.398 This view of Aupertus was later collected
and remodelled by the Frankish Haimo of Auxerre (d. ca. 865).399 In his own
commentary on the Book of Revelation, however, Haimo added a veiled reference to
the Communion. In Chapter XII, Haimo affirmed that “[Satan] was defeated in the
Church and in Heaven [...]. because of the Blood of the Lamb [...]”.400 The defeat of
evil in the Book of Revelation was thus the performance of the Communion in the
Church and, in particular, the drinking of the Eucharistic wine that represented the
blood of the Agnus/Christ.
This symbolic view of the Apocalypse and its imageries permeated other
theological treatises also dating back from the Carolingian period. These
eschatological elements were also part of the work of the most reputed ninth-century
exegete of the Communion ritual, the Corbie Abbot Paschasius Radbertus (d. 865).401
In his Expositio in Psalmum XLIV, this contemporary of Haimo stated that “[...]
Christ is the body, as Ecclesia is the flesh [...]”. He continued by stating that “the
Virgin deserves a dowry, and the bridegroom, being himself virgin and displaying
other virtues [...] shall follow the Lamb wherever He goes [...]”.402 Psalm 44 is a
series of lamentations in the face of disaster and the request for divine intervention.
Radbertus’ words, written for a nunnery in Soissons, seem to evoke the correlation
between Christ-Ecclesia in Eucharistic terms to then advocate for the model of the
Virgin Mary in order to conduct a proper monastic life and avoid calamities, so that
the pious can follow the Agnus/Christ, that is, a righteous existence.
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The works of Autpertus, Haimo, and Radpertus were copied in the Carolingian and
Ottonian periods, with some of the aforementioned commentaries being part of the
libraries of Fulda and St Gall at a certain point. Three ninth-century fragments of
Autpertus’ survive from works that were copied at Fulda.403 Moreover, one of the
earliest integrally preserved copies north of the Alps of Autpertus’ Expositiones im
Apocalypsim was also actually executed at St Gall around the year 1000 – today
Codices Sangallenses 244 and 245.404 Previous copies certainly existed, since this St
Gall manuscript in particular was probably copied from a now lost Reichenau
precedent that appeared in the mid-century catalogues of the community at Lake
Constance.405 Additionally, the eschatological work of Haimo of Auxerre was also
copied at the turn of the new millennium in the two Ottonian monastic houses. Two
copies of his Expositio in Apocalypsim were executed in late tenth-century Fulda and
one copy of his commentary on the Book of Isaiah was executed in early eleventhcentury St Gall (Codex Sangallensis 322).406 As for Radbertus, a Lorsch copy of his
most famous work, De corpore et sanguini Domini, was part of the St Gall library in
the eleventh century (Codex Sangallensis 681).407 The impact of his views on Psalm
44 and the relationship between virginity and the Lamb of God remain, however,
uncertain. The study of both Autpertus and especially, Haimo of Auxerre, has
nonetheless showed that the correlation of Mary-Ecclesia, and their relationship with
the Apocalyptic Agnus Dei and the Communion, became part of the ideas and debates
that appeared in the writings of some of the most influential theologians of the
Carolingian period.
Cunningham’s study of the Mary-Ecclesia association in medieval Europe and, by
extension, Collins’ research on the Ottonian era, did not analyse any tenth-century
primary source, nor the wider historico-political context of the Marian cult in
Ottonian and early Salian Germany. This first circumstance finds an easy
justification. Early Carolingian authors were overall not only more prolific during
their lifetimes but, more importantly, their writings were profusely copied already in
the late ninth century in institutions such as St Gall and Fulda, only to experience a
second wave of interest in the Ottonian period. In the tenth- and early eleventh
403
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centuries, the works of lesser-known theologians such as Atto of Vercelli (d. 961),
Ratherius of Verona (d. 974), or Fulbert of Chartres (d. 1028), mentioned the
association between the Virgin Mary and the Church heavily influenced by previous
authors but did not create an opinion of their own.408
Through the use of comparative analysis, the thesis of Collins also seems to point
in another, complementary direction of study that relates the portrait of Bishop
Sigebert and this scene to the devotional interests of the new Salian dynasty on the
German throne with whom Sigebert had a close relationship. Amidst a
comprehensive corpus of images, Collins highlighted in her research two royal
portraits in early eleventh-century luxury manuscript illumination as important
indications of the evolution of Marian scenes in Ottonian times. In a copy of the
Gospels created at Seeon Abbey, in Bavaria, the last Ottonian monarch, Henry II
(1014-1024), appears on the left page of a double scene, while he submits a copy of
the book to the Virgin on the opposite page [Fig. 108].409 Years later, in the Codex
Aureus of Speyer, commissioned probably in the early 1040s by Henry III, the
enthroned Virgin Mary appears crowning both Henry and his consort, Agnes of
Poitou, while he submits a book to her [Fig. 12]. Both representations, but
particularly that of the Speyer Gospels, embodied the occasional replacement of
Christ by the Virgin herself.410 In the Speyer manuscript, Henry’s father, the first
Salian King Conrad II, also appeared portrayed together with her consort, Gisela of
Swabia, prostrated in front of an enthroned Maiestas Domini [Fig. 109].
From Charlemagne’s lifetime and until the mid-eleventh century, the cult of the
Virgin Mary became increasingly intertwined with royal Marian patronage and
devotion, architectural dedications, and the cult of relics of the Virgin. By 805,
Charlemagne had dedicated his octagonal Palatine Chapel at Aachen to Mary.411 The
site had been home to an older Frankish chapel also consecrated to the Virgin by
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Pippin III (d. 768).412 Charlemagne erected an altar in her honour and he also
received four important relics from Jerusalem envoys: the loincloth of Christ, the
cloth that John the Baptist wore in his execution, a diaper of Christ, and the Virgin’s
Dormition dress.413 All four objects were hosted in different altars. The Palatine
Chapel eventually hosted not only Charlemagne’s tomb but also a series of Imperial
Diets orchestrated by his successors (817 and 831), as well as councils of the
Frankish church in 809, 816, 819, 860, and 862.414 In the tenth century, the Aachen
Chapel witnessed the coronation on Christmas Day of Otto I (936), Otto II (967), and
Otto III (983) as kings of Germany.415 Moreover, an important council of the Church
was held there under Otto III in the year 1000.416 In 1002, Henry II, who had been
crowned at Mainz due to the opposition of the nobility to his election, made a
donation to the Palatine Chapel after celebrating a second symbolic coronation there
on the 8th of September, the Feast of the Virgin’s Nativity.417 By then, the Virgin
Mary had become the patron saint of the entire city of Aachen. Later on, another
centre of political power and regular home to the itinerant court in Ottonian
Germany, the city of Regensburg, was also nominally placed under her protection.418
The ninth-, tenth-, and early eleventh-century royal cults of Mary, primarily fostered
through her relics at the Palatine Chapel in the former Carolingian capital, embodied
the growing interest of both the monarchy and the Frankish Church in her figure.
Moreover, the regular visits and pilgrimages to Aachen, as well as the synods of the
Church and Imperial Diets held there, perhaps contributed to an increasing interest of
entire generations of churchmen from across the kingdom in the Virgin Mary.
As depicted in the Codex Aureus of Speyer, the attraction exerted by this
Carolingian tradition reached a new peak under the Salian dynasty that was
inaugurated in 1024. Conrad II, son of the count of Speyer, was crowned that year in
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Mainz on the Feast of the Nativity of the Virgin, just as his predecessor Henry II.419
Acting on behalf of his son and successor, Conrad arranged for the young Henry III
to be also crowned on a Marian festivity, this time, on the 2nd of February – the Feast
of the Purification of the Virgin at the Temple.420 Moreover, Salian coin was also
issued at Speyer bearing the portrait of the Virgin in a close relation with Conrad as
“pater” and the future Henry III [Fig. 110].421 In this city of the Rhineland, home to
the Salian dynasty and often frequented by the royal family thereafter, Conrad also
decided to build a cathedral-pantheon for him and his offspring, which was dedicated
to the Virgin Mary.422
In Speyer, as in Aachen two centuries earlier, the Virgin Mary became a physical
Ecclesia inherently attached to the ruling monarch. At Aachen, the Frankish kings
were crowned and relics were buried, synods of the Frankish and German Churches,
as well as Imperial Diets, were held there. At Speyer, the Salian building dedicated to
Mary embodied a new era when traditions were nonetheless preserved, the Marian
cult resonating strongly not only as devotion, but also as political legitimacy for
Conrad II.423 Aachen, Regensburg, and Speyer were under Marian nominal protection
and, with both kingship and court being itinerant, the interests of the successive
Carolingians, Ottonians, and Salians became known to a wider audience of German
clergymen.
Due to different methodological approaches, this historical connection was
sidelined in both Cunningham’s contribution and Collins’ thesis. In the case of the
latter, these examples of devotion show that the Codex Aureus of Speyer was not
only a replacement of a Maiestas Domini by a Virgin Mary – the image also showed
the importance that the cult of the Virgin had for Henry III, which he inherited in turn
from his father Conrad. This royal devotion and, in particular, the interest of Conrad
II in promoting it, probably had a direct relationship with the Sigebert Sacramentary
and the Bishopric of Minden that will be developed at the end of this chapter.
Finally, in concomitance with the Crucifixion-Te igitur scene, the palette
employed by the St Gall artifices was also full of symbolism. As previously
mentioned, the cloak of Mary was coloured with exactly the same purple as the altar
419
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cloth. Moreover, this is also the colour that the Virgin displays at the feet of the
Crucifixion-Te igitur. The so-called Presentation at Temple, in which Mary carried
the seven-day-old Jesus to the Jerusalem Temple in order to be circumcised at an
altar, came to recall in the Gospels the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham and, eventually,
the ultimate sacrifice of Christ on a different altar, the Cross, which Mary also
witnessed.424 The ninth-century liturgist Amalarius of Metz wrote about the
Crucifixion in terms of “altare crucis” in his De Ecclesiasticis Officiis (Book IV,
Chapter 12).425 This book in particular was copied at St Gall in the late ninth century
(CS278) and survived the early tenth century crisis.426
In another of his works, the Eclogae in ordinem romanum, Amalarius also wrote
that “[...] on the altar, that is, the tomb, lies the body (of Christ) [...] dressed the altar
with a cloth, the same that wrapped the body in the grave [...]”.427 In this statement,
Amalarius related the altar cloth to Christ’s shroud. The loincloth of Christ in the
Sigebert Crucifixion is also purple. This colour, as previously described, was not only
associated with royalty but also with the mourning atmosphere that symbolically
pervaded during the Lenten season. Purple, therefore, foreshadowed the sacrifice on
the Cross of Christ with the altar. The figure of Mary in the Sacramentary, as at the
feet of the Crucifixion previously, established a new layer of association with the
liturgical setting and the meaning of the Communion ritual performed at the altar,
both figuratively in the scene and literally in Minden Cathedral by Sigebert. By
extension, the artifices perhaps also considered a visual interplay in the colours worn
by Ecclesia and Bishop Sigebert. Ecclesia and Sigebert, across the altar from one
another, display similar attires in dark blue and white. Above them, the architectural
setting seems to replicate this bichromatic choice as well. The two walls with
windows were depicted mostly in blue, whereas the tower-like arch that frames the
scene was depicted in the second colour. With this palette, the scriptorium probably
424
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aimed to associate the figure of Sigebert with that of Ecclesia, the personification of
the social stratum to which the Minden bishop belonged.
The examination of this second component of the double scene in the Sigebert
Sacramentary has not only revealed a unique iconographic programme with a
complex theological symbolism, it has also facilitated the understanding of the
meaning and close relationship with the scene on the opposite page, the Agnus Dei.
The Ecclesia that witnessed the Crucifixion and collected the blood of the crucified
Christ in many Carolingian ivories began appearing in Ottonian Germany at the turn
of the new millennium as an independent character, often taking centre stage in
complex scenes. In the Fulda sacramentaries and Pericopes, as well as in the Sigebert
manuscript years later, this Ecclesia appeared also linked to the Communion.
This study has shown that celebrated Carolingian exegetes interested in the Book
of Revelation such as Ambrosius Autpertus and Haimo of Auxerre, who were both
copied at Fulda and St Gall, began not only linking Ecclesia to Mary but also to the
performance of the Communion. As in ninth-century ivory panels, Ecclesia thus
collected the blood of Christ, this time in the form of the Apocalyptic Lamb of God,
or offered the chalice of Eucharistic wine to a certain character.
The reading sense probably implied to the viewer that Ecclesia had in fact left the
bleeding Lamb of God on the left in order to proceed with the mystic ritual in honour
of Sigebert on the right, who drank in turn out of her chalice. Even though
representations of liturgical performances of an allegorical nature existed in Ottonian
Germany, this double scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary is by far the most complex
image of this period. Behind the presence of both Mary and Ecclesia probably lay the
gradually more important cult of the Virgin Mary in the German kingdom and, in
particular, her association with the new Salian dynasty, only recently inaugurated
amidst social turmoil and with whom Bishop Sigebert maintained a close
relationship.
The narrative cycle of Christ’s life
This section explores the textual correlations and iconographic peculiarities of the
remaining five full-page scenes of the Sigebert Sacramentary. Following the double
scene of the Agnus Dei and the Bishop’s Mystic Communion, these five scenes are
depictions of the Life of Christ that illustrated the beginning of their respective
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Eucharistic addenda – the Proprium. Spread across the pagination following the order
of the liturgical calendar, these were exhortative segments of commemorative nature
that were recited by the officiant during each annual feast, in addition to the
invariable procedures of the Ordinarium, such as the Agnus Dei rubric and the
Communion rituals analysed earlier.
The five scenes are the Nativity, the Adoration of the Magi, the Women at the
Tomb, the Ascension, and Pentecost [Plates 11-15]. The examination of the texts of
each Eucharistic passage will suggest a degree of relationship between the liturgical
feasts and the St Gall images. Subsequently, a comparative analysis of each
iconography, which overall finds numerous parallels in the manuscript art of Ottonian
and early Salian Germany, will allow to discern the peculiarities of the Sigebert
Sacramentary’s cycle.
The first of these full-page scenes from the Life of Christ in the Sigebert
Sacramentary is the Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds divided into two
registers on folio 12v [Plate 11]. An architectural setting acts as a platform for six
angels divided by the Star of Bethlehem. In the central area of the upper register lies
Christ on the manger, together with St Joseph and the Virgin Mary.428 Behind the
infant’s manger, an ox and donkey stare at each other. Below, the messenger points
with his right index towards the first of the shepherds. Two other shepherds, seated
behind, also witness the moment.429
The artifices naturally considered this feast important enough to be illustrated.
After the double scene of folios 8v and 9r analysed earlier, the Sacramentary’s folio
9v contains the proper recited by the Minden bishop in the Eucharistic services of
Christmas’ Eve, on the 24th of December, including the vigil held after the sunset on
folio 10 (r/v). The cult of saints is also part of the Proprium, following the normal
order of the liturgical calendar. The proper dedicated to St Anastasia, whose dies
natalis is also the 25th of December, is next (fos. 11r/v-12r). This latest proper
precedes the scene of the Nativity and the Annunciation to the Shepherds on folio
12v. On the opposite folio 13r, therefore, begins the addendum recited during the
services held on Christmas Day, the heading reading “[I]n die natalis d(omi)ni […]”.
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The texts of the Proprium are sometimes descriptive; others are not, highlighting
instead relevant points in the passage of the Gospels dear to the scribe, patron, or
bishopric. In the Nativity proper of the Sigebert Sacramentary, the following four
pages contain various hymns and prayers in relation to Christ’s birth. Yet, no detailed
account of the setting at Bethlehem, in which the scene depicted occurred, was
actually described. A section of this prayer celebrates, for instance, the symbolic
agency of the event in a symbolic way, comparing it to the act of seeing a light, while
asking for Christ’s blessing and inspiration (“[…] Quia per incarnati mysterium
novamentis nostrae oculis lux tuae claritatis insulfit […]”). The St Gall scriptorium
also made four references to the Virgin’s maternal role and virginal nature, remarking
the seminal intercession role of the Virgin in relation to the pious audience, such as
“quo beatae Mariae intemerata virginitas huic mundo edidit salvatorem”, thus
stressing the so-called Co-Redemptrix role of Mary.430
Illuminated scenes of the Nativity, sometimes also displaying a complementary
Annunciation to the Shepherds, were common in the luxury manuscript illumination
of Ottonian and early Salian Germany, particularly in Gospel books, but also in the
cycles of some deluxe sacramentaries. With few exceptions, such as a late ninthcentury St Gall drawing, in the Carolingian period the theme only appeared in small
initials and some ivory panels.431 The Ottonian period subsequently witnessed a
430
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dramatic increase in the production of decorated Christological narrative cycles
featuring this episode, especially for copies of the Gospels. A total of thirty-one
scenes of the Nativity were created outside St Gall in different scales and for different
manuscripts in German scriptoria in the period c. 950-1075.432 The cycle of the
Sigebert Sacramentary was therefore a continuation of this late tenth-, early eleventhcentury trend. However, the main difference with the Sigebert Sacramentary is that
none of these cycles portray the reclined figure of Mary exhibiting a bound
manuscript with her, while two of the angels carry a manuscript and a scroll,
including the messenger that interacts with the shepherds.
These attributes did not appear in any of the contemporary images of the Nativity
in Ottonian Germany, such as three luxury sacramentaries created in late tenth-, early
eleventh century contain full-page scenes of the Nativity – the aforementioned
Reichenau sacramentary at Oxford, the Augsburg sacramentary in London, and an
illuminated sacramentary that belonged to Archbishop Bardo of Mainz [Fig. 111113]. In the decoration of Gospel books and other manuscripts, neither in the
Bamberg Gospels-Apocalypse, the Gospels of Otto III, the Pericopes of Henry II, the
Echternach Gospels in London, nor in the Benedictional of Engilmar of Parenzo, did
Mary carry a book with her [Figs. 114-118]. In a general sense, as explained in the
Crucifixion-Te igitur section, the creation of this Marian attribute, which evoked first
and foremost the Word of the Gospels, also established parallels with the
contemplative lives of learned monks and nuns. In the same way, the figures of the
angels carrying books, especially the messenger that addresses the shepherds below,
probably emphasised the same symbolic idea of the momentous record of an
important episode and subsequent ecumenical transmission of the message.
In the minds of medieval audiences at St Gall and Minden, the celebration of the
birth of the child Christ and the role and symbolism of the Virgin Mary in particular
became momentous occasions worth illustrating. In the Early Middle Ages, the
Nativity grew to be a paramount feast of the annual liturgical calendar. Pope Sergius
I (d. 701) transformed the celebration into one of the four widely celebrated Marian
festivities, raising both the profile of the Virgin Mary and the symbolic importance of
the occasion in the Latin West.433 On Christmas Day of the year 800, Emperor
Charlemagne was crowned, just as many successive Carolingian and Ottonian
432
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monarchs that chose this and other Marian festivities, as previously discussed. The
Nativity thus came to represent new beginnings in a political sphere closely related to
the Church.
However, in the Minden Sangallensis, the figures of the Virgin and the two angels
stood out by exhibiting books or scrolls, prompting other questions. The Virgin
carried the same attribute that in the Crucifixion-Te igitur and early exegesis
sometimes related her role in the two episodes. The birth of Christ was soon
associated with the creation of Adam and, by extension later on, the role of Mary
appeared somehow related to that of Eve. In the Epistle to the Corinthians, St Paul
talked of Christ’s birth as “the first of all Creation”.434 Bishop Irenaeus of Lyons (d.
c. 202) wrote extensively about this symbolic correlation, also introducing the
concept of “second Eve”.435 Irenaeus stated that both Adam and Eve were innocent
children (hence, not responsible for their mistakes) and that the Virgin Mary
redeemed Eve’s sin by giving birth to Christ.436 Carolingian-era scholarship, such as
Hrabanus Maurus, also insisted on this concept of sinless “second birth” of
humankind, making up for Adam and Eve’s sinful existence, as well as its redeeming
and salvific purpose in relation to the eventual death of Christ on the Cross.437
The Crucifixion-Te igitur at the beginning of the Sigebert Sacramentary’s Canon
inaugurated the Eucharistic Canon procedures, but the image also represented the end
of Christ’s mortal life. Furthermore, the location of the word Clementissime also
perhaps alluded to this idea of Second Adam. However, this first illumination of the
Proprium of the manuscript depicted the beginning of Christ’s mortal existence. The
textual passage opposite it stressed the importance of the Virgin’s maternal role and
virginity. The bound manuscript that she exhibits likely referred to the message of the
Gospels and the idea of authority, as the two angels holding a manuscript and a scroll
also seem to evoke. However, by highlighting the Marian portrait and overall
emphasising characters carrying books, the Sigebert Nativity established a direct
correlation with previous and subsequent scenes of the cycle and with the real-life
performative use of the manuscript at Minden around the year 1030.
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The second of the five full-page illustrations of the cycle of Life of Christ in the
Sigebert Sacramentary is the Adoration of the Magi on folio 19v [Plate 12].
Commemorated on the 6th of January, the Epiphany is described in the Gospel of St
Matthew.438 In the Sigebert Sacramentary, an enthroned Mother of God holds the
Child while he performs a blessing gesture, welcoming the three Eastern monarchs.
This time, the Virgin Mary does not exhibit a book. The Child, instead, shows a
closed scroll, identical to the one that the angel witnessing the Nativity carries in the
previous scene.
The presence of this scene is once again related to the content of the opposite
page. Folio 20r displays the proper that was recited during the Eucharist of the 6th of
January (“In die Epiphaniae d(omi)ni […]”) and that ends on folio 21r. The stella
duce (ie. “guiding star”) mentioned in the first lines of the text is the Star of
Bethlehem depicted above the group. However, there is no actual mention this time
of the Three Magi or the Virgin Mary. In this liturgical passage, and besides the
reference to the Bethlehem Star, only one sentence seems to establish a link with the
iconography. One passage reads: “[…] Ecclesiae tuae q(ui)s d(omi)ne dona propitius
intuere quibus non iam aurum tus et myrra […]”.439 This allusion to the gifts of the
Magi was perhaps a symbolic reference to the Eucharistic liturgy in which this
passage was heard. In early exegesis, the Three Magi were considered by some
authors, such as Origen, the embodiment of the newly founded Church of the
Gentiles, the later Ecclesia.440 In the Mass, the ceremonial parade known as the
“Offertory procession”, which was held before the formal beginning of the Mass,
carried the Host and the chalice of wine from the sacristy to the altar.441 During the
ritual, the deacons normally played a central role, carrying the items in what was
conceived, in prefigurative terms, as a new offering from the assembly to Christ,
recalling the gifts of the Magi in the Gospels.442
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In the visual arts of the Carolingian era, however, few examples of this episode have
been preserved. Only a handful of ninth century ivory panels, as part of longer
Nativity narratives, display the scene. This circumstance witnessed a dramatic change
in the Ottonian period. A total of eighteen scenes have been surveyed.443 As in
Deshman’s comprehensive study of the iconography in the tenth and early eleventh
centuries, the analysis of Ottonian images of the Adoration of the Magi has been
focused on the parallelism between German kings and the monarchs of the New
Testament narrative.444 Moreover, in comparison to the previous scene of the
Nativity, neither Bishop Bardo’s Mainz manuscript, nor the Reichenau sacramentary
at Oxford or the Augsburg sacramentary in London, display an illustration of the
Adoration of the Three Magi. However, in Gospel manuscript illumination the
situation is radically different. Four luxury copies of the Gospels created at
Reichenau roughly between 975 and 1035, for example, display instead an
illustration of the Epiphany – the Egbert Codex (as a smaller scene), the Poussay
Gospels, the Gospels of Otto III, and the Gospel-Pericopes of Henry II (full-page)
[Figs. 119-122]. Outside Reichenau, the Codex Aureus of Echternach, also displays a
full-page illustration of the Adoration of the Magi [Fig. 123]. In these Gospel books
these images are merely part of a longer illustrated cycle of the Life of Christ, and do
not represent an illustration to a liturgical text as in the Sigebert Sacramentary.
A specific factor may have influenced the creation of the scene as part of a luxury
sacramementary for Bishop Sigebert of Minden. Some connotations of the Epiphany
Mass and in other liturgical materials for this feast established unequivocal
correlations with historical kingship. In the early medieval ceremonials of that day at
Constantinople, the Byzantine monarchs themselves often played the role of the Magi
by carrying the Host and the Chalice to the altar of Hagia Sophia.445 This association
was not only restricted to the Offertory procession of the Mass. Parallels between the
monarchy and the feast of the Epiphany also developed in the Carolingian kingdom.
In one Epiphany hymn by Bishop St Paulinus II, the celebrated Patriarch of Aquileia
(d. 804), the stella duce of the St Gall manuscript is considered “the sign of the Noble
King”.446 Paulinus continued by saying that “the wise men came to Jerusalem, where
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the King of the Jews was born”.447 Decades later, Amalarius of Metz described in his
De Ecclesiasticis Officiis that the days that preceded the feast of the Epiphany
commemorated two gradual realisations of the Three Magi regarding Christ’s nature:
in the first day, they realised He was God, in the second, that He was also a King.448
Likely following the Byzantine tradition and amidst a Zeitgeist that highlighted
Christ’s kingship and the parallels with the Three Magi in the Epiphany episode,
Charles the Fat was also crowned King on the 6th of January, 877.449
As remarked by Simon MacLean, perhaps an even more important circumstance
linked this interpretation of kingship in the Epiphany to the Abbey of St Gall itself.
Notker Balbulus (d. 912), the St Gall composer and author that allegedly wrote the
Gesta Caroli, is also known for the authorship of the so-called Liber Ymnorum, a
collection of Mass sequences created in the 880s. On Epiphany Day, MacLean
remarked, the words of the Notker sequence appeared to recall the description of a
royal consecration.450 These series of Notker sequences are preserved in the Tropersequentiary that the St Gall scriptorium executed for Sigebert in the 1020s – today’s
Krakow, Jagiellonian Library, Depositum, MS. Berol. Theol. lat. qu. 11. Notker’s
Epiphany hymn (fos 14v-15v in the Krakow manuscript) stressed certain concepts
such as “potestas et imperium”, “omnes reges Terrae”, or “iudicare populum”.451
After its completion, Notker’s Liber was sent to Bishop Liutpard of Vercelli,
Archchancellor of Emperor Charles the Fat.452
Associations and double interpretations of heavenly and earthly kingship between
Christ, the Magi, and the Frankish kings thus grew closer throughout the ninth- and
early tenth centuries. In the Minden Sangallensis, the scene of the Adoration of the
Magi depicted an episode considered of paramount importance as a major liturgical
feast for Sigebert of Minden. The Notker Epiphany sequence in the Krakow Tropersequentiary, with its clear allusions to Frankish kingship and ceremonials, was
perhaps also an indication of the symbolic nature of this celebration for the Minden
churchman. Moreover, none of the luxury sacramentaries created for Ottonian
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bishops analysed in this section displays the Adoration of the Magi, appearing instead
in lavish copies of the Gospels manufactured in close relation to royal patronage and
Imperial entourages.
Finally, it is also worth remembering that the Virgin Mary does not carry a bound
manuscript with her on this occasion. It is instead the Child on her leap who exhibits
an identical blue scroll to that of the second angel in the previous scene of the
Nativity. This closed scroll perhaps suggested to medieval audiences that now solely
Christ carries with him the message of the Gospels, while he is carried in turn by His
mother. The idea that this image perhaps stressed was that of whether the Eastern
Magi or the Ottonian monarchs, the earthly kings, shall pay homage to Mary-Ecclesia
and, therefore, to the Papacy and the German Church. The analysis of the complex
historical context surrounding the request and creation of the Sigebert Sacramentary
in the 1020s, and the history of the Minden bishopric in particular, will allow a
specific scenario to be put forward for the manuscript’s use and the reception of this
complex pictorial cycle.
The third scene of the cycle of the Sigebert Sacramentary is the Women at the
Tomb on folio 132v, which presents an important iconographic variation and several
smaller details of relevance to this research [Plate 13a]. This third scene is the first
episode that occurred in the Gospel narrative after the death of Christ on the Cross. In
between this and the previous Adoration of the Magi, more than one hundred folios
contain the propers of saints and festivities whose celebration fell in the early months
of the year, including Lent and Easter. Yet, no other representation stands between
the Epiphany and the Women at the Tomb. Following rooted Carolingian traditions
the otherwise quintessential Crucifixion was moved and depicted as part of the Te
igitur at the beginning of the Eucharistic Canon. Only the feasts celebrating Christ’s
childhood, in which the Virgin Mary played a central role, and the paramount
aftermath of his death, were therefore commemorated and illustrated.
The Sigebert Sacramentary’s scene of the Women at the Tomb, as in the case of
the Hartker Antiphonary, fulfilled a primary illustrative role. The opposite page to the
scene, folio 133r, contains the beginning and first rubrics of the propers that were
recited during the Mass on Easter Sunday (“In die sancto Pasch(ae). Statio ad
S(an)c(t)am Mariam Maiore(m) […]”). In iconographic terms, the main difference
with the image of the Hartker Antiphonary is the number of women involved in their
visit to Christ’s empty tomb. At first sight, one apparent reason behind this decision
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may be that the artifices apparently opted for depicting the narration of St Luke, who
named three characters, adding in his account that “other women” were with them.453
However, in contemporary illuminated manuscripts of Ottonian and early Salian
Germany, no other cycle depicted more than three women.
A total of twenty-eight scenes have been identified.454 In the Gospels of Otto III,
for instance, the Reichenau artists depicted only one woman, most likely Mary
Magdalene [Fig. 124]. In the Mainz manuscript of Archbishop Bardo and the
luxurious Sacramentary of Henry II, only two women were depicted [Figs. 125, 126].
In Reichenau’s Gospel-Pericopes of Henry II and the sacramentary at Oxford, the
Augsburg Sacramentary in London, the Codex Aureus of Echternach, as well as the
Benedictional of Engilmar of Parenzo, their respective scriptoria depicted three
characters [Figs. 127-129]. The choice of either Bishop Sigebert or the St Gall
scriptorium is intriguing, and the result by all means innovative.
An identification of this fourth woman with the Virgin Mary is therefore very
likely. It is worth noting that all four women were haloed and the character at the
front, carrying a casket and a thurible, also wears an identical combination of purple
and blue garments that the Virgin Mary displays in the Crucifixion and Sigebert’s
Communion (at the Crucifixion, she wears a full purple hooded cloth but a greyish
blue layer lies beneath). Moreover, on the opposite page, the heading of the Easter
Sunday proper also displays the words “Statio ad Sanctam Mariam Maiorem” [Plate
13b]. This is ultimately a reference to the Stations of the Cross, a commemorative
itinerary created in Jerusalem that followed the apparent path that Christ undertook
carrying the Cross.455 This heading therefore seems to suggest that the congregation
(ie. the Minden population) gathered in an ecclesia on Easter Sunday, likely Minden
cathedral. The crowds led by Bishop Sigebert likely staged a performative parade,
heading towards a certain church dedicated to the Virgin Mary. At Minden, an
important church with a Marian dedication existed – the late tenth-century
Marienkirche, roughly three hundred meters away from Minden cathedral, a building
expanded during Sigebert’s tenure.456 In this way, this important iconographic
453
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variation likely stemmed from a specific devotional trait of Bishop Sigebert’s own
beliefs, the characteristics of the Minden diocese, and perhaps a wider Marian cult in
early eleventh-century Germany that, as previously mentioned, also included
influential royal circles.
The sources of this wider devotional interest that resulted in the artifices
conceptualising this important iconographic variation are unclear. The literary basis
of this iconography probably lay in earlier Marian exegesis. Several authors from
both the Byzantine East and the Latin West affirmed or hypothesised about the
possibility of the Virgin as being the first or among the few characters in the Gospels
to witness the Resurrection of Christ and the absence of his body. However, in
canonical writings the Virgin was never identified as part of this variable number of
women, who also called Mary, were the first to notice the empty tomb and the
winged messenger on Easter Sunday.
Stemming from the “Prima vidit” expression in St Ambrose’s De Virginitate, as
well as the religious verse of the fifth-century poet Sedulius, some early medieval
authors sometimes discussed an alleged first post-mortem apparition of Christ to his
mother.457 In Byzantium, the famed author George of Nicomedia (d. 800) wrote in
one of his homilies that: “The Virgin witnessed the Resurrection, because she never
left the entrance of the sepulchre”.458 Later on, in the West, the same apocryphal idea
reached the work of Eadmer of Canterbury (d. 1126), a pupil of St Anselm. In his
Liber de excellentia Virginis Mariae, Eadmer stated that “[Mary] was the first to
witness Christ coming into this world [...]; and it was the Blessed Virgin Mary who
first witnessed after he rose from the dead [...]”.459 However, in the homiletic works
of other important authors, such as St Gregory and Bede, the Virgin Mary was not
present at the Tomb of Christ of Easter Sunday (both Gregory and Bede advocating
for Mark’s mention of two Marys and Salome).460 Even though a solid apocryphal
tradition existed at that time, the impact of those examples of Marian literature that
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hypothesised about a Marian presence on Easter Sunday in either Minden or perhaps
St Gall, are sadly unknown. At St Gall itself, only two unspecified works by the poet
Sedulius were part of the library by the end of the Carolingian period.461
Finally, in addition to this important iconographic variation, this scene of the
Women at the Tomb in the Sigebert Sacramentary also presents some small details
that perhaps also attracted to some extent the attention of medieval learned audiences.
The gilded background that represented the interior of the empty Jerusalem tomb
shows the remaining clothes of the missing body of Christ. The sarcophagus, as well
as the slab upon which the messenger angel is seated outside, were depicted in red
with small white dots. This particular choice suggests that the artifices conceptualised
Christ’s tomb as a porphyry sarcophagus, a material having important symbolic
connotations related to the Imperial rank in the Mediterranean well into the Middle
Ages.462
More importantly perhaps, the angel that greets the four women was depicted in
red and carries with him a closed blue scroll identical to that of Christ in the
Adoration of the Magi. The colour of his skin may be a reference to the Biblical
seraphim, which in the exegetical tradition set by the Pseudo-Dionysius the
Areopagite in his De Coelesti Hierarchia, were assigned the red colour.463 As for the
scroll, the angel seems now, in the apparent absence of Christ’s figure, to carry the
message of the Gospels. In the following scene, the Ascension, Christ, all the
Apostles, and some angels, carry bound manuscripts and scrolls with them. In the
Sigebert Sacramementary, there is a succession in the visual narrative of important
characters exhibiting books, beginning with the Virgin and St John and the feet of the
Crucifixion and Mary and two angels in the Nativity. In the minds of the artifices,
this symbolic chain of books and carriers probably evoked a sense of continuity,
legacy, and written knowledge regarding the message of the Gospels and the practice
of the liturgy. After completing the analysis of the pictorial cycle, this research will
examine the two portraits of Bishop Sigebert of Minden in order to better understand
the constant and enigmatic depictions of books in his luxury manuscript.
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The fourth full-page scene in the cycle of the Life of Christ of the Sigebert
Sacramentary is the Ascension on folio 148v [Plate 14].464 Christ, whose head
appears encircled by a cruciform aureole, was represented in the upper register of the
scene, within a gold leaf mandorla and flanked by two pairs of angels. He holds a
manuscript open on his left hand and a banner with a cross-shaped motif on its top
(similar to that of Ecclesia in the Mystic Communion) on his right hand. In the lower
part of the scene, two angels at the centre point upwards, towards the mandorla, while
they both gaze upon the two groups into which the eleven Apostles were divided. The
creation of this scene once again responded to the illustration of the respective
proper, which appears on folio 149r (“In ascensione D(omi)ni […]”). This time, the
initial portions of the text openly recall the image on the left by literally describing
the event narrated in the Acts (“[…] qui post resurrectionem suam omn(i)bus
discipulis suis manifestus apparvit (et) ipsis cernentibus est elevatus in caelum […]”).
Scenes of Christ’s Ascension appeared twenty-four times in Ottonian and early
Salian illuminated manuscripts.465 The episode became part of most cycles in the
aforementioned Ottonian luxury sacramentaries, the lavish Gospel books associated
with royal patronage, and the Benedictional of Engilmar of Parenzo. A striking detail,
however, is that in most of these analogous scenes, unlike the Sigebert Sacramentary,
the Virgin Mary was depicted among the group of witnessing Apostles. The
Reichenau-made Poussay Gospels, the Pericopes of Henry II, and the Oxford
sacramentary, together with the Augsburg sacramentary and the Echternach Gospels
in London, as well as the Parenzo Benedictional, for instance, all depict the Virgin to
one side as part of similarly inverted “T”-shaped compositions [Figs. 130-135]. The
Sacramentary of Archbishop Bardo, on the other hand, instead portrayed the Virgin at
the centre of the group, right below the ascending Christ, as the absolute protagonist
of this seminal episode [Fig. 136].
This Marian presence in many Ottonian manuscripts poses a significant
theological problem. No passage in the Gospels mentioned the Virgin as part of the
group on the Mount of Olives. Mary only reappears as part of the faithful community
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that gathered to pray immediately before Pentecost.466 In the arts of early medieval
Christian East, the Virgin nonetheless became an integral part of Ascension
narratives, as depicted in most Ottonian manuscripts. Perhaps her presence in the
scene was due to the opinion of popular apocrypha mentioned earlier. Unlike other
contemporary manuscripts, Mary’s striking absence in this scene of the Sigebert
Sacramentary may therefore suggest that the Virgin had witnessed Christ’s
Resurrection earlier, as part of the group of Women at the Tomb, and not later, with
most of the Apostles on the Mount of Olives. The St Gall scene, thus probably
evoking the continuation of a narrative initiated in the previous scene, did not depict
what others did, omitting an otherwise consolidated non-canonical Marian presence
in the pictorial arts of eleventh-century Germany.
Finally, Christ, all the Apostles fully visible on the first row, and the angels
located below Christ’s mandorla, carry different types of bound books and rolls. The
depiction of this significant number of manuscripts in the hands of all major
characters in the scene, especially Christ, reinforces the idea that the representations
of books had a special importance for the Sigebert Sacramentary’s artifices, probably
for the Minden clergyman himself, as it will be later argued.
The fifth and last scene of the Sigebert Sacramentary’s cycle of the Life of Christ
is the depiction of Pentecost that appears on folio 158v [Plate 15].467 The image
again precedes the beginning of the manuscript’s proper for Pentecost Day on folio
159r (“Dom(enica) s(an)c(t)a Pentecostes […]”), ending on the following page. No
references to any of the characters depicted were made in the text. The first lines of
the text only read: “[…] corda fidelium Sancti Spiritis illustratione docuisti da nobis
[...]”.468 The term illustratione may be a reference to the materialisation of the Holy
Ghost. In the scene, the representation of a shining cloud was favoured in
representing the Holy Ghost over the image of a dove, an animal whose symbolism
has been analysed in Chapter 1.469
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In the Sigebert Sacramentary, as well as in analogue examples of the contemporary
manuscript art of the German kingdom, the Virgin was not depicted in Pentecost
scenes. A total of twenty-four scenes have been surveyed.470 Displaying different
ways of representing the Holy Spirit, and within different arrangements and
architectural settings, other contemporary Ottonian sacramentaries and illuminated
manuscripts showed relatively uniform versions of the event [Figs. 137-140]. In this
way, the models for the Sigebert Sacramentary’s cycle seem to explicitly follow, for
the first time, widespread contemporary iconographic patterns, also in agreement
with the Gospel narrations. The representations of characters holding books,
however, represent again the main defining trait of this Pentecost scene and a
uniqueness that needs to be further contextualised
The analysis of this cycle of five scenes, as part of the more comprehensive eightscene pictorial programme of the Sigebert Sacramentary, has offered an in-depth
study of the iconographic peculiarities that these Christological themes underwent at
St Gall. On one hand, the general characteristics of the cycle perhaps followed
Bishop Sigebert’s own prerogatives. On the other hand, the inventiveness of the
scriptorium was particularly noticeable in the unique double scene Agnus Dei-Mystic
Communion. In addition to this double composition, and in comparison to
contemporary decorated sacramentaries, the Sigebert manuscript displays a
particularly rich cycle, likely influenced by earlier luxury illustrated copies of the
Gospels associated with royal patronage around the year 1000. It seems also evident
that depictions of books had overall a special importance for the artifices, probably
for Bishop Sigebert in particular. Finally, by exhibiting a book, the Virgin Mary was
also granted constant and unprecedented importance, especially in the Crucifixion-Te
igitur and Nativity scenes.
In the Women at the Tomb, through the unparalleled depiction of a total of four
women, prompts the question as to how influential the cult and figure of the Virgin
Mary really were for Bishop Sigebert. The double Mary-Ecclesia type in the Mystic
Communion scene established a per se unquestionable link to the portrait of the
Minden churchman. Moreover, the textual contents of the Sigebert Sacramentary,
such as the Statio ad Sanctam Mariam procession on Easter Sunday, seemed to relate
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to actual physical realities of the Minden bishopric. This early eleventh-century
Sangallensis in Berlin is the richest and most innovative example of the art of book
illumination in the Alpine abbey in the entire c. 975-1075 period, and an overlooked
example of decorated book in Ottonian and early Salian Germany.
It is now appropriate to proceed to fully contextualise the commission, use, and
reception of the Sigebert Sacramentary and the other seven liturgical manuscripts at
Minden between 1022 and 1036, Sigebert’s portraiture and role of manuscripts, the
cult of the Virgin Mary, and the close connections that Sigebert enjoyed with the
newly-inaugurated Salian dynasty that took over the German throne.
Bishop Sigebert and his sacramentary at Minden, AD 1030.
This final section initially explores the anomalously large commission of the Sigebert
Sacramentary and seven other liturgical manuscripts to St Gall, as well as the
portraiture of Bishop Sigebert and the all-pervasive depiction of books. Subsequently,
this thesis will put forward a previously ignored historical scenario that can a priori
justify the creation of this comprehensive group of liturgical manuscripts, the use of
the Sigebert Sacramentary and the reception of its decoration in the Minden
bishopric, with particular attention to Marian devotion.
The command of Bishop Sigebert (1024-1036) to the scriptorium of St Gall fit
well within a series of initiatives of manuscript patronage orchestrated between
German bishoprics and distant monastic houses in past decades. These examples of
ecclesiastical patronage occurred in the late tenth century and involved important
scriptoria such as Reichenau. This is the case of the Gero Codex, a Gospel book from
Reichenau whose double donation scene has been previously mentioned. The Gero
Codex was commissioned by the Archbishop of Cologne Gero (969-976) in the third
quarter of the tenth century at the scriptorium of the other major Swabian abbey.471
Years later, the Archbishop of Trier Egbert (977-993) also commissioned another
Gospel book at Reichenau, the Egbert Codex.472 In the 1030s, Bishop Engilmar of
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Parenzo, a see on the northern Adriatic coast, requested a benedictional at
Regensburg.
One important difference separates Sigebert’s request from those of other late
Ottonian and early Salian churchmen – quantity. Mayr-Harting extensively analysed
the figure of Egbert and his artistic commissions to Reichenau.473 Yet, only the
Egbert Codex and the Egbert Psalter are ascribed to the Lake Constance scriptorium.
Archbishop Gero of Cologne, as well as Engilmar of Parenzo decades later, only
requested one luxury manuscript from Reichenau and Regensburg, respectively.
Other high-ranking churchmen discussed by Mayr-Harting apparently conceptualised
and manufactured their lavish manuscripts locally. This is the case of Willigis of
Mainz, Warmund of Ivrea, and the well-known Bishop of Hildesheim, Bernward.474
Unlike them, Sigebert of Minden requested from the faraway Abbey of St Gall, an
ancient Alpine stronghold of religious culture and re-discovered traditions, a total of
eight liturgical manuscripts – an unprecedented figure within the documented cases
of distant patronage in Ottonian Germany. Behind this large number of liturgical
manuscripts lay an ambitious German ecclesiastical figure for whom his portraiture
and the representations of manuscripts were seemingly paramount.
Many of these luxury illuminated manuscripts created in Ottonian Germany for
archbishops and bishops displayed at least one portrait of the patron. As mentioned
earlier, the portrait in the Mystic Communion of the Sigebert Sacramentary was not
the only preserved image of the eleventh-century Minden clergyman. A second
depiction of Sigebert, flanked by a deacon and a priest, appears in the now detached
folio of the Pericopes book in Berlin – the MS Berlin, SPK, Theo. lat. qu. 3 [Plate
16].475 This scene was the only figurative image of this manuscript. The Pericopes
was probably chosen to host the portraiture of Sigebert insofar as the contents
represented the word of the Apostles, and therefore the foundations the Church, read
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during almost every Eucharistic service.476 A dedicatory inscription, in gilded letters,
accompanies the image. The text reads:
NOMINE SACRA TUO / SIGEBERTE DICATUR IMAGO
477
QUAE SUFFULTA SUO / PRESIDET OFFICIO.
This inscription identified the central figure as Bishop Sigebert, frontally depicted,
seated, and posing his feet over a pedestal, while also holding an open manuscript in
his hands. Sigebert seems to gaze upon the deacon that holds open another
manuscript with both hands. To the observer’s left stands the priest, who also holds a
third manuscript, this time closed. Behind them, a purple curtain was drawn, acting as
a background for the scene.478 The regalia and the palette establish a clear visual
hierarchy.479 The representation of clothing is not coincidental and responded to
carefully performed and highly symbolic pre-established rituals.480 This image in the
Minden Pericopes likely represented Bishop Sigebert performing the so-called “High
Solemn Mass”, the pre-Trentine counterpart to the later Pontifical Mass.481 All three
characters also held a different range of Eucharistic manuscripts, open, ready to be
read by both priest and, when necessary, by the bishop himself (ie. blessings from a
benedictional). Analogous images of ecclesiastical hierarchy existed before. Perhaps
the closest parallel appears in the Marmoutier or Raganaldus Sacramentary, a
manuscript created at Tours in the mid-ninth century.482 The verso of the first folio
displays a framed, full-page scene organised in two levels showing the ecclesiastical
hierarchy characteristic of the Carolingian century [Fig. 141].
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As in virtually the entire pictorial programme of the Sigebert Sacramentary, all three
characters depicted in this scene of the Sigebert Pericopes, including the Minden
churchman himself, also carry manuscripts with them. In this case, however, these
objects presumably represented actual liturgical books employed in the bishopric’s
range of Mass services, and not symbolic representations of the Gospels, as the
depictions of books all along the pictorial cycle seemed to suggest.
In the third and last preserved portrait of Bishop Sigebert, books also played an
important role. This third image appears in an ivory panel – a fragmented plaque
inserted in the nineteenth century into a new binding for a fifteenth-century
illuminated Dutch Book of Hours (Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Germ. Quart 42)
[Plate 17].483 As in the Minden Pericopes, this ivory panel, which was originally part
of Sigebert’s Prayerbook, shows again Bishop Sigebert in full regalia flanked by two
assistants. However, Sigebert was represented in a larger scale. The Minden
churchman touches with his right hand the open book that one of his assistants carries
with him, while the book of the second assistant is in a similar position but closed. In
the upper left of the framed scene appears the Agnus Dei on top of an open
manuscript, while on the right appears a haloed dove. At the bottom of the scene, two
more characters on a much smaller scale open a cloth beneath the feet of Sigebert,
who seems to levitate.
This third portrait of the Minden churchman again stressed Sigebert’s aptitudes
and interest in the Eucharist rituals through the depiction of books and regalia, but it
also added an important symbolic layer of understanding to the whole portrait. The
re-apparition of the Lamb of God carrying a book is particularly noticeable,
establishing an unequivocal link to the double scene of the Agnus Dei and Sigebert’s
Mystic Communion. Moreover, the presence of the two characters and the cloth
beneath Sigebert is intriguing, raising parallels perhaps with the Crucifixion
attendants that held a shroud at the Cross in preparation for Christ’s Entombment in
some early medieval scenes.
The binding of the Sigebert Sacramentary itself also underwent drastic changes in
the nineteenth-century and a different ivory panel was placed on its front cover. This
plaque features four unnamed figures, almost certainly four Church Fathers such as
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St Gregory (top left), symmetrically positioned on all four corners [Plate 18].484 All
figures were portrayed at work, writing or handling different sorts of manuscripts and
scrolls. Moreover, above these figures, the artists conceptualised an expression of the
divine inspiration that guided their tasks, be that a dove, a hand of God, or the small
portraits of several angels descending from a nebulous heaven above. The execution
of the characters in this front cover panel also bears clear resemblance in hand to the
ivory portrait of Sigebert formerly in his Prayerbook’s binding. The provenance of
both panels and the original location of this second ivory remain, however, an
incognita.485
These two additional portraits of Bishop Sigebert and the modern ivory front cover
of the Sigebert Sacramentary are telling about the importance that the representations
of characters holding books had for the Minden clergyman in his request of eight
liturgical manuscripts to St Gall. In the first of his portraits, at the Mystic
Communion, Sigebert did not carry a book, but his assistant and the Lamb of God on
the opposite page did. It is clear that the constant depictions of books in the hands of
Christ, the Virgin Mary, the angels, the Apostles, and the four Church Fathers in the
ivory panel, probably had a connotation of continuity and the transmission of a
message that went all the way from Christ to the Church that Sigebert represented.
Moreover, many of these characters exhibit bound manuscripts that resemble actual
Eucharistic books such as the Sigebert Sacramentary.
On the other hand, in his three portraits, the Minden churchman offered the image
of being the central actor in ritual practices, handling or holding books together with
his assistants. In this regard, the two depictions of the Agnus Dei showing a
manuscript open added a further level of symbolism, linking its presence to that of
Bishop Sigebert. Leafing through the manuscript’s pagination and observing the
Agnus Dei–Mystic Communion double scene, some of the words of the two opposite
inscriptions were easily perceived by the book’s audience due to their position when
he manuscript was fully open:
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ECCE TRIUMPHATOR MORTIS / VITAE REPARATOR
AGNUS MIRIFICI PANDIT / SIGNACULA LIBRI
HAURI PERPETUAE SIGEBERTE / CHARISMATA VITAE
HIS TUA CLEMENTER / REFICIT TE GRATIA MATER
These particularly noticeable sections of two related devotional expressions appeared
to stress the concepts of salvation, sealed books, eternity, and perhaps the role of
Mary-Church to whom the “Mater” plea was apparently addressed. In both text and
image, Bishop Sigebert therefore seemed to establish different levels of association
between his portraits and the message of the Gospels, and the importance of liturgical
performance through the depictions of books.
Although the logistics of the request and the communications between Minden and
St Gall remain unclear, Mayr-Harting pointed out that the prestige in the field of
Gregorian chant and composition that the Alpine boasted since the ninth century
probably played an important role in attracting Sigebert.486 This circumstance is also
visible in the remaining full-page of the entire manuscript group, which depicts the
ninth-century St Gall author Notker Balbulus at work in the Krakow Tropersequentiary (Jagiellonian Library, MS. Berol. Theol. Lat. qu. 11, fol. 144r) [Plate
19]. The Carolingian composer was depicted haloed as a saint, probably denoting the
importance that his figure and work had for the community a century after his death.
Notker’s sequences and melodies were thus not only highly regarded in the St Gall
scriptorium but also in Minden, where this image became perhaps a sort of
institutional symbol of prestige for the manuscript’s patron.
The request and creation of these eight luxury manuscripts came in a certain
moment of Sigebert’s life. Amidst an otherwise obscure biography, some details
about his tenure as bishop are known. He was probably a quintessential late Ottonian
and early Salian high-ranking clergyman.487 Son of a prominent Saxon family,
Sigebert was a close acquaintance of the two Imperial dynasties that his lifetime
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spanned. His noble origins favoured training at an unspecified institution (perhaps at
Minden Cathedral’s own schola), contacts, and a meteoric career in the German
Church. As a result, King Henry II likely appointed Sigebert as bishop of the city of
Minden, a former Cologne dependency, in 1022. Minden was located in Ingria, a
region part of the Duchy of Saxony, the stronghold of the Ottonian dynasty of which
the childless Henry II was the last representative.
Two years after Sigebert’s appointment, a change of dynasty took place. Conrad,
son of the Count of Speyer, won the nomination of most of the German nobility and
the Church. Some members of this circle, however, such as factions of Saxon nobles
and Archbishop Pilgrim of Cologne, either stayed neutral or openly refused to
endorse Conrad.488 Nonetheless, his appointment went forward and Archbishop
Aribo crowned Conrad at Mainz in September 1024. After this, the initial neutrality
of Saxon noblemen turned into clear opposition to the new monarch. Bishop Sigebert
perhaps saw an opportunity to reconcile the positions of his fellow Saxon noblemen
and the new royal house and their supporters.
A small assembly took place at Minden on Christmas Day 1025, hosting Saxony’s
nobility and certain members of the German Church, as well as Conrad II and his
entourage.489 During the celebration of this Minden gathering, the Saxon Duke
Bernard II eventually promised to respect Conrad’s election and his right to rule as
German king, stabilising the politics of the duchy and the entire kingdom.490 After the
end of the assembly, Sigebert likely appeared as the mediator between the two parts
and the relationship between Sigebert of Minden and Conrad II grew closer from that
moment onwards. The Minden bishop also participated in two different small
councils of the German Church led by Conrad at Frankfurt in 1027 and in Pöhlde in
1028.491
It is perhaps very likely that, as a reward or a continuation of the role played by
Sigebert in this Saxon assembly in 1025, King Conrad II summoned the German
bishops and representatives of the most prominent noble houses on Christmas Day
1030 for an Imperial Diet (Reichstag) held inside Minden Cathedral.492 This advisory
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gathering, which has sometimes been seen as a precursor of a modern parliament,
updated the monarch in regional matters and discussed under his auspices the most
urgent questions concerning the state of all the territories.493 The sessions were
naturally accompanied by liturgical ceremonies before and after each gathering, in
this occasion being carefully organised and led by Sigebert himself.
The celebration of the Minden Diet on Christmas in 1030 therefore establishes a
likely terminus ante quem for the group of St Gall manuscripts and, more
importantly, perhaps the main reason behind their very commission. In this scenario,
it is plausible to imagine that Sigebert probably requested the group of manuscripts to
the Alpine abbey in the aftermath of Conrad’s first visit to Minden in 1025. The
manuscripts may have also been commissioned before 1025, but the prospect of
using and showcasing a brand-new set of liturgical materials while co-chairing the
sessions of an important gathering, such as that of 1030, is a far likelier possibility.494
Some of the liturgical contents of the Sigebert Sacramentary can shed light on the
importance that kingship had for the Minden churchman that first within this
scenario. Folios 277r-278v contain a long and exhortative passage to be recited
during the Eucharist that begins with the heading “Pro Rege vel Imperatore” [Fig.
142]. Throughout this homiletic oration, the officiant continuously addressed a “rex
noster” in the second person, praising the “protector imperii” and the “stabilitate
aecclesiarum”.495 The following passage, which begins on folio 278v, was recited
instead during an “[Item missa] pro Imperatore coniuge et prole”, that is, a mass in
the presence of the emperor, his consort, and their offspring [Fig. 143].496 If
commissioned for the 1030 Diet, the first of these two passages of the Sigebert
Sacramentary was very likely heard inside Minden Cathedral on that day, the
praiseful tones of these lines being addressed to the figure of Conrad II. If the Diet
also counted with the presence of the former Swabian duchess and then Salian
consort, Gisela of Swabia, or the thirteen-year-old heir and future Henry III, the
second passage also exalted the royal family’s presence as part of the gathering.
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Other textual contents in the Minden group of manuscripts highlighted in particular
this ecclesiastical exaltation of kingship. According to the Chronicon of Thietmar of
Merseburg (d. 1018), the coronation of Ottonian monarchs and the royal ceremonies
of adventus (“arrival”) of kings and the royal family during some official visits was
normally celebrated by the selected group of clergymen and women, courtiers, and
officials by singing the hymn called Laudes regiae.497 The origins of this praise-song
are uncertain, although it is believed that in Charlemagne’s time the hymn adopted a
standardised form that explicitly linked the role of the monarch to the protection
granted by Christ, the Virgin Mary, and a myriad of saints whose names were also
remembered.498 For the Minden group of manuscripts, the St Gall scriptorium
reproduced twice a version of the text of the Laudes – in the troper-sequentiary in
Krakow and in the Hymnary-Antiphonary now in Wolfenbüttel.499
The lines of the Krakow manuscript suggest that Sigebert and the singing crowd
inside Minden Cathedral began praising the role of the Roman pontiff John XIX
(1024-1032) to then exalt King Henry II, who had died in 1024, and his dowager,
Queen Kuningunde (d. 1040), ahead of their successors, King Conrad II and Queen
Gisela, respectively [Figs. 144, 145]. Probably in the spirit of the 1025 Minden
assembly with the Saxon nobility, the St Gall text somehow stressed the symbolic
continuation of the extinguished local Ottonian dynasty and the new rule of the
Salian house.500 It is also worth noting in the Krakow manuscript that the name of the
Virgin, after referring to Conrad, precedes those of the last Ottonian queen and the
first Salian consort.501 Other names, including that of Sigebert himself, Archbishop
Pilgrim of Cologne, and those of the main saints venerated both in Minden and
Cologne, follow.
The number of references in the Sigebert Sacramentary to festivities in honour of
the Virgin Mary is also particularly noticeable. Folio 9v contains the proper recited
during the Nativity Eve celebrations, that at Minden probably witnessed another
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procession (statio) from St Peter’s Cathedral to the same Marienkirche (“ad
s[an]c[t]am Mariam”) [Fig. 146]. Folio 10r contains the text for a night service on
that day. Folio 13r displays instead the beginning of the Nativity proper “statio ad
sanctum Petrum”, in reference to a procession whose final destination was instead
Minden Cathedral [Fig. 147]. The proper of folios 36v-37r celebrated the
Annunciation to Mary. In it, the St Gall scribe compared in fact the Eucharistic
munera (gifts) on the altar (the Host and the Chalice) to the Virgin’s womb carrying
Christ. Folio 133r displays the beginning of the Easter Sunday proper which also
probably referred to a procession to Marienkirche. Folio 199v begins with the proper
read during the celebrations of the Virgin’s Assumption. Folio 206r contains a brief
text honouring the Virgin’s own birth and folio 253r displays a Carolingian
Eucharistic hymn (presumably created by Alcuin of York in the 780s) that was sung
every Saturday in her honour.502 A close connection of Sigebert to the Salian house
would potentially explain the predominance of Marian celebrations and the
widespread portraiture of the Virgin in the Sigebert Sacramentary.
The Sacramentary and the other seven St Gall manuscripts for Bishop Sigebert
were created with a primary setting in mind – the bishopric of Minden. Its cathedral,
in particular, was a building dedicated to St Peter and St Gorgonius, which hosted the
proceedings and liturgical performances of the 1025 assembly and the 1030 Diet.
Despite late medieval arrangements, the building still preserves today traces of its
initial Carolingian phase, mainly defined by a Westwerk façade type (re-developed in
early Ottonian times) and the tripartite basilical plan [Figs. 148-150].503 Although the
exact appearance of the interior in the early eleventh century is unknown, the
transept’s crossing and the central altar area, in addition to the Westwerk-entrance,
were perhaps paramount stages for the debates and rituals that occurred in 1025 and
1030.
The Westwerk is a quintessential Carolingian feature in which a fortified towerlike structure, often with small chapels attached and galleries overlooking the
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interior, acted as portico and entrance to the main spaces of the church.504 Without
mentioning the Minden case, Kantorowicz established a direct parallel between this
type of church component and the performance of the Laudes regiae.505 It is thus
plausible to imagine at Minden a ceremonial entrance in which Sigebert perhaps
welcomed Conrad II at the Westwerk, amidst the crowd of attendants, to then lead the
monarch towards the central altar area where the group of high-ranking clergy and
noblemen waited.
During the Eucharistic ceremonies that accompanied the discussions that took
place in 1030, the monumental Sigebert Sacramentary, because of its dimensions
(325 folios, measuring each page an average of 29,5 x 22 cm) and the centrality of its
contents to the Mass rituals, likely played a fundamental role. The manuscript
perhaps lay continuously on the main altar for long periods of time, whereas other
Eucharistic manuscripts, such as the Pericopes or the Ordo Missae, were regularly
held, moved, and handled by Sigebert’s assistants. Conrad and Sigebert likely sat
close to each other, following a certain hierarchy, near the main altar. In addition to
the St Gall manuscripts, the altar and its surrounding spaces were perhaps adorned
with candelabra and rich liturgical objects, such as chalices, caskets, or vessels.506
After the Imperial Diet, Bishop Sigebert likely continued to regularly use his
group of liturgical books until his death in 1036. The manuscript’s portrait of the
bishop in particular, receiving the communion from Ecclesia, perhaps remained a
particularly powerful commemorative device after his passing, especially for his
successors to the bishopric and lower strata of the local clergy and population. As
Kingsley noted, the idea of memoria at that time was not only related to the simple
act of remembering, but also to the repeated performance of the ritual.507 In this case,
Sigebert’s successors performed an embellished Eucharist, using eight liturgical
books of which two displayed symbolic images of the deceased churchman.
Bishop Sigebert became through diplomatic endeavour and artistic ambition a
defining character that shaped the role of an otherwise minor bishopric in eleventh504
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century Germany. The request of eight luxury liturgical books to the Abbey of St
Gall, and the Sigebert Sacramentary in particular, contributed to this appreciation,
probably much to the awe and praise of the illustrious gathering that met at Minden
under his auspices in 1030. The iconographic programme of the Sigebert
Sacramentary, and especially its double scene, embodied for this high-ranking
audience at Minden the pride of priesthood, heavenly and earthly kingships, and the
cult of the Virgin Mary that tied the German Church to the new Salian dynasty.
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Chapter 3:
The St Gall scriptorium, c. 1050

This chapter explores the creation, decoration, and subsequent ritual use of four
different composite manuscripts, Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, 341, and 376;
containing three illuminated sacramentaries [Plates 20-30] and a gradual-sequentiary,
respectively [Plates 31-35].508 Unlike the Sigebert Sacramentary but as in the case of
the Hartker Antiphonary, these four Eucharistic manuscripts were seemingly
manufactured at St Gall for the internal use of the community. These four books are
the only surviving examples of lavish decorated manuscripts from this later period,
other than a fragmentary epistolary (CS371) and a copy of Prudentius’ Carmina
illustrated with sketchy drawings (CS135).509 Since the foci on this chapter are the
conceptualisation of entire pictorial programmes, the inscriptions left by the scribe
Godescalc in two of these manuscripts and, especially, the uses of the books in the
liturgies of St Gall, the study of iconographic innovation is therefore less relevant
here than in the previous two chapters. Only one full-page scene in particular, which
is part of the gradual-sequentiary’s cycle, will be analysed in depth from this point of
view.
These four manuscripts were created during the long tenure of Abbot Nortpert
(1034-1072).510 Nortpert came to St Gall from Stavelot, a reputed monastic centre of
learning and stronghold of the Reform movement in the Meuse Valley and home to
an important scriptorium and workshops.511 In 1032, King Conrad II requested to
508
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Abbot Poppo of Stavelot the supervision of the languishing reform process at St
Gall.512 The young Nortpert was thus appointed to replace Thietpald and to lead the
community.513 His arrival in the Alps and early years apparently faced a certain
degree of opposition from some sectors within the community, probably wary of civil
interference from the newly established Salian king.514 Years later, in 1040, a more
stable community welcomed King Henry III, who was travelling south to Rome for
his coronation as Holy Roman Emperor.515 Abbot Nortpert joined the party, visiting
Rome for the first time.516 He returned seven years later, in 1047, when the local
martyr Wiborada, who described the Hungarian invasions that marked the end of
Carolingian St Gall, was canonised by the Pope, the short-living Saxon Clement II
(1046-1047).517
Chapter 3 aims to demonstrate that during the long tenure of Abbot Nortpert the
scriptorium of St Gall witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of lavish
Eucharistic manuscripts in order to perform a variety of services attached to the St
Gall community. Images in these manuscripts reinforced the Eucharistic passages that
exalted and reminded their audiences in different ways of the institution’s prestigious
and pious history, while most of the Godescalc inscriptions emphasised St Gall’s
ownership of the books. This chapter will additionally argue that this wave of
illuminated liturgical manuscripts appeared connected to Nortpert’s reform efforts and
their stress on St Gall’s communal opus Dei and local pastoral care. Finally, this
chapter will also discuss the degree of iconographic innovation in some of these fullpage scenes, their differences between the cycles of the three sacramentaries, and the
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perception of the Crucifixion iconography for the scribe Godescalc through one of his
inscriptions.
The three decorated sacramentaries
This section examines the roughly contemporary manufacture and decoration of
Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, and 341. The sacramentaries of these three midcentury St Gall liturgical manuscripts displayed analogous and lavishly illuminated
cycles of the Life of Christ, two of which have been well preserved. Initially, each
scene depicting the same iconographic subject in all three sacramentaries will be
analysed together, briefly highlighting important passages in their respective
Proprium, as well as the peculiarities of each image. The analysis will then shift to
explore the global differences in terms of pictorial cycles that can shed light on the
commission and intended uses of the manuscripts for the artifices. This section will
therefore examine technical aspects, as well as differences with potential liturgical
and theological implications, such as the importance of Easter illustrations and the
role of the Virgin Mary. The study of these differences will thus help explore the
potential scenarios of performative use that will be subsequently discussed at the end
of the chapter.
The illuminated sacramentaries of Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, and 341 were
part of a larger, more comprehensive wave of liturgical and non-liturgical manuscripts
copied at St Gall during Nortpert’s tenure. These included a fourth, complete nonilluminated sacramentary (CS342) and fragments of a fifth one (now in Munich),
several composite Eucharistic manuscripts by Godescalc’s hand (including CS376 and
its decorated gradual-sequentiary), two pontificals, a copy of Amalarius’ Liber
Officialis, a Vita sanctae Wiboradae, and a compendium of music treatises by two
contemporary scholars (see Appendix I).518
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Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, and 341 are composite manuscripts for the celebration
of the Mass. The pages of these portable liturgical instruments in their current form
measure approximately 25 x 18 cm. In addition to the sacramentary itself, CS338 also
contains a computus, that is, the calculations used to establish the dates of Easter
every year; a Eucharistic breviary, which are portions of the text with chanted
passages in honour of the different saints commemorated in St Gall services once a
year; and a gradual, the specific set of chants and hymns sung after the reading of a
selected epistle.519 CS340, instead, only contains a calendar and a gradual.520 In
CS341, a calendar and a breviary precede the sacramentary.521 Initials and illustrations
decorate the prayers that the Mass officiant read out loud in the weekly services and
during particular occasions, for instance, on the dies natalis of a saint venerated at the
community, as well as on the feasts celebrating the main episodes of Christ’s life. As
indicated earlier, this type of composite manuscript will later give place to the late
medieval missal, which added a copy of the Gospels and an Epistolary to this
collection of liturgical texts.522
Codex Sangallensis 338 in particular experienced severe damage to its pagination
and its two preserved full-page scenes. This manuscript formerly displayed a more
comprehensive pictorial cycle, perhaps analogous to that of Codex Sangallensis 340.
Today, all three sacramentaries contain a Crucifixion-Te igitur at the beginning of the
Mass Canon [Plates 20-22]. CS340 and CS341 display a Nativity illustration, with an
Annunciation to the Shepherds in the latter case [Plates 23, 24]. These two
manuscripts also display a depiction of the Women of the Tomb [Plates 25, 26]. In
the case of CS340, the pagination at this stage of the manuscript was later somehow
re-arranged, making the Women at the Tomb scene appear today at the end of the
cycle. Moreover, only CS340 displays an illustration of the Ascension of Christ
[Plate 27]. Finally, all three sacramentaries were decorated with similar, although not
identical Pentecost scenes [Plates 28-30]. Ascribed to the same period, the authorship
and specific order of their execution is difficult to determine. The cycles of both
extracts from the works of Guido of Arezzo (d. 1033) and Bern of Reichenau (d. 1048), which
suggests a keen interest in updated musical scholarship.
519
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Codex Sangallenses 338 and 340 present stark similarities, whereas the pictorial
programme of Codex Sangallensis 341 seems to have been executed by a different
hand. Moreover, CS338 also contains the first four inscriptions left by the scribe
Godescalc, which will be analysed after the examination of the cycles. In any case,
these three sacramentaries contained extended pictorial programmes that perhaps
reflected wider artistic trends in Ottonian Germany and the cycle conventions seen in
the Sigebert Sacramentary years earlier.
The three Crucifixions-Te igitur scenes that these St Gall sacramentaries have in
common were particularly important stages of the Mass. The scene of Codex
Sangallensis 338, on folio 170, was severely damaged [Plate 20].523 The scale of
Mary, St John, and the crucified Christ are immediately noticeable, something that
made them particularly visible to the manuscript’s audience. While the Virgin’s cloth
and Christ’s loincloth were depicted using the same blue pigment, the Cross does not
actually act as the “T” of this Mass rubric since the formula was copied entirely
below the scene (now largely erased). The Crucifixion-Te igitur of Codex
Sangallensis 340, on folio 113v, presents an analogue iconography to that of CS338
[Plate 21].524 This time, however, the Cross serves as the missing “T” of the Canon
rubric, the four ensuing letters ([...]e igi[...]) appearing depicted to both sides of the
Cross. The remaining letters were perhaps depicted in the lower part of the scene,
although only the ending of Clementissime is today visible as effectively becoming
part of the maroon frame. It is also worth adding that, perhaps echoing the models of
the Sigebert Sacramentary, both Christ’s loincloth and the Virgin’s cloth were
coloured in purple.
Although remaining overall a simple composition, the Crucifixion-Te igitur of
Codex Sangallensis 341, on folio 20v, is perhaps the most complex image of all three
scenes [Plate 22]. The state of preservation of this page is also substantially better.
The triad of characters were depicted with a peculiar pale green skin colour and in a
much much smaller scale together with representations of Sol and Luna. The
crucified Christ has closed his eyes. Amidst, the gilded background, only remnants of
the Canon rubric appear to the right of the Cross, whereas the Clementissime was
written in gilded letters on the lower level of the scene, echoing the solution found in
the Sigebert Sacramentary that perhaps evoked Adam’s burial chamber.
523
524
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The most distinctive iconographic element in this scene is the Cross itself. This Cross
is made of an assembled pair of branches. This depiction stands in clear contrast with
previous images of perfectly rectangular and often colourful St Gall Crosses. In early
medieval manuscript illumination, few examples exist of this particular version of
Cross. In Ottonian Germany, the only known examples of a representation of a
similar Cross-tree are the Te igitur scene of the Sacramentary of Bishop of Abraham
of Freising (c. 975) and the Crucifixion scene of the bronze doors of Hildesheim
Cathedral, commissioned by Bishop Bernward in the late years of his tenure (c. 1015)
[Figs. 55, 151].525
Outside the German kingdom, three similar depictions of the Cross-tree appeared
in Late Anglo-Saxon England – the Crucifixion of the Weingarten Gospels, that of
the Tiberius Psalter, and the first of the two Crucifixion scenes in a Winchester
psalter now in London, the MS British Library, Ms Arundel 60 [Fig. 152].526 The
study of the symbolism of trees in early Christian and medieval art has normally
orbited around, on one hand, the Tree of Life (Arbor vitae) in the Genesis narration,
and, on the other hand, the representations of the so-called Tree of Jesse.527 In the
aforementioned case of Hildesheim, scholars have argued in favour of a symbolic
allusion to the Original Sin and Christ’s redemption on the Cross on behalf of Adam
and Eve’s interaction with the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden.528 By extension,
specialists have also stressed the parallels between the witnessing Mary at the Cross
and the sinful Eve at the Tree.529
The St Gall image, unlike analogous visual narratives, seems to stress in particular
the material of which the Cross was made. Numerous exegetical opinions and
525
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liturgical texts in the Early Middle Ages highlighted the wood itself of the Cross as a
material of fundamental importance for believers. In one of his Epistolae, Cyprian of
Carthage, an author widely copied in late Carolingian St Gall, discussed the materials
involved in the Passion. Cyprian stated that the wood of the Cross helped in
achieving eternal life to all, as it had provided redemption through the death of
Christ.530 The Latin word for wood, lignum, often came to replace the actual term
crux in many early medieval liturgical and theological texts. In his treatise In
honorem sanctae crucis, the Fulda abbot and author Hrabanus Maurus (d. 856)
described how he interacted with a sign of the Cross by saying: “Oh Wood, I pray to
you, you who are an altar, that I may be carried up and left on your heights”.531 The
views of Hrabanus, deeply enrooted in the liturgy and its symbolism, are
characteristic of a growing connection in literature between the Cross and the actual
material, also echoed in the rituals of his time. The fourth century witnessed the
appearance of the poem Carmen de ligno crucis de pascha.532 In this anonymous
Easter composition, the wooden Cross is constantly compared to the Tree of Life, the
Tree of Jesse, and even Jacob’s Ladder. Also of obscure origin is the Easter antiphon
Ecce lignum crucis discussed in Chapter 1, which precedes the drawing of the
Crucifixion in the Hartker Antiphonary. The redemptive verse, later ascribed to St
Gregory, evoked the presence of a wooden cross inviting the congregation to
approach the object, probably alluding to an actual crucifix.533 Moreover, the role of
the wooden Cross was also highlighted in the Easter liturgy of the Adoration of the
Cross, as well as in the Feast of the Cross.534
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For the artifices behind CS341, and unlike the contemporary CS338 and CS340, this
Crucifixion-Te igitur was a particularly important part of the sacramentary’s cycle.
The illustration to the rubric that inaugurated the Mass Canon presented a noticeable
difference with analogous scenes: the scriptorium emphasised the wood of the Cross
as a real material. This circumstance probably suggests a deeper theological
appreciation of the cult of the Cross, related to the celebration of the annual Easter
and September feasts, which was commented on by popular exegetes. Whether
hanging from walls or being paraded in ceremonies, the wood of the Cross was thus
not only a theological concept, but also an everyday reality, a touchable material full
of connotations for the learned and pious individual.
The second of the scenes is the Nativity, which appears in both Codices
Sangallenses 340 (fol. 121v) and 341 (fol. 29v) [Plates 23, 24]. Whereas the image of
CS340 displays a complex architectural background, the scene of CS341 presents
instead a lower level in which the Annunciation to the Shepherds also appeared to the
viewer, thus perhaps evoking the models of the Sigebert Sacramentary. In 1973,
Othmar Pelter analysed the scene of CS340 in particular and concluded that the wall
decoration of the architecture in which this Nativity takes place, displaying vegetal
motifs, recalled real-life, early Christian mosaics in the Bethlehem Church of the
Nativity.535 Pelter’s premise is that itineraries of the Holy Land and descriptions of
the Constantinian-era church at Bethlehem were available to pre-First Crusade
audiences in Europe.536 As a matter of fact, the Abbey of St Gall possessed a copy of
Paulus Orosius’ History of the World (Codex Sangallensis 621, 9th century) and, more
importantly, the contemporary Codex Sangallensis 732, containing a compilation of
earlier diaries of travels to the Holy Land such as the Itinerarium Burdigalense.537
Although this specific St Gall motif can appear as somewhat generic, none of the
thirty-two Nativity scenes analysed in this research display an interior view of a
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building-setting with decorated walls such as these. This circumstance suggests that
the Nativity episode and Christmas were of particular importance for the St Gall
artifices behind CS340.
The third scene appears only in Codices Sangallenses 340 and 341 - the Women at
the Tomb, on folios 208v and 84v, respectively [Plates 25, 26]. As previously noted,
both the image and the related portion of the Easter Eucharistic text in CS340 were
likely removed from their original position and appear now after the Pentecost scene.
Unlike the Sigebert Sacramentary, only two women were depicted in this scene of
CS340, perhaps echoing St Matthew’s point of view regarding the visit to the empty
tomb of Christ by “Mary Magdalene and the other Mary”.538 In CS341, three women
were depicted, thus reflecting perhaps St Luke’s opinion.539 In this latter manuscript,
the St Gall illuminators also conceptualised a substantially different setting. Unlike
analogous Ottonian scenes, which depicted self-standing Classical mausolea with
columns and roofs, the CS341’s three Marys visit a two-entrance hypogeum carved
in the rock that bears resemblance to Roman-era burial places in Jerusalem.540 In one
of the most famous early Christian itineraries of the Holy Land, the pilgrim Egeria
effectively described the Golgotha burial as a “cave”.541 Finally, as in the case of the
Sigebert Sacramentary’s scene, a red sarcophagus evoking porphyry contains the
shroud of the missing Christ in both CS340 and CS341, whereas the skin of both
messenger angels was also depicted using red.
Codex Sangallensis 340 is the only of these three St Gall sacramentaries created
around the year 1050 that display a scene of the Ascension of Christ, on folio 187v
[Plate 27]. The composition is marked by a clear vertical axis made of the ascending
Christ at the top, inside a golden mandorla. The Virgin in the lower part of the scene
is flanked by two angels and she is positioned at the centre of the gathering of
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Apostles while facing the viewer.542 Out of twenty-four Ascension scenes created in
Ottonian Germany, only two more images, in the Sacramentary of Bardo of Mainz
and in a copy of the Gospels in the Vatican of unknown Ottonian origin, display the
Virgin in such a prominent position, and in none of them the Virgin was depicted
frontally as in CS340 [Figs. 136, 153].543
This figure of the Virgin Mary received special attention from the artifices of
CS340. The Ascension proper that begins on the opposite page (fol. 118r) also refers
to the Virgin. Heard during the Eucharist on Ascension Day, the text reads at one
stage: “Set (et) in memoria(m) venerantes in primis gloriose semp(er) Virginis
Mariae, genitricis euisdem d(omin)i [...]”). The proper of CS341 does reproduce the
same passage in the exact same terms as in CS340 (fos. 102v-103v), but the proper of
CS338 (fos. 247r-247v) instead makes no mention of the Virgin. In the Gospel
narrations, however, Mary does not appear to have taken part in the episode.544
Although the proper’s term genitricis clearly refers to Mary’s motherhood, recent
scholarship has suggested that the presence of Mary in images of the Ascension such
as this, depicted as directly related to the ascending Christ above, prefigured the
Virgin’s own ascension, her Assumption.545 Both CS340 and CS341 display the texts
for a Mass celebrating Mary’s Assumption, and in which both scribes compared in
fact this episode of the Virgin’s life with Christ’s Ascension (CS340, fos. 259r-259v;
CS341, fos. 252r-252v). In this way, this scene of CS340 perhaps highlighted the
additional importance for the St Gall artifices of this Marian feast and the
prefigurative nature of the events. It is also worth remembering that the episode of
Mary’s Assumption appeared in the ivory panel that served as a back cover of
Tuotilo’s Evangelium Longum created around the year 900 and preserved at St
Gall.546
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In addition to this reference to Mary’s Assumption, this scene of CS340 may have
also alluded to the Mary-Ecclesia typology examined in Chapter 2.547 Christ would
have been perhaps seen as reigning from Heaven, whereas the Mary-Ecclesia stayed
behind, as the embodiment of the newly formed fellowship of believers, at the centre
of the gathering of Apostles. This concept probably suggested to the manuscript’s
audiences a direct reference to the Church’s hegemony and authority.
Be that as it may, CS338 probably displayed another scene of Christ’s Ascension
in its original form. The manuscript contains a proper celebrating the Ascension on
folio 247r, which shows evident signs of detachment from the binding [Fig. 154]. On
the previous page appears the heading of the Ascension Eve’s proper, finding no
continuation afterwards [Fig. 155]. The second part of an inscription, left aside by
Von Euw in his corpus but written by the scribe Godescalc himself, was placed at the
top of the page, right before the beginning of the proper.548 An image of the
Ascension was almost certainly conceptualised on the opposite page, thus
corroborating the theory that CS338 originally displayed more than two scenes, being
a cycle perhaps similar to that of CS340. This proper, however, does not contain a
single allusion to the Virgin Mary, leaving the door open to imagine perhaps the
absence of her portrait in the scene. The contemporary CS341, instead, does not
display an Ascension scene. The artifices behind CS340 therefore deemed the feast
of the Ascension important enough to be illustrated. The Virgin Mary took a central
role in the scene, perhaps in allusion to the feast of the Assumption, which the
sacramentary also commemorated, or the Mary-Ecclesia type seen before at St Gall
in the Sigebert Sacramentary.
The last scene that all three St Gall sacramentaries have in common in their
current form is that of Pentecost [Plates 28-30]. Illustrations of this episode of the
Gospels are displayed on folios 251v, 192v, and 108v of Codices Sangallenses 338,
340, and 341, respectively. Moreover, the text of the propers that begin on the
opposite pages, and whose message they embodied, are not only identical to each
other in all three manuscripts. However, they are also seemingly copied after the text
that served as reference for the same proper in the Sigebert Sacramentary years
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earlier. As in the case of the Minden manuscript, the iconography itself in all three
mid-century Sangallenses presents small, although meaningful differences.
The different depictions of the Holy Ghost in all three sacramentaries in particular
stressed diverging messages, probably betraying the respective theological interests
of each artifex. In CS338, the dove, based on Mark and the comparison that the
author made between the Holy Spirit and the animal during Christ’s baptism at the
Jordan river, descends upon the crowd of Apostles.549 Whereas no tongues of fire
were depicted, twelve rays of light, today mostly erased, descend upon each of the
members of the group. In CS340, seven rays of light emerge from the dove and
surrounding clouds, whereas twelve tongues of fire were this time represented above
each of the Apostles. Finally, in CS341, twelve rays of light, carrying their respective
tongues of fire at their tip, emerge from the dove. In all three manuscripts, the heads
of the doves were also haloed. Combining features from all three Sangallenses, the
contemporary decoration of sacramentaries in the Ottonian and Salian kingdom
tended to depict twelve rays emerging from the upper level of the scene, where the
dove was located, as well as a representation of the tongues of fire above each of the
characters. An exception, however, was the Sigebert Sacramentary at St Gall years
earlier, whose scene of Pentecost, just as CS340, also depicted seven rays [Plate 15].
From the brief narration of Pentecost in the Acts of the Apostles, which is the
ultimate source of study and interpretation of this episode, the appearances and
meaning of the Holy Spirit gradually experienced a wider theological interest
spanning from the Church Fathers to the Early Middle Ages. In the Gospels “a
rushing mighty wind” entered the space in which the gathering took place.550 In all
three St Gall sacramentaries the moving and colourful clouds came to represent this
description. Immediately afterwards, the text mentions the “cloven tongues like as of
fire, and it sat upon each of them”, which appear in CS340 and CS341, but not in
CS338.551 Both Codices Sangallenses 338 and 341 expanded the iconography by
depicting twelve rays of light pouring down unto each of the witnessing Apostles, the
most common iconography not only at St Gall but also in the contemporary
decoration of Ottonian and Salian sacramentaries.
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The representations of one ray for each of the attendants may be a reference to the socalled Fruits of the Holy Spirit. These were a number of virtues allegedly granted by
the Pentecost epiphania to the Apostles and defined by later exegesis based on St
Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians.552 In this text, the author described a total of nine
“fruits of the Spirit”, namely: “love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, and temperance”.553 Early translations of this Epistle, however, later
added three more (namely: generosity, modesty, and chastity), thus coinciding with
the number of Apostles that witnessed the coming of the Spirit on Pentecost day. This
allegorical concept soon became common in important Trinitarian literature. St
Ambrose of Milan talked in his treatise De spiritu sancto (c. 380) about them quoting
extensively from Galatians.554
In stark contrast, the scene of Codex Sangallensis 340 presents a substantially
different variation of this Pentecost element. This sacramentary instead depicts seven
rays of light pouring down from the dove, probably establishing a link with the
concept of the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit. This other list of virtues, which appear
mentioned for the first time in the Book of Isaiah, describes the six characteristics of
the future Messiah.555 The text mentions “wisdom, understanding, counsel, might,
knowledge, and fear of the Lord”.556 Since the latter attribute appears mentioned
twice in the Biblical book, later Latin translations separated the two by translating the
first as “piety” and keeping the second as “fear of the Lord”.
These prefigurative characteristics, later being ascribed to Christ himself, exerted a
powerful effect on early exegetes popular at St Gall such as St Augustine or John
Cassian. The former, in his De sermone Domini in monte, itemises and briefly
analyses each of these seven attributes explicitly referring to Isaiah, equally praising
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the Christians that are able to have them.557 On the other hand, John Cassian in his
On the Incarnation of the Lord used the Fruits of the Holy Spirit to create a list of the
right attitudes that every successful ascetic should have.558 In the Carolingian
century, the influence of this earlier theological concept also became noticeable in a
wider variety of written works. The Fulda abbot and scholar Hrabanus Maurus
allegedly composed a hymn, entitled Veni creator Spiritus, referring to the Fruits of
the Holy Spirit and the physical form of the epiphany.559 In one of the passages,
Hrabanus describes the Holy Spirit as “Tu septiformis munere”, which is translated
as “You, which are sevenfold as (your) gifts [...]”. Decades later, at St Gall itself,
Notker Balbulus also referred to the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit a number of times
in his Commentaries on the Psalms, on multiple occasions linking the number seven
in the Psalms to the sevenfold nature of the Spirit’s Gifts.560
Despite the similarities in iconography and composition of the Crucifixion and
Pentecost scenes in both CS338 and CS340, this specific detail emerges as a clear
difference between the two, not to mention CS341 and a number of other Ottonian
and Salian sacramentaries. It is ignored whether the artists behind CS340 enjoyed the
same iconographic models of the Sigebert Sacramentary years earlier or relevant
textual sources such as Isaiah, St Augustine, or Hrabanus Maurus’ hymn were
available to them. In the St Gall library, the presence of copies and commentaries of
Isaiah and several treatises on the Trinity are recorded throughout the ninth century,
including a copy of St Augustine’s De sermone mentioned before.561
The analysis of the full-page scenes of these three St Gall sacramentaries and their
decorations shows very different concepts in terms of iconography that suggest
separate initiatives by different monastic artifices around the year 1050. The now
severely damaged sacramentary of Codex Sangallensis 338, also containing some of
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the Godescalc inscriptions that will be later analysed, did not illustrate the Nativity,
becoming perhaps a luxurious tool especially designed for the liturgical services of
Easter in particular, and successive weeks, such as Pentecost. Although today’s
manuscript does not display an image of the Women at the Tomb, later rearrangements affecting the original pagination may have been possible. Folio 234r
displays the colourful beginning of the Easter Sunday proper. Although the previous
page shows the conclusion to the Holy Saturday’s evening service, a now missing
folio displaying the Women at the Tomb on its verso (and blank on its recto) may
have been originally located there. A similar situation is also plausible in the case of
the missing Nativity scene of CS338.
The sacramentary of Codex Sangallensis 340 is arguably the most complex of all
three manuscripts. In addition to the Nativity, which illustrated the proper of the
community for Christmas, CS340 also displays an Ascension scene. The birth of
Christ and Mary’s motherhood thus appear as fundamental components of the
manuscript’s cycle. The decoration of the walls of the architectural setting in which
the Nativity scene takes place perhaps reflected a genuine interest in the devotional
landscape of the Holy Land. Moreover, in the Ascension, the Virgin occupies a
central role at the centre of the Apostles, directly beneath the ascending Christ. This
rare composition perhaps alluded to her own Assumption, or perhaps to the concept
of Ecclesia, in a fashion similar to the cycle of the Sigebert Sacramentary. CS340
also shares with the Minden manuscript the number of rays that descend from the sky
on Pentecost. These seven rays probably referred to the Seven Gifts of the Holy
Spirit, ideal characteristics of personality and behaviour that may have been dear to
the monastic artifices.
Finally, the illuminated sacramentary of CS341 was executed by a completely
different hand, much more vested in aesthetic results. Certainly better preserved, this
cycle boasts the most extensive use of gilding and an overall rich palette. Moreover,
the wood of the Cross in the manuscript’s Crucifixion-Te igitur represents an original
element that perhaps emphasised the texture of this material, perhaps in a reference to
Cross feasts and the regular presence and handling of wooden crucifixes at St Gall,
particularly during Easter.
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The illuminated gradual-sequentiary of Codex Sangallensis 376
This section explores the decoration of a single manuscript, Codex Sangallensis 376,
with a greater emphasis on individual scenes and iconographic components.
Contemporary to the three sacramentaries, CS376 is also a composite manuscript for
the performance of the Mass made of calendar, a computus, a troper, a gradual, and a
sequentiary.562 CS376 displays three full-page scenes illustrating different stages of
the gradual section: a portrait of St Gregory, a Crucifixion, and Christ’s Resurrection
[Plates 31a-33b]. Subsequently, the sequentiary part originally exhibited two
additional scenes of which only one remains today in place: the Mother of God [Plate
35a]. A now detached folio in Zurich displaying a second Ottonian portrait of the St
Gall author Notker Balbulus was originally located a few folios before, inaugurating
the sequentiary section [Plate 34a]. As CS338, the scribe Godescalc also copied at
least the gradual of CS376, leaving more inscriptions that will be later analysed indepth.
The artifices decided to illuminate two assembled liturgical books of fundamental
importance for the performance of music in the St Gall liturgies. The gradual was the
most important part of CS376 (fos 41v-155v). In the Middle Ages, this term
exclusively referred to the so-called Roman gradual – an ancient compendium of all
chanted prayers and hymns recited during the Mass.563 This set of chanted passages
were special musical addenda to the Eucharistic services on particular occasions,
such as the first Sunday of Advent, Christmas Day, the different Easter liturgies, or
Pentecost.564 Moreover, hymns in honour of particular saints, such as St Gallus and St
Othmar in the case of CS376, were also sung during the Mass on their dies natalis
and other related dates. The contents of the manuscript’s sequentiary were essentially
linked to the Abbey of St Gall itself. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the author Notker
Balbulus compiled a corpus of sequences in his Liber Ymnorum (c. 885), becoming
the most complete collection of this particular type of Eucharistic chant developed in
Carolingian Francia.565 These short passages had an intrinsic relationship with the
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Alleluiah, the chant preceding the reading of the respective Gospel passage during the
regular Mass. For these reasons, these two components of CS376 therefore
represented the perfect complementary tool to a sacramentary, such as those copied at
St Gall in the same period.
The first scene of the gradual in CS376 is the figure St Gregory on folio 41v
[Plate 31a]. Unlike the earlier depiction in the Hartker Antiphonary, the mid-century
illuminator represented St Gregory without assistants. This representation acted as a
frontispiece, illustrating the beginning of a liturgical book and depicting the same
legendary biographical passage. CS376 also displays a haloed dove whispering to St
Gregory’s ear as a miraculous sign of divine inspiration driving the Pope’s scholarly
tasks based on John the Deacon’s Dialogues. St Gregory was frontally depicted and
he holds a manuscript, conveying solemnity and a serious attitude addressed to the
viewer. Behind him, a blue curtain frames a simple setting for the portrait. This
curtain recalls the depiction of the also enthroned bishop Sigebert of Minden in the
detached folio of his Pericopes now in Berlin [Plate 16].
On the opposite page to the portrait of St Gregory, folio 42r, appears the gradual’s
Ad te levavi introit. Largely extracted from the Psalms, this was the first of the chants
sung at the beginning of the Mass during the day that inaugurated the liturgical
calendar – the first Sunday of Advent [Plate 31b].566 As in the case of Hartker, for
Godescalc and his contemporaries the portrait of St Gregory represented a symbolic
beginning to the textual contents of the gradual and their melodies whose study and
standardisation was ascribed to the early medieval saint. The image thus became a
figurative preface scene that in the minds of the artifices helped to visualise the
mystical authorship of the passages ahead.
The second full-page scene of the CS376’s gradual is the Crucifixion on folio 96r
[Plate 32a]. This Crucifixion probably stemmed from the same models that inspired
the Te igitur scenes in both Codices Sangallenses 338 and 340. As in the Hartker
Antiphonary, this image represented an illustration to an Easter chanted passage,
namely, the Ecce lignum crucis (“Behold the wood of the Cross”) hymn that was
sung during the Mass on Easter Friday. This Crucifixion was depicted in the middle
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of the set of prayers recited during the Adoration of the Cross feast, an Easter version
of the moveable Feast of the Cross celebrated on Good Friday every year [Plate
32b].567 The prayers added to the Mass that day normally included the Sanctus and
this Ecce lignum crucis, which in CS376 appear on the previous page.568
The textual contents of CS376 were conceptualised for specific liturgical
occasions and established a bond with the iconography. The St Gall officiant sung the
Ecce lignum crucis hymn while addressing the assembly. The first passage of this
hymn reads: “Ecce lignum crucis in quo salus mundi pependit (“[...] on which hung
the Saviour of the World”), to which the assembly joined in replying “Venite
adoremus” (“Come, let us worship”).569 In the Feast of the Cross, held on September
14, a crucifix was normally paraded from the sacristy by the officiant and his
assistants, and deposed over the altar. Covered by a veil, the crucifix was then
uncovered at this precise moment of the liturgy, before the assembly pronounced the
“Venite adoremus” part of the introit.570 This rubric was normally performed by also
doing a double prostration in front the cross and by kissing the object. On the other
hand, in the context of Adoration of the Cross on Easter Friday, the Crucifixion of
CS376 represented a visual element that explicitly referred to the events described in
the liturgy. Two other passages followed this first stage of the prayer. The lines,
which begin with the expression “Crucem tuam veneramus”, exalt the Crucifixion as
the stage preceding Christ’s resurrection, instigating the public to rejoice in the
presence of the image-symbol. The two following lines of Ecce lignum crucis
continued to evoke the mobility of the entire assembly, fostering the veneration of the
image exhibited.571
The third and final full-page scene of the gradual in CS376 is a depiction of the
Resurrection that appears displayed on folio 99v [Plate 33a].572 This scene is an
illustration of the text that begins on the opposite page – the Easter Sunday introit
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Resurrexi et adhuc (“I am risen/resurrected and behold”) [Plate 33b].573 In previous
pages, the cantor sang several hymns that commemorated the episode of the Women
at the Tomb. St Gall’s own Carolingian antiphon, Tuotilo’s Quem quaeritis, appears
before the Resurrection image among this group of Easter Sunday passages copied by
Godescalc.574 On the following page, the question posed by the angel to the
Jerusalemite women seems to materialise.
A bi-chromatic garland frames the portrait of Christ. An aureole in three colours
surrounds the levitating Christ, who wears a pale green toga and a white robe
underneath it. Both pieces of clothing, as well as the halo, were partly gilded. With
his right hand Christ performs a blessing addressed to the manuscript’s audience. He
performs the well-known finger combination that symbolically shaped the letters IC
XC

(from his name in Greek “IHCOYC XPICTOC”) in the viewer’s eye. With his left

hand Christ holds a cross-topped sceptre similar to that of Ecclesia in the Sigebert
Sacramentary.575
The Easter Sunday introit Resurrexi et adhuc on the opposite page was a central
hymn of the Eucharist that took place on that day. The text ultimately stemmed from
different passages of prefigurative nature in Psalm 139. The final form of the introit
reads:
Resurrexi, et adhuc tecum sum, alleluia.
Posuisti super me manum tuam, alleluia.
Mirabilis facta est scientia tua, alleluia.
domine, probasti me, et cognovisti me;
tu cognovisti sessionem meam, et resurrectionem meam 576
The character addressing the deity was the reader, that is, imagined as King David
himself, the author of the Psalms. In the context of the Easter liturgy this first person
may have been associated with Christ, addressing God after the Resurrection and
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praising his deeds.577 The image of CS376 perhaps embodied this oral interplay on
Easter Sunday at St Gall. In a quintessentially medieval way, the Biblical words of
the Resurrexi were thus likely identified with a prefigurative speech given by Christ
after rising from his tomb. Moreover, the congregation that at St Gall heard this
introit also established a parallel between their expectations and the meaning of
Christ’s resurrection in individual salvific terms.
Beyond the orality of this introit, the merit of this image of the Resurrection in
CS376 lies in the fact that the scene effectively replaced the widespread use of
images of the Women at the Tomb to illustrate an Easter Sunday liturgical passage,
additionally becoming the earliest surviving full-page representation of a resurrected
Christ in a manuscript cycle in the Latin West. The decision by the scribe Godescalc,
Abbot Nortpert, or other members of the community involved in the St Gall
scriptorium proved to be extremely innovative within the wider panorama of
manuscript illumination of the Early Middle Ages.
In addition to the Doubting Thomas or the Noli me tangere, the episode of the
Women at the Tomb had been by far the most popular choice for scriptoria and
workshops across Europe and the Mediterranean, including at St Gall itself well into
the eleventh century.578 The scene had appeared not only in the Hartker Antiphonary
and the Sigebert Sacramentary but also in two of the illuminated sacramentaries
contemporary to CS376, CS340 and CS341. On the other hand, the Noli me tangere
iconography appeared only sometimes in wider cycles, such as one of the scenes of
Reichenau’s Codex Egberti (c. 985) [Fig. 156].579 The presence of Christ’s empty
tomb in this scene probably implied to the audience that the Resurrection had just
occurred. This Reichenau manuscript perhaps suggests that the theological debates
577
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surrounding the depiction and nature of Christ’s resurrection in visual culture were
taking place at Ottonian Reichenau at the turn of the new millennium.
Scenes depicting the Resurrection were a rare subject in Carolingian and Ottonian
Europe. A total of three representations of the episode appeared before that of CS376.
The first documented depiction in manuscripts of the Latin West is a small detail in
the Carolingian Utrecht Psalter. As part of the illustrations in Psalm 18, the Reims
illuminators depicted a haloed Christ, carrying a long sceptre, and emerging from a
temple-like building while being carried away by two angels [Fig. 157].580 This
representation appeared in the Utrecht Psalter after a prefigurative reading of certain
passages of Psalm 18 that exalt, among other themes, the living Lord, God as a rock,
and King David’s descendants.581 Two small images of the Resurrection
subsequently appeared in eleventh-century Germany. Decades after the creation of
the Codex Egberti, the scriptorium of Reichenau manufactured a luxury illuminated
copy of Gospels for the last Ottonian monarch, Henry II. This manuscript, created
around the year 1020, displays a full-page author portrait of St Mark at work. Inside
the tympanum of the arch that frames the portrait of the Evangelist appears a small
portrait of Christ, carrying a long cross-topped sceptre, seemingly emerging from his
tomb in the presence of St Mark’s lion [Fig. 158]. Secondly, an initial in a decorated
epistolary copied at Trier also displayed what seems a half-bust resurrected Christ
[Fig. 159].582
The necessary theological discussions in relation to the Resurrection, a
fundamental belief of the Christian faith, perhaps took place at Reichenau decades
earlier, or independently at St Gall around this time. The scriptorium perhaps had at
its disposal a wide range of literatures that examined this complex issue, generating
debates and perhaps prompting decisions that were eventually echoed in the CS376’s
cycle. The sources, meaning, and attitudes toward the visualisation of the
Resurrection in the arts represent a unique path of theological divergence and
controversy in late antique and medieval theology. The belief, part of a larger,
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centuries-old debate concerning the true nature of Christ and, by extension, the
resurrection of the flesh after death, had been the subject of official scrutiny and had
previously resulted in ecclesiastical and political schism and confrontations. The
depiction of the resurrected Christ was the most evident visual proof of his divinity
and, therefore, early medieval monks and painters probably tended to approach this
iconographic subject with caution.
All four versions of the Gospels present conflicting narratives that only coincide in
the fact that the tomb was found empty and that Christ “had risen”.583 As seen in the
arts since Late Antiquity, several encounters with Mary Magdalene and others
followed.584 St Augustine stated in one of his Sermons that Christ was resurrected in
the same body in which he had been buried.585 However, in another chapter of the
same sermon, the bishop of Hippo also mentioned that the nature of Christ’s body
could not be exactly the same since it had also gone through the close doors
described in John 20:19.586 Bede the Venerable stressed again the perfection of the
human body of the resurrected Christ in order to highlight the importance and
possibility of the same process being applied to all Christians. In his On Ezra and
Nehemia, Bede stated that the visualisation of Christ’s human body revealed the path
for all believers towards the ascent, that is, their reincarnation and subsequent
salvation.587
Scholarship on the Resurrection and its implications in Carolingian Europe,
particularly in the wake of the Iconoclasm and the completion of the Opus Caroli
regis contra synodum, is abundant. Theodulf of Orleans did not discuss the episode
itself, but referred instead to the reincarnation of the flesh and the role of images.
Theodulf stated that the relics of saints could be subject to veneration, since they will
one day be participants in the resurrection of the dead. Images, instead, will not.588
The Iconoclasm was also echoed in the conflictive relationship between Bishop
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Claudius of Turin and the monk and author Dungal of Bobbio.589 In response to
Claudius’ attacks on images and the Cross itself, Dungal wrote an epistle in which he
affirmed that Christ shall be venerated as a man, since he once lived amongst men,
and he appeared in flesh and bones after his resurrection.590
Theological debates about the nature of Christ’s resurrection and the visualisation
of his body quickly permeated Carolingian liturgical thought too. In the work of the
ninth-century liturgist Amalarius of Metz the Easter liturgies on Friday and Sunday
were linked together. In the symbolism of the rituals described in his Liber officialis
the Crucifixion represented for Amalarius the triumph over death, whereas the
Resurrection marked instead the visualisation of immortality to humankind.591 At the
Abbey of Corbie, Abbot Pascasius Radbertus argued in his comprehensive treatise on
the Communion that the wine and bread of the Eucharist were transformed into the
actual blood and flesh of Christ.592 In response to the views of the abbot, a Corbie
monk called Ratramnus proposed the idea that wine and bread could not possibly be
the true blood and body of Christ in any way. If Christ had resurrected in his bodily
nature, the monk Ratramnus argued, the Eucharistic wine and bread were instead
symbolic reminders of both flesh and blood.593
St Gall was a renowned repository of knowledge that included the works of some
of these famed authors. Debates surrounding the suitability of the depiction of the
Resurrection probably took place around the year 1050. CS376 was a liturgical tool
for the Mass and this scene in particular was certainly seen on Easter Sunday, when
the Resurrexi introit was also heard. The resurrected Christ represented the best
possible depiction of a pivotal event for Christian theology around which an entire
system of values and doctrines was articulated. The St Gall artifices created in this
way an overlooked example of the Ottonian and early Salian spirit of artistic
inventiveness that is found in this corpus of late tenth-, eleventh-century manuscripts.
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In the field of theology, this image and the discussions that perhaps surrounded its
creation predates by a century or so the wide interest and discussion of the
Resurrection that Germany witnessed in the twelfth century.594 Questions about this
scene of CS376 naturally remain. The exact reasons that motivated the decision to
create this original, full-page representation of Christ’s resurrection are unknown.
However, the likely assimilation of the salvific psalm upon which the Resurrexi et
adhuc introit is based and Christ himself is perhaps the most likely option that
prompted the St Gall artifices to replace the Women at the Tomb with this image.
The fourth full-page scene of the CS376’s cycle inaugurated the sequentiary
section of the manuscript - a portrait of the Carolingian St Gall author Notker
Balbulus formerly displayed on folio 155v and now a detached folio in Zurich [Plate
34a].595 The scribe Godescalc, if he carried out this section of CS376, did not leave
any inscription above these remaining two scenes. The opposite page to this Notker
portrait, folio 156r, displays a colourful, although now largely erased frontispiece. A
gilded inscription exalted the St Gall author’s role in the creation of the list of
sequences that followed [Plate 34b].596
A sequence, also called a “prose”, was a short hymn incorporated into the Mass on
special dates, and recited immediately after the Alleluiah, before the reading of the
weekly Gospel passage. As the Krakow Troper-Sequentiary executed for Bishop
Sigebert suggested, Notker’s Liber ymnorum and his sequences represented St Gall’s
own liturgical contribution and a circumstance that the abbey’s scriptorium was
particularly willing to highlight by including a portrait of the Carolingian author. The
artifices behind the Krakow portrait decades earlier depicted a haloed Notker at work,
as a true holy scholar worth of praise and admiration in Minden [Plate 19]. This
second portrait of Notker equally established a direct link to the authorship of the
sequences of CS376 but depicted instead a more humble figure, pensive at his desk.
The difference between the two concepts perhaps lay in the fact that this second
594
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portrait was conceptualised as part of manuscript for St Gall’s own liturgical services,
and not for an external patron. However, the very inclusion of this portrait points to a
similar will to visually stress St Gall’s contribution to the performance of the Mass
and the renewed reputation that the abbey had as a centre of musical scholarship.
The fifth and last full-page scene of CS376, and the second image of its gradual
section, is the portrait of the enthroned Mother of God [Plate 35a]. The scene acts as
an illustrated preface to Notker’s Natus ante saecula, a sequence for Christmas Day
that begins on the opposite page [Plate 35b].597 This portrait is relatively simple.
Mary, wearing a purple cloth, is seated before a largely uncoloured curtain, very
similar to the one in the previous portrait of St Gregory in the manuscript’s gradual
section. Both characters directly addressed the viewer with their gazes, while Christ
holds a roll with his left hand, performing a blessing gesture with his right hand. This
arrangement of mother, child, and meaningful gestures, evoked the popular
Dexiokratousa model (“the one who holds with her right”), a Byzantine type of
Marian icon portraiture.598 The aureoles of both Mary and the Child, as well as
several other minor elements of the scene, were extensively gilded. The aspect of this
portrait of the Mother of God probably conveyed an impression of solemnity to the
medieval audience. The frame reinforced the effect of this full-page image. The
portrait was set within gilded bars probably conceptualised as a trompe d’œil. This
painted frame perhaps recalled the visual luxury of a luxury metalwork manuscript
cover with embedded precious stones. Many early medieval metalwork bindings for
luxury manuscripts, such as that of the Evangelium Longum created by Tuotilo at St
Gall around the year 900, displayed rectangular ivory panels at the centre of the metal
case [Fig. 48]. This was perhaps the idea that the artifices had in mind when they
conceptualised this scene.
Notker’s sequence exalted Mary’s motherhood.599 A large gilded “N” initial marks
the beginning of Notker’s Natus ante saecula on folio 160r. The text begins praising
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“the Son of God, the invisible”, to then focus on the Virgin’s role as mother. Notker
wrote that Christ “lacks the sin of the flesh through his mother”, unlike “his
antecessors, right up to Eve”. A passage full of agency follows: “She shines, [...] like
the real Sun, whose light pushes (back) the darkness of the old world”. Because of
Mary, the hymn continues, “the light in the night that the Magi recognised was there,
as well as the light that guided the shepherds [...]”. After praising the figure of the
“Dei Genitrix” in Heaven, “surrounded by angels”, the sequence ends in the form of a
plea exalting Christ’s mission, “who took the human form due to our sins”. In Natus
ante saecula Notker praised the Virgin Mary’s own birth, which entailed the faultless
coming of Christ to the World, so he could perform his redemptive mission for the
sake of humankind. In the mention of the heavenly Dei Genitrix probably lies a
reference to the Greek Theotokos and the Latin Regina Caeli, Marian titles promoted
in Late Antiquity.600 Moreover, the explicit reference to the interaction between light
and darkness was perhaps rendered through the use of gilding in the frame and
figuration of the scene. In the presumably dim light conditions of the St Gall abbey
church on Christmas Day in December, the gold leaf in and around the Marian
portrait glimmered when facing a candlelight or small lamp. This effect would have
increased the visualisation of the Marian figure amidst the gathering of pious
attendants that listened to Notker’s hymn. Finally, the text of this sequence may have
also perhaps had a connection to the gradual’s Resurrection image through the
reference to Christ’s human form in the text and the Mary’s motherhood. However,
the images were almost certainly executed by different hands and the two sections
may have been conceptualised separately.
This Marian iconography is the first individual depiction of Mary in the repertoire
of iconographies created by the St Gall scriptorium during the period c. 975-1075.
period (CS546). The complete text reads: “Dei Filius, invisibilis, interminus, per quem fit machina
coeli, ac terrae, maris, et in his degentium: per quem dies, et horae labant, et se iterum reciprocant.
Quem Angeli in arce Poli voce consona semper canunt, hic corpus assumserat fragile sine labe
originalis criminis de carne Mariae Virginis, quo primi parentis culpam Evaeque lasciviam tergeret.
Hoc praesens diecula loquitur, Praelucida, adaucta longitudine, quod Sol verus radio sui luminis
vetustas Mundi depulerit genitus tenebras. Nec nox vacat novi Syderis luce, quod Magorum oculos
terruit scios. Nec gregum Magistris defuit lumen, quos praestrinxit claritas militum Dei. Gaude Dei
Genitrix, quam circumstant obstetricum vice concinentes Angeli gloriam Deo. Christe, Patris unice,
quia humanam nostri causa formam assumpsisti, refove suplices tuos: et quorum participem te fore
dignatus es, Jesu, dignanter, eorum suscipe preces: ut ipsos Divinitatis tuae participes, Deus, facere
digneris unice Dei”.
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The enthroned Mother of God of CS376, who addressed the viewer clothed in purple
and surrounded by gold, probably embodied centuries-old beliefs whose symbolism
was widely discussed in the Carolingian era. Images of the Mother of God holding
the Child visually rendered the human nature of Christ, but Mary’s motherhood
gradually developed other connotations in the writings of important theologians that
may have been echoed at St Gall.601 Alcuin of York (d. 804) stressed in his work the
very title Dei Genitrix mentioned in the sequence. In his De fide sanctae et
individuae Trinitatis, Alcuin insisted on the Davidic ancestry of Mary, but also on the
colour purple as the most prominent symbol of her royalty.602 Probably inspired by
Alcuin, Paschasius Radbertus wrote decades later about the same symbolic interplay
between Mary and queenship. In his Cogitis me and amidst references to King David,
the Corbie abbot explicitly related virginity to royalty through an assimilation
between blood and purple dye.603
The CS376’s artifices may have also conceptualised this specific scene and its
frame following a wider artistic trend. Examples of images of the Mother of God
began appearing in Carolingian Europe, often carved in ivory panels that served as
luxury book-covers. In the Codex Aureus of Lorsch and the so-called Gospels of
Noailles, analogous representations of the Mother of God decorated their back covers
[Figs. 160, 161].604 Whereas the Lorsch manuscript displayed several other panels
surrounding the Mother of God, the ivory in the Noailles Gospels presents a very
similar concept to that of CS376. A third example, now detached from a former cover
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and similar to that of the Paris manuscript, is preserved in New York [Fig. 162].605 It
is also worth reminding that St Gall’s own Evangelium Longum (c. 900) also
displayed an ivory representing the Assumption of the Virgin on its back cover.
Later on, Ottonian and early Salian scriptoria also witnessed the decoration of
manuscript metal covers for luxury books with ivory panels. Some of these ivories,
such as the complex panel displaying the Crucifixion and related Passion narratives
on the Gospel-Pericopes of Henry II, were re-used ninth-century Frankish
materials.606 An even larger number of luxury manuscripts with metal covers
commissioned for or by high-ranking patrons also began displaying imported ivory
panels imported from Byzantium, many of which featured Marian themes. Around
the year 1020, an ivory displaying the Mother of God, half-bust, was placed to act as
a front cover for the Carolingian Aachen Gospels [Fig. 163].607 A now detached
panel in Berlin, the so-called Hodegetria, once became the cover of a manuscript for
Bishop Berthold of Toul [Fig. 164].608 A larger panel now in Utrecht may have also
arrived in Ottonian Germany in this period to fulfill the same role [Fig. 165].609
The St Gall scriptorium perhaps modelled this image of CS376 after an ivory
panel, effectively representing a cheaper alternative on parchment to the rare but
exotic ivory panels that circulated in Ottonian scriptoria and were eventually placed
on luxury manuscript covers. Moreover, the frame of the scene, a clear trompe d’œil,
recalled the golden metal bindings and embedded precious stones that were often part
of these luxurious manuscript covers. This entire concept was telling of the
devotional interests of the St Gall artifices, who decided to illustrate only one of
Notker’s sequences with this Marian portrait.
The Godescalc inscriptions in CS338 and CS376
The St Gall scribe Godescalc left a total of four inscriptions in the sacramentary of
CS338 and three in the gradual section of CS376.610 Art historians have not always
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extensively studied inscriptions in direct relation to illuminated scenes. The recent
doctoral thesis by Joshua O’Driscoll on the manuscript illumination of the Cologne
scriptorium around the year 1000 represents instead a refreshing perspective on this
largely forgotten visual-textual synergy in the Ottonian era.611 This corpus is made of
texts of a larger length than the Godescalc inscriptions and denominated tituli.
O’Driscoll argued that very few Ottonian and Salian illuminated manuscripts display
any sort of evocative titulus near their scenes, and only a handful of them, such as
those of the Uta Codex, have been previously analysed in depth.612 Be that as it may,
these two St Gall manuscripts and the words of Godescalc are missing from
O’Driscoll’s references to other scriptoria, a circumstance that probably betrays the
overall lack of studies on Ottonian St Gall.
With just one exception, these Godescalc inscriptions, written in gilded letters and
sometimes over a maroon fringe, were all placed above the full-page scenes of these
two manuscript parts, continuing along the upper margin on the opposite page to each
scene. By splitting the text, Godescalc intended a reading sense that went from the
left page, above each scene, to the right page, above the beginning of each liturgical
passage. This arrangement, which O’Driscoll in Cologne considers a “parchment
diptych”, also suggests that the inscriptions of CS338 and CS376 were made in order
to be seen and to be read when the book was fully open.613 Whereas six of them are
entirely preserved, a now missing folio in CS338 depicting the Ascension episode
(fol. 246v) seemingly displayed the first half of the seventh inscription above the
scene. The words left by the scribe Godescalc can help to unravel the perception of
certain images such as the Crucifixion-Te igitur of CS338 and to hypothesise about
the overall use of the two manuscripts at St Gall after their creation around the year
1050.
The first of the inscriptions in CS338 was not directly related to any image, but it
displayed the name of Godescalc himself, a scribe after whom a total five
Sangallenses have been classified.614 A folio before the Crucifixion-Te igitur, on
folio 169v, CS338 displays a carpet-like frontispiece inside which the text of the Vere
et dignum (“It is truly fitting”) rubric, marking the beginning of the Eucharistic
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Canon’s Preface, begins [Plate 36]. Above this frontispiece, Godescalc wrote the
following words:
SANCTE PATER GALLE GOTESCALCO PREMIA
615
REDDE HUIUS OPUS LIBRI TIBI QUI PATRAVIT HONORI.
This first gilded inscription was placed above the frontispiece displaying the Preface
to the Canon of the Mass. Godescalc probably commanded the necessary authority
inside the St Gall scriptorium since he was free to leave his own name in a
manuscript, verbally interacting with the figure of St Gallus, to whom the manuscript
was symbolically dedicated. Moreover, this Preface preceded the Te igitur rubric that
marked the consecration of the Eucharistic munera or “gifts” at the altar. In the same
way that the officiant and the assembly offered the chalice of wine and the bread to
God, Godescalc offered the book to St Gallus, hence perhaps the symbolically
important placement of this first inscription.
On the following page, after the end of the Preface rubric and above the
Crucifixion scene of folio 170v, a new inscription begins [Plate 37]. The two lines,
written again gilded letters and finishing on the opposite page, read:
IMPROBA VIS LETI HIC IN ORE PERIT CRUCIFIXI
CUIUS PASSA CARO BELIAL DIRUM CAPIT HAMO.616
This second inscription openly referred the iconography depicted below. In an
Eucharistic setting, the text of the Te igitur rubric, partially blended with the
figuration itself, evoked the ideas of “sacrifice” and “redemption” on the opposite
page, but the liturgical expression does not concern the fight against the Devil at all.
The words left by Godescalc referred instead to the Christ-Satan struggle twice.
Several early writers hypothesised about the Crucifixion being a plan of the Devil
and the idea that Satan regretted Christ’s death on the Cross, since it meant the
eventual defeat of evil.617
Bede the Venerable, as well as one of the most renowned liturgists of the
Carolingian period, Pascasius Radpertus, are among this group of theologians. Bede
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wrote about this interplay in his Commentary on Matthew. The English author stated
that through the Crucifixion, “the Devil loses the power of death”.618 A century later
or so, Radpertus took Bede’s idea in his commentary on the same Gospel book. The
Carolingian author related Pontius Pilate’s judgement, the figure of Barabbas, and the
Devil-induced opportunity given to Christ to detract himself from his beliefs, as a last
attempt to avoid Christ’s death and Satan’s ultimate defeat.619 These discussions,
relating the episode of the Crucifixion to the triumph over the Devil, thus appeared in
the writings of widely known authors at St Gall. This idea perhaps lay at the origin of
Godescalc’s reference to Belial in this inscription and the emphasis of the St Gall
scribe on triumph over death through the visualisation of the crucified Christ.
Due to this connotation of struggle against evil and eventual salvation after
Christ’s death and subsequent resurrection, the Crucifixion of CS338 cannot only be
understood as a simple liturgical illustration attached to the beginning of the Te igitur
rubric. In the normal proceedings of the Mass, a public ritual context, the text of the
Roman Canon was read out within seconds, with no time to appreciate the
iconography, Godescalc’s message, or the visual effect of both image and message
combined. The iconography transmitted the suffering of the crucified Christ to the
faithful viewer, conveying also the idea that struggle eventually represented victory
over evil. The words of Godescalc therefore stressed this message.
The Crucifixion inscription of CS338 also opens the door to hypotheses about
more intimate settings and individual visual reception – through private ritual and
prayer. This Sangallensis is a liturgical book, and certainly not the type of manuscript
traditionally associated with private prayer, such as psalters or prayerbooks.620
However, CS338 did display a powerful image, symbol of faith, suffering, and
redemption for the handler. The Godescalc inscription reinforced this bond between
viewer and iconography further, meaning struggle and eventual salvation. Liturgical
books were after all part of the Carolingian private libraries of successive St Gall
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abbots. Abbot Nortpert or a senior St Gall monk such as Godescalc perhaps used the
book, open at this stage for a certain period of time, for private prayer together with a
psalter or a prayerbook.
These two categories of books have been well studied in Carolingian Francia and
Anglo-Saxon England. In the texts of prayerbooks in particular, the list of prayers
addressed to the Cross were often short passages stemming from the longer services
of feasts, such as the Exaltation of the Cross.621 Some of these earlier and
contemporary private books were also richly illuminated, sometimes displaying a
Crucifixion image in direct relation to some of these prayers, as in the Prayerbook of
Charles the Bald or Ælfwine’s Prayerbook.622 In this latter manuscript, the textual
passages are often very specific in relation to the praying ritual and the ideal attitude
of the individual towards the visualised image. The texts specify, for instance, that
some prayers should be addressed to the right or the left feet of the crucified
Christ.623 Nothing in the liturgical textual contexts of CS338 seems to suggest a
similar devotion towards the Cross. For this very reason, the idea of a psalter or a
prayerbook being handled and read at the same time by the handler is a realistic
option if this Crucifixion served as a tool for private prayer.
Although far more hypothetical, the image of CS338 may have also reinforced the
retrospection of the observer performing some kind of penance ritual, called in the
sources paenitentia occulta or privata.624 The Godescalc inscription emphasised
precisely conflict and salvation, as the viewer perhaps saw himself as experiencing a
regular cycle of sin, confession, penance, and eventual redemption, all witnessed by
the crucified Christ. In this circumstance, the viewer probably used a psalter together
with CS338. In this regard, the so-called seven Penitential Psalms, or the reading of
Psalm 22, which it is traditionally assumed to refer to Christ’s Passion, probably
played important roles in these exercises of reflection and reading.625 The presence of
psalters is also documented in the Carolingian catalogues of St Gall.626
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The third fully preserved inscription left by the St Gall scribe inside CS338 was
placed above the Pentecost scene of folio 251v and on the opposite page, where the
respective proper begins [Plate 38].627 The inscription runs:
SPIRITUS ORE PATRIS PROCEDENS MUNERE PROLIS
628
CUM VARIIS LINGUIIS ADIIT IUSTOS VELUT IGNIS.
This passage is highly descriptive, making a clear reference to the episode.
Godescalc’s words are also rather poetic, representing an interpretative verse of the
theological importance ascribed to the Pentecost episode. However, due to the poor
preservation state of CS338 and the painting layers of this page in particular, nothing
remains of the potential tongues of fire that may have been once depicted and to
which the text refers.
As indicated earlier, a fourth inscription was left by Godescalc in CS338, namely,
the one above the beginning of the Ascension proper on today’s folio 247r [Fig. 154].
The text runs: [...]

GAUDETIS REDUCEM MODO QUE(M) VIDISTIS EU N[?]EM”.

Without

the first part of the inscription, which was presumably located above the now missing
scene of the Ascension, the translation of the passage is at best conjecture. However,
the final words above the heading of the proper seem to refer to the ascending Christ
and the joy experienced by the group of witnesses.
The gradual section of CS376 is also one of the five manuscript parts that, together
with CS338, were copied by Godescalc. Above the portrait of St Gregory, the first of
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the three inscriptions in CS376 begins, finishing on the opposite page, above the
beginning of the Ad te levavi introit [Plate 39]. The lines read:
AUFERAT HUNC GALLO PAR SAECULA NEMO
PENA VINDICTE RAPIENTEM NAM FERIT IPSE.629
This inscription bears resemblance to the text displayed around the donation scene of
the Hartker Antiphonary in CS390. Approximately fifty years later, Godescalc
seemed as concerned as Hartker about manuscript’s robbery and requests St Gallus’
vigilance, using a far more belligerent language than the reclusus. In the light of this
reading, the solemn St Gregory, with his authoritative open hand and vehement
gesture, was perhaps conceptualised in order to dissuade individuals from potential
wrongdoing, acting as a reminder of the book’s origin, purpose, and intended
location. In this way, the emphasis of the artifices was then placed on a charactersymbol conveying a clear and important message to the manuscript’s handlers. The
second of the devotional inscriptions left by the scribe Godescalc in CS376 was
placed above this Crucifixion scene and the previous opposite page, which displays
the Sanctus and the Ecce lignum crucis hymn [Plate 40]. From left to right, the lines
read:
GALLE PATER LIBRUM QUISQUIS TIBI SUBTRAHAT ISTUM
630
NI CITO RESTITUAT CRIMINE DIGNE LUAT.
This second written exhortation also referred to the seemingly permanent threat of
embezzlement to which CS376 could have been potentially subject. As a warning, a
belligerent Godescalc requested again the active intervention of St Gallus in that
hypothetical circumstance. These two first inscriptions in CS376 are in fact similar to
the third and last inscription left by Godescalc, which runs from left to right above
the Resurrection image and the opposite page [Plate 41]. The two lines read:
HOC OPUS ACCEPTUM TIBI SIT PIE GALLE PER AEVUM
631
AT SI QUIS RAPIAT, RAPTUM NUMQUAM BENE VERTAT.
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For the third time, the pious Godescalc seemed worried about the fate of this
particular manuscript. Unlike CS338, the reader leafing through the pagination of this
gradual found no trace of any devotional aspect that the CS376’s images may have
once had for Godescalc or its audience during the Mass or beyond public liturgical
services. Whereas CS338 displays evocative and descriptive passages related to each
celebration, the St Gall scribe instead used the three full-page scenes of the CS376’s
gradual to display clear warnings against potential wrongdoers, requesting the
intervention of St Gallus himself to that end. It is plausible that for that very reason,
CS376 in particular may have been borrowed or taken away from the St Gall
complex for unspecified periods of time. These differences open the door to
imagining different scenarios for liturgical use and reception of the illuminated
sacramentaries of Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, and 341, and the gradualsequentiary of CS376.
Exploring patterns of public use
The differences in terms of pictorial cycles, inscriptions, and the nature of the textual
contents of these four illuminated liturgical manuscripts can today help to conceive
intended ritual scenarios and a justification for the very creation at St Gall of this
group of lavish Eucharistic books. These four manuscripts were expensive
performative tools to manufacture for the abbey and Godescalc and the St Gall
scriptorium likely received directives from the rest of the community. Yet, no art
historical study so far has considered the purposes of contemporary and lavishly
decorated manuscripts such as the three St Gall sacramentaries and the gradualsequentiary CS376. The Abbey of Fulda similarly witnessed decades earlier the
contemporary manufacture of several luxury sacramentaries within a relatively short
period of time. From the unanswered questions in this previous example, the study of
the contents of these four Sangallenses, particularly the different types of masses and
figures that the three sacramentaries commemorated, appears as the key to resolving
the main question surrounding these luxury St Gall manuscripts – the reason behind
their virtually contemporary creation and subsequent preservation at the Alpine
abbey.
Some fifty years earlier, at the centre of the kingdom then ruled by a young Otto
III, the scriptorium of the Abbey of Fulda created an even larger number of
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composite Eucharistic manuscripts with decorated sacramentaries.632 The corpus was
composed of a total of eleven manuscripts and many of the sacramentaries, today
preserved in very different locations, were often richly illuminated with full-page
scenes and narrative cycles organised in several levels across the same page. Eric
Palazzo firstly studied this group of contemporary illuminated sacramentaries in his
doctoral thesis.633 In the conclusions of his work, Palazzo noted that Fulda, which
like St Gall had also been sacked by the Hungarians in the early tenth century, had
fully recovered the activities of its scriptorium by the year 1000. This happened
during the reign of Otto III, who also granted the institution generous endowments.
According to Palazzo, this substantial corpus of contemporary decorated and nondecorated sacramentaries seemed to reveal an “evangelising initiative” by the
community at parochial level.634 This group of manuscripts was thus conceptualised
by Fulda in order to be handed to certain priests to conduct services in unspecified
local areas. Palazzo also argued that the creation of this group of Fulda
sacramentaries somehow responded to the direct prerogatives of the Ottonian
emperor and his close circle of high-ranking churchmen.635
Palazzo’s description of an “evangelising initiative” is, however, problematic. This
hypothesis was succinctly developed towards the end of his work as a sort of brief
conclusion, and has no sense in the context of the Ottonian Rhineland. In the freshly
christianised Scandinavia, for instance, the use of some sort of decorated manuscript,
as pictura in libris to educate formerly Pagan peoples in a variety of settings, would
have made sense as an evangelising tool. In the already Christian countryside of the
German heartlands, the use of these richly decorated Eucharistic tools seems
implausible. Each of these illuminated sacramentaries were precious compendia of
ritual knowledge and very expensive objects for a community to manufacture. The
differences in terms of provenance and modern repositories suggest that these
sacramentaries were probably created for separate high-ranking ecclesiastical figures
and sent across a vast area beyond Fulda’s community borders.
Furthermore, Palazzo’s explicit references to the figure and court of Otto III, as
somehow being the ultimate driving force behind the creation of these liturgical
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books, betrays the influence of a long-established dogma in Ottonian art – the often
idealised role of successive German monarchs in monastic patronage. The court was
itinerant and important communities such as Fulda often received royal visits and
donations. However, there is simply no evidence to suggest that Emperor Otto III
played a direct role in the commission of these Fulda manuscripts.636
The case of the Abbey of St Gall decades later can therefore shed light on this
peculiar dynamic of manuscript creation in a monastic scriptorium. These Fulda
manuscripts are today preserved in ten different locations in several countries, while
the four mid-century illuminated Sangallenses remained at St Gall after their creation.
In addition to their preservation in situ, CS338 exhibits clear devotional signs in its
inscriptions, perhaps denoting a personal attachment to the object on behalf of the
scribe, Godescalc. On the other hand, the inscriptions of the CS376’s gradual suggest
a constant fear of embezzling, which may have been the result of the manuscript
being taken away from the monastic complex regularly.
Further textual evidence in all four manuscripts confirms a strong relationship
between the intended use of these liturgical books and the St Gall community itself.
In the calendars and breviaries of all three sacramentaries, as well as in their
respective Litany of the Saints, the names of St Gallus, St Othmar, and St Wiborada
appear continuously, their mediatory role being highlighted.637 Occasionally, the
names of St Columba, St Columbanus, and St Willibrord, were also remembered.638
In CS376, the manuscript’s calendar also reminded readers of the main dates
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regarding St Gallus and St Othmar.639 In the troper section, an entire chanted passage
was added to the Mass celebrating St Gallus on his dies natalis.640 In the same way,
CS376’s gradual contain passages to be chanted on the eve, the dies natalis, and the
octava services of both St Gallus and St Othmar.641 This circumstance suggests that
Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, 341, and CS376 were conceptualised primarily for a
St Gall Eucharistic use, or, alternatively, for a Eucharistic use elsewhere in which the
role and history of the community was not only taken into account, but also regularly
celebrated. Moreover, the addition in the Litanies and the breviary of CS338 of the
names of the two leading Irish churchmen and, in the calendar of CS340, the name of
the Anglo-Saxon missionary, was perhaps also an acknowledgement of the ancient
and prestigious Insular origins of St Gall seen from the eleventh century.
The importance of the cult of St Wiborada is particularly noticeable in all three
sacramentaries. The Magyars murdered the local hermit when they reached St Gall in
926. As previously indicated, her cult grew stronger during the Ottonian era and in
1047 she was canonised in Rome in presence of Abbot Nortpert. The terminus post
quem for the realisation of these three sacramentaries may well be that year. The
addition of the annual mass in Wiborada’s honour on May 2, amidst lavishly
decorated Easter passages, as well as the creation of several votive masses in her
honour, are clear indications of the importance that the cult of the local virgo et
martyr had for the mid-century St Gall scriptorium. However, none of the sections of
CS376 contains any references to St Wiborada, which may signify perhaps a pre1047 realisation or the absence of specific chanted passages for the local martyr in
the St Gall liturgies.
A couple of minor passages in the three sacramentaries may also confirm, not only
their chronological attribution to the tenure of Abbot Nortpert (1034-1072), but
perhaps also the abbot’s personal involvement in their manufacture. The breviary of
CS338 and the calendars of both CS340 and CS341 contain mentions of St Remaclus
(d. 673), the founder of the monastery of Stavelot, Nortpert’s home institution in
present-day Belgium.642 Moreover, all three manuscripts also contain votive masses
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in honour of a certain Sigismundi reges.643 Although a Burgundian king named
Sigismundi existed (d. 523), the text probably refers to King Sigisbert III of Austrasia
(d. 656), the Merovingian monarch that supported the work of St Remacle at
Stavelot. These specific references probably suggest that Nortpert’s Meusan origins
and the history of Stavelot Abbey were adequately remembered in St Gall liturgical
materials created during his tenure. In the light of this textual evidence, it is natural to
first consider these four mid-century luxury manuscripts as related, yet alternative
liturgical tools created for the exclusive use of the St Gall community. This occurred
perhaps within a span of several years from each other and following the initiative of
Abbot Nortpert or other senior monks, such as Godescalc himself.
In a large monastic community such as at St Gall, at the centre of a vast area at the
heart of the Duchy of Swabia and the ecclesiastical hub of the Appenzell, the
necessity for several liturgical manuscripts of basic usage but with an important
aesthetic component, was probably felt. In this regard, besides the daily and Sunday
services, the most important scenario that can be considered in order to envision the
use of these four Sangallenses around the year 1050 are private masses. These were
shortened services officiated by a single individual and with a very limited
audience.644 From the late tenth-, early eleventh century onwards, well-to-do local
individuals started to request from local parishes and monasteries the performance of
short Eucharistic services of familiar character, mostly with a penitential aim and
held at small altars. In the case of St Gall, private masses occurred inside the
complex, perhaps occasionally arranged at the main altar of the abbey church or,
more likely, inside the Galluskapelle or at one of the six small altars also built in the
late tenth century in the crypt underground. As the contemporary documentation
attested, the small altars of this crypt were equipped with an undisclosed range of
liturgical objects, presumably chalices, candelabra, or small caskets.645 This reference
contain mentions and addenda in honour of St Lambert of Maastricht (d. 670), leading figure of the
Church in the upper Meuse valley in Merovingian times and successor of St Remaclus in the
Maastricht bishopric.
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to ritual objects in the Continuatio likely suggests that the leadership of the abbey
intended to use this underground space as a regular liturgical setting, thus going
beyond the celebrations of the dies natalis of St Gallus on October 16 and related
commemorative passages of the Mass before and after that date. The attendance of
these services probably included, for instance, local merchants, and wealthier city and
Swabian noblemen donors and their families. Private masses were also approved by
the proponents of reform in the late tenth-, early eleventh-century as a legitimate
source of income for monastic communities.646 Nortpert himself, originally appointed
to foster a reform mindset in the community, likely approved of and perhaps even
encouraged these liturgical practices. Private masses at St Gall therefore represent the
single most likely reason behind the creation of all four lavishly illuminated
manuscripts around the year 1050.
Another special type of Eucharistic services in which these St Gall manuscripts
were handled was the so-called “votive masses” (Lat. missa votiva, or “vow mass”).
These passages were random addenda to the customs of a community held on very
particular occasions.647 The birth of a well-known bishop or ruler, the visit of a king
or the arrival of a relic are some of these irregular services for which these
sacramentaries were probably required. As a matter of fact, all three sacramentaries
contain the texts of several votive masses that the mid-century St Gall scriptorium
deemed relevant enough to be included.648

Moreover, two out of the three

manuscripts contain votive masses in honour of the fellowship of monks itself, the
congregatione sancti Galli.649
Although the uses of these manuscripts during private masses for important guests
and communal votive services of special relevance remain the main options, other
ordinary masses were likely regularly performed inside the abbey complex or in other
buildings of the most immediate Appenzell areas: during local marriages and burials,
liturgies for the sick in nearby almshouses, or baptisms.650 In some cases, special
texts for some of these occasions were added to the sacramentaries. CS340 contains
646
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an ordo baptizandi, that is, a small blessing recited by the officiant in such a joyful
moment for the local community.651 CS338, on the other hand, also contains
exorcisms.652 The creation of these particular passages seems to suggest that these St
Gall liturgical books were also used in the pastoral care of the local population within
a reasonable distance from the Reichsabtei and in which some monks probably led
the services.
In this regard, the valleys that surrounded the old abbey complex hosted several
churches and chapels that were erected throughout the ninth- and late tenth centuries.
As in the case of the modern St Gall complex, nothing remains of the oldest
structures, and visualisation of a specific architectural setting is therefore not
possible. In the Carolingian period, two churches and one chapel were probably
consecrated. The churches were dedicated to St Lawrence of Rome and to St Mang of
Füssen, either an Irish companion of Columbanus and Gallus, or a local disciple of
the latter, who then settled in Bavaria.653 A chapel was erected in honour of St
George in the hill behind the abbey complex, the structure that probably hosted
Hartker around the year 1000.654 In the late tenth century, the area also witnessed the
construction of two small buildings. A chapel in honour of St Gallus was built within
the walls of the complex, today integrated as the Galluskapelle.655 In a nearby valley,
four and a half miles away from the abbey, a chapel in honour of Saints Peter and
Paul was also erected.656
Around the year 1050, some of these buildings perhaps witnessed the occasional
use of one of the three sacramentaries or CS376. St Gall monks therefore provided
through these services the regular pastoral care, including masses, to the population
living around or near the abbey complex. The churches of St Lawrence and St Mang
in particular, yards away from the abbey and within the limits of the medieval town,
are realistic settings for the use of the manuscripts. Several references in the three
sacramentaries seem to allude to the saint to which the latter building had been
dedicated. The Litany of the Saints in CS338, the calendar, litanies and Proprium of
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CS340, as well as the calendar, litanies, and Proprium of CS341, contains references
to a certain Magnus confessori.657 In this latter manuscript, the Proprium also
celebrated the depositio beati Magni conf. together with, a few folios later, that of St
Gallus himself. The two saints are thus given equal importance in this manuscript. An
identification of this Magnus with the early medieval saint from Füssen is plausible.
Besides the references to this saint, the Eucharistic addenda for the Epiphany and the
Ascension feasts in the sacramentary of CS341 also refer to a Statio ad sanctum
Petrum.658 It is therefore possible that members of the St Gall community and
segments of the local population staged a procession from the abbey to the late tenthcentury chapel dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul on those important dates. During
these two feasts, perhaps one of the officiants carried CS341 with him, in order to
perform the Mass at the chapel or back at the abbey complex.
Moreover, all three sacramentaries and the CS376’s gradual also contained
memorial services in the form of votive masses, a proper, or a chanted passage to be
recited in dedicatione aecclesiae.659 CS338 in particular displays both a proper and a
votive mass. If the memories of the construction of the Galluskapelle, the chapel in
honour of Saints Peter and Paul, or the inauguration of the re-built abbey church in
the 970s persisted, these four manuscripts may have been perhaps used decades later
as part of commemorative services inside these local architectural settings.
A final option that occurred inside the complex, perhaps less likely, was a sporadic
use of the Eucharistic texts in these four manuscripts to teach the proceedings of the
Mass to the abbey’s novices.660 Medieval learning and the activities and curriculum
of the abbey’s schola are documented in Carolingian St Gall. Reading Latin, its
grammar, and the development of Old High German in Notker’s lifetime period have
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been well studied.661 In terms of manuscripts, Bibles and psalters have been given
priority by art historical scholarship on Carolingian Europe.662 Little is known about
how the new arrivals of would-be monks in the community were taught the textuality
and meaning of the Eucharist and which role books such as these, true compendia of
Mass proceedings and related materials, were used. In this regard, the full-page visual
narratives of the Life of Christ, which illustrate the most important theological
passages of the entire Christian calendar, may have also served as a teaching tool for
novices and well-to-do younger generations of the local population that were perhaps
sent to the abbey to receive some sort of education.663
The creation of these four illuminated manuscripts for the performance of the
Mass certainly responded to what Nortpert and the St Gall community considered a
real necessity. The extension and quality of their decorated cycles, as well as the
innovative character of some details in their full-page scenes, embody a
characteristically Ottonian spirit of iconographic experimentation in liturgical books.
These differences also highlight a diversity of initiatives behind the manufacture of
four liturgical manuscripts, including three sacramentaries with an analogous
function and often with identical textual contents. The preservation of the four
illuminated sacramentaries at St Gall after their creation and the endless list of
Eucharistic addenda and votive masses exalting characters tied to the abbey’s ancient
and recent history shed light on their intended use. Inside the abbey complex, the St
Gall officiants handling these manuscripts probably performed votives masses all
year round and offered private masses to important local and regional guests, such as
noblemen and women that were or could potentially become donors. This latter form
of Mass was particularly encouraged by eleventh-century reformers, such as Nortpert,
as a legitimate source of revenue for the community. One single copy of a
sacramentary was seemingly not enough, probably due to the possibility of more than
one Mass taking place inside the St Gall abbey church or outside the walls of the
complex on certain days. The reconstruction of the different settings in which these
661
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manuscripts were perhaps used serves today to define the audiences that once
observed these evocative and detailed images, the symbolic embodiment of
paramount theological concepts then at the centre of the lives of monks and lay
population alike.
The legacy of Abbot Nortpert and, by extension, the stability enjoyed by St Gall
over roughly a century, began to crumble a few years later after his passing (1072)
and the short tenure of his successor, Ulrich II (1072-1076). The same opposition that
the royal appointment of an outsider generated in the early 1030s appeared again in
the mid-1070s. After the appointment of Ulrich of Eppenstein, opposition arose again
inside the community, echoing the tense standoff between the German king and the
Roman see during the so-called Investiture Controversy. Abbots officially appointed
and anti-abbots split the community between loyalists to the German monarch Henry
IV and adherents to the leadership of the Roman Papacy. St Gall had been a
stronghold of the Ottonians in the Alps, but the complaints of Gregory VII were
seemingly also understood. This crisis, which lasted several decades, paralysed the
entire community and with it, the high point of the intense activities of manuscript
copying and decoration that the St Gall scriptorium motu proprio reached around the
year 1050.
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Conclusions
This thesis has examined a number of luxury manuscripts decorated with full-page
scenes and created in the St Gall scriptorium over the period c. 975-1075. Organised
around three different case studies and the cross-examination of art, textual contents,
and historical events, has been the exploration of a largely forgotten chapter in the
prestigious and otherwise well-known cultural history of the Abbey of St Gall. The
decoration of liturgical books with innovative compositions and iconographic
elements was a quintessential characteristic of Ottonian manuscript art epitomised at
St Gall. These liturgical manuscripts satisfied different ritual needs in the Mass and
Office, exhibiting lavish narrative scenes that likely prompted both the awe and
curiosity among their learned audiences. This research has also shown that probably
behind this continuous process of iconographic development ultimately lay
significant historical circumstances that affected their patrons and artifices. These
contexts and actors were of particular importance at St Gall and in Ottonian Germany
and yet the study of the manuscript illumination of this period has often relied on
merely visual and comparative analysis of isolated images. This thesis has made
instead extensive use of liturgical treatises, exegesis, and the history of monastic
reform and the German Church, in order to fully contextualise the production of
illuminated manuscripts at Ottonian St Gall.
Besides iconographic innovation iconographi in liturgical books, this thesis has
also unveiled stark similarities between St Gall’s art of manuscript illumination and
other German scriptoria of the Ottonian era, as well as profound differences. The turn
of the new millenium witnessed a dramatic rise in the importance of the Virgin Mary
in the visual culture of the Ottonian Empire. The very same process is perceptible at
St Gall through the middle decades of the eleventh century. The Sigebert
Sacramentary, the sacramentary Codex Sangallensis 340, and the sequentiary Codex
Sangallensis 376, display a number of full-page scenes in which Mary plays a central
and sometimes unique role in the narratives. Her repeated presence (or symbolic
absence) in the Sigebert Sacramentary, her depiction in the CS340’s Ascension
scene, and as the solemn Mother of God in CS376, are all telling of much wider
changes and perceptions of Marian cult and representation that naturally went beyond
St Gall’s walls. In this regard, this thesis has also showed that the interests of the new
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Salian dynasty under Conrad II, whose effigy as pater and that of his son Henry III,
were reproduced on coins also featuring the Virgin Mary, may have been echoed
throughout high-ranking ecclesiastical circles and imperial abbeys, propelling preexisting Marian sentiments and fostering further dedications, discussion, and
representations.
The Alpine abbey clearly distinguished itself from other monastic centres through
the study of Gregorian chant and the decoration of manuscripts with musical content.
In the recovery of this tradition very likely lay a much-missed idea of institutional
prestige that originated in the Carolingian era, particularly stemming from the work
of Notker Balbulus. The St Gall scriptorium in the late Ottonian era decorated the
earliest extant antiphonary for the Office with full-page narratives, additionally
creating several graduals and troper-sequentiaries for the Mass afterwards. It is
nonetheless the creation of at least two portraits of the Carolingian monk and author
Notker that serve as arguably the most prominent display of the importance that
monastic music had for the Ottonian abbey. Eleventh-century St Gall created two
full-page portraits of the author par excellence that probably materialised this
prestige in the eyes of later generations of churchmen at St Gall and beyond. It is
precisely this perception of the abbey’s past that likely attracted the attention of
Bishop Sigebert of Minden. However, the actual impact of the work of Hartker the
reclusus beforehand, around the year 1000, is difficult to assess. Hartker probably
renewed the music learning activities of St Gall and the repercussions of the
community’s schola in the early decades of the new century. His work was also
permeated in an aura of asceticism and holiness that likely magnified his role in the
abbey and his fame a posteriori.
The manuscripts and pictorial programmes analysed here vary in function and
form, showing very different remits, sources, and artistic results, more or less within
a span of two decades or so between them. Chapter 1 has analysed the Hartker
Antiphonary from this perspective, going beyond iconographic themes and
comparisons in order to explain the uniqueness of this overlooked Ottonian
manuscript. The St Gall scriptorium decorated a type of liturgical book without
previous aesthetic models and conventions. From the well-studied role of its musical
contents, this thesis initially paid special attention to the complex authorship behind
the manuscript, the perception of Hartker, and the emphasis on the cult of St Gallus
around the year 1000. In terms of iconographic development, the analysis of the
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peculiar Last Supper and the Washing of the Feet later revealed that the importance
of this manuscript for eleventh-century audiences probably went beyond its use as a
precious liturgical tool. The intriguing absence and presence of certain attributes
indicated a carefully studied symbolism in this first antiphonary cycle with full-page
scenes, likely ideological in nature. The rapid succession of artistic commissions in
the last decades of the tenth century also suggested a re-discovered appreciation of art
and liturgy at the Alpine community. This implicit focus on the monastic opus Dei
stressed communal virtue and the commitment to certain values, staying away from
more mundane distractions.
Within this context, the donation scene of the Hartker Antiphonary and the two
Easter Thursday episodes seemed to discreetly comment upon the underlying
tensions and conflicting views about how to conduct monastic life, and the direction
that St Gall should take in this new period. Throughout the tenth century, the debates
and subsequent implementation of monastic reform were common across the German
kingdom. This circumstance was perhaps felt at St Gall once the finances recovered
and stability came back to the Appenzell. The sources are silent about the way this
generational divide between younger of monks of a “freer spirit” and senior members
took shape and developed. In the early 1030s, when the Meusan Nortpert was
appointed abbot by Conrad II, he became so in order to strengthen reform efforts in
the abbey, letting readers understand that previous heads or external forces had tried
to reform the ways and minds of the community to no avail.
Hartker the reclusus may have become around the year 1000 not only the
specialist behind the antiphonary, but also a symbol of virtue for the older generation
of St Gall monks. The memories of the traumatic episodes that the abbey endured in
the second quarter of the tenth century were still fresh in the minds of senior clergy,
and the entire narrative was perhaps additionally read through a Biblical lens of
collective favour, sin, and punishment. Regardless of these hypothetical
interpretations and the role of Hartker himself, the innovative decoration of the
Hartker Antiphonary perfectly matched, like few other examples, the need of
Ottonian reform-prone individuals to illustrate liturgical manuscripts.
The narratives of Chapter 2 seemingly shifted at first from this scenario
surrounding art and reform. The analysis of the Sigebert Sacramentary, as part of the
larger and impressive request of a total of eight liturgical books by the Minden bishop
to St Gall, is of particular importance to the overall study of Ottonian manuscript
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illumination. This initiative was certainly the largest of its kind by any Ottonian and
early Salian churchman and yet the manuscript is today arguably one of the most
overlooked examples of artistic patronage over this period. While the logistics of this
interaction, and the prerogatives of the Minden bishop in particular, remain open to
discussion due to the lack of documentation, the creation of the Sigebert
Sacramentary and the other seven liturgical books echo analogous cases at Reichenau
decades earlier. Sigebert of Minden, as Egbert of Trier before him, represents today a
re-discovered stage in the dynamic history of contacts and manuscript requests to
Swabian houses from prominent northwestern German churchmen. The St Gall
direction and the scriptorium seemingly embraced this petition, which very likely
originated in the institutional prestige of the abbey in the field of Gregorian chant and
musical composition mentioned earlier. The manufacture of sumptuous manuscripts
for an ambitious bishop perhaps did not affect in the slightest the state of previous
debates about reform and values at the Alpine abbey, since this activity represented a
source of income, the request in question also coming from an outsider. If doubt and
arguments arose, opinions are not known.
Following the interest of the Minden clergyman, the St Gall scriptorium put on
display the means and artistic inventiveness of this new era, demonstrating a new
level of iconographic thought and symbolism, in the Sigebert Sacramentary in
particular, with few parallels anywhere else in the now Salian kingdom. At the centre
of the manuscript’s cycle appeared both the Virgin Mary and the figure of Minden
bishop. The pictorial programme of the sacramentary now in Berlin seemed to
showcase both devotion and ambition, perhaps closely linked to the likes of the new
Salian dynasty. The Saxon council in 1025 and the 1030 Reichstag probably
established termini post et ante quem for the commission of the manuscript group.
The latter event in particular perhaps witnessed the use and display of all eight
manuscripts. Yet, such an important gathering of monarchy, nobility, and Church
went completely unnoticed in the available bibliography that, although succinctly,
had dealt with the sacramentary and Sigebert’s patronage. Based on this historical
role and the qualities of its decoration, the manuscript of Berlin’s Staatsbibliothek
can be therefore considered today one of the most important illuminated books of
Ottonian and early Salian Germany.
The analysis in Chapter 3 of a number of decorated manuscripts created at St Gall
in the middle decades of the eleventh century opened the door to new methodological
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perspectives, while at the same time inviting a re-consideration of previous
deductions about the nature of manuscript art in the Alpine abbey. The initial study of
the iconographic and textual contents of Codices Sangallenses 338, 340, and 341,
unveiled differences in both themes and iconographic concepts that likely indicated
separate initiatives inside the abbey’s scriptorium. This research also hypothesised
about potential scenarios for the performative use of these sacramentaries in and
around St Gall, departing from previously unanswered questions in the analogue case
of Fulda c. 1000.
The study of the Codex Sangallensis 376’s gradual and sequentiary sections
revealed different characteristics of a pictorial programme that in a certain way
embodied many of the developments seen previously at St Gall. The full-page
depiction of a solitary resurrecting Christ represented an unparalleled example of
iconographic innovation in the arts of the Salian kingdom. The importance of Marian
devotion attested to in previous and contemporary sacramentaries found yet another
counterpart in the frontal and solemn depiction of the enthroned Mother of God.
Furthermore, this image also illustrated another of Notker’s sequences. This Marian
iconography, as well as the preservation of a second portrait of the Carolingian author
on a detached folio now in Zurich, is also telling of the lasting perception and
intentional dissemination of St Gall’s prestige in the field of Gregorian chant and
musical composition around the year 1050.
This thesis has also demonstrated that fundamental lacunae existed in recent
scholarly publications regarding Ottonian St Gall and its place at the interior of entire
narratives on the culture of eleventh-century Germany. The impression at the
beginning of this project was that of St Gall ceasing to be part of the network of
Imperial abbeys in Ottonian Germany and that of a scriptorium lacking any
interesting manufacture in the late tenth-, eleventh centuries. Carolingian Europe and
its culture represented in the minds of many twentieth-century scholars a renewed
Christian empire at the heart of the Early Middle Ages. The subsequent Ottonian
period became perhaps a phase in the history of Germany alone, whose reception was
probably in addition obscured by historiographical perceptions throughout the
twentieth century. Ottonian St Gall also became the Swiss St. Gallen, resulting in the
erection of a political and institutional border that did not exist in the Middle Ages.
As is still the case today in many parts of Europe, these eleventh-century manuscripts
were relatively unknown outside the walls of the abbey complex and regional
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academic circles. The advent of digitisation in recent times, and the creation of the
Swiss platform e-Codices in particular, have brought countless research opportunities
for a global scholarship and curious audiences. The manuscript collections of the
UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Abbey of St Gall still have some much to offer
to the modern art historian. A small corpus of scenes from the twelfth century can
shed light on the evolution of iconographic programmes after the late eleventhcentury political crisis, whereas the manuscripts created in the Late Middle Ages also
remain largely unknown to international publics. In the Early Middle Ages, it is
perhaps the materiality of illuminated manuscripts and ivories that can offer to the art
historian new questions and problematics.
The manuscript illumination of the Abbey of St Gall in Ottonian and early Salian
times did epitomise the creation of decorated liturgical books in the German kingdom
c. 975-1075. The position of St Gall shall be now, I believe, that of the most
important scriptoria of this era, such as Reichenau, Echternach, St Emmeram’s
Abbey in Regensburg, or Fulda. This is a historiographical gap difficult to overcome,
but research on this rich period of European art keeps blossoming on both sides of the
Atlantic.
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Appendix I
The St Gall manuscript collections in the Ottonian era: inventories and
comparison

The following lists of manuscripts itemise books created at St Gall during the period
c. 975 to 1075. An overview of titles executed in the scriptorium and possibly kept in
the St Gall library afterwards sheds light on the creation of liturgical manuscripts in
general, and of decorated books in particular. Some of the books decorated during
this period were thus rare types of ritual manuscripts, others found instead numerous
counterparts inside the abbey.
The study of St Gall’s manuscript collections dates back to the early stages of the
monastic community. Throughout the Carolingian period, the prestige that St Gall
boasted as a repository of learning and the vast numbers of manuscripts created
within its walls prompted two different cataloguing initiatives. Under abbots Grimald
(841-872) and Harmut (872-883), the library possessions were subsequently listed
and are nowadays contained in Codex Sangallensis 267.664 An inventory is an
extraordinary witness of the past – an indication of the directives that the scriptorium
of St Gall had at that time, which authors and manuscript types were prioritised and,
therefore, copied.665 The third medieval inventory of St Gall manuscripts only
appeared in the fifteenth century. The abbacy of Kaspar von Breitenlandenberg
(1442-1463) was characteristic of the abbey’s late medieval phase.666 Once appointed
Abbot of St Gall, he requested in 1461 the redaction of a third manuscript inventory,
today contained within Codex Sangallensis 729.667 The initiative of Abbot Kaspar is
telling about his time. As a matter of fact, similar cataloguing projects appeared
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elsewhere, as in the exactly contemporary case of Bobbio Abbey.668 In the Early
Modern period, two major compilations materialised. In 1715, the churchman and
librarian Aemilian Zeller presented a new inventory, of which one copy is contained
in Codex Sangallensis 1279.669 In 1780, Johann Nepomuk Hauntinger published in
turn his own compilation, preserved in Codex Sangallensis 1285.670
The Ottonian and early Salian period witnessed a dramatic recovery in the overall
number of manuscripts copied at St Gall. The number of Sangallenses created
between c. 975 and 1075 exceeds the figure of one hundred books. Eleventh-century
numbers, however, remain far from the more than two hundred and fifty manuscripts
copied during the Carolingian era, since the end of the eighth century right up to the
Magyar incursion of 926.671 The team of curators and e-Codices paleographers and
historians have created a digital database of all St Gall manuscripts preserved in
modern Swiss collections, the largest share naturally being in the Stiftsbibliothek
itself.672 Moreover, in his monumental Buchkunst und Königtum, the palaeographer
Hartmut Hoffmann, aware of the well-documented history of the medieval
Sangallenses, listed all tenth-, and eleventh-century St Gall manuscripts not preserved
in the abbey’s library.673 Outside the Stiftsbibliothek, most manuscripts are today
preserved in different German libraries.
Both projects have facilitated the task of individually itemising Ottonian and Early
Salian St Gall books and contents. Unavoidable difficulties, however, remain. Some
manuscripts, particularly in situ, have been listed as belonging to a generic “tenth
century”, with little consideration of the especially traumatic circumstances that
surrounded the community throughout the second and third quarters of that century.
On the other hand, some “eleventh-century” manuscripts tell little today about a more
specific chronology and must be overall considered within this century. Since scripts
from the late tenth- and the third quarter of the eleventh centuries, are quite
distinctive, the remaining “eleventh-century” manuscripts are listed here as belonging
to the period c. 1025.
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The St Gall manuscripts created in the period c. 975-1075 are mostly books with
either an exclusive liturgical function, or exegetical materials that could have been
used during the different communal liturgies across the year or the continuous
formation of monks and novices. Other types of books appear as well. The copying of
Patristic writings, hagiographical accounts, works of Classical literature and medieval
theology, as well as musical treatises, was fairly common.
Some patterns are also perceptible today. The late tenth century witnessed the
creation of substantial numbers of liturgical books, including a fair amount of
sacramentaries. The early decades of the eleventh century, in addition to the creation
of the Sigebert group, represented instead a shift towards the copying of
hagiographical and Patristic texts, as well as a diverse range of Classical and
medieval works of literature. On the other hand, the middle years of the eleventh
century represented the return at St Gall of a production largely focused on liturgical
materials, including a substantial number of illuminated sacramentaries and
manuscripts with musical content (graduals, antiphonaries, missals, and tropersequentiaries).
1. Sangallenses from c. 1000. The liturgical books are: six lectionaries (four
fragments and two complete books), two missals (both fragments), two copies of the
Gospels, four sacramentaries (including the illuminated CS339), two antiphonaries
(including the decorated Hartker Antiphonary, the subject of Chapter 1), one
collectarium, containing exhortative public requests to God to be staged during the
Mass, and one epistolary. Patristic and exegetical materials and works of literature
are one copy of St Gregory’s Moralia in Job, a comment by St Ambrosius on Luke,
one composite manuscript with treatises by St Augustine and the Pseudo-Augustine,
one copy of Prudentius’ Carmina, and two works by Reichenau’s Walahfrid Strabo
(d. 849) – his Carmina and one copy of his Vita sancti Galli.
2. Sangallenses from c. 1025. Liturgical materials are: an incomplete gradual, the
fragment of a lectionary, the fragment of a sacramentary, parts of a pontifical, a
fragment of a homiliary, a complete antiphonary-sacramentary, a winter and a
summer breviary divided into two separate volumes, a benedictional, a lectionary for
matins only, and a confessore’s handbook together with a list of professions of faith.
The two hagiographical texts of this period are a copy of the Vitae SS. Galli et
Otmari, and a copy of a Vita sancti Columbani. Titles of Patristic literature are a copy
of St Augustine’s Confessiones, a collection of Augustine epistles, a copy of St
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Jerome’s Letter to Damasus, and a copy of St Gregory’s Homiliae XL in Evangelia.
Several works of Classical and medieval literature (particularly Carolingian) were
also copied: one copy of Priscian’s Institutiones Grammaticae, three copies of
Boethius’ Consolatio Philosophiae and one of his commentaries on Aristotle, an
astronomical treatise by Pacificus of Verona (d. 844), an anonymous comment on the
Roman poem The Thebaides, a copy of Haimo of Auxerre’s (d. 865) Commentary on
Isaiah, an anonymous commentary on the books of Genesis and Leviticus, a copy of
Juvenal’s Satires (with comments in both Latin and Old High German), a copy of
Autpert Ambrose’s Expositio in Apocalypsim (c. 775), and a fragment of Ovid’s De
arte amandi. The only surviving copy of Notker Balbulus’ Hymn to St Stephen was
also produced during this period.
The work of contemporary St Gall authors is naturally present. Most of Notker the
German’s oeuvre dates back from these first decades of the eleventh century. The
works copied then are a music treatise, a comment on Capella’s Marriage of Mercury
and Philosophy, and copies of his De distributio, De dialectica, De rhetorica, Quid
sit syllogismus, De partibus logicae, and De materias artebis rhetoricae. A copy of
Ekkehard IV’s Liber benedictionorum also dates from this period, as well as
sketchier individual materials (such a description of the frescoes of Mainz Cathedral
and the wall decoration of St Gall’s own cloister). Additionally, Ekkehard
commented upon other, very diverse materials, many of which are Carolingian in
origin.674 The St Gall Capitulary (CS915) was also copied during this period. In
addition to these items, the seven manuscripts manufactured for the Bishop of
Minden, Sigebert (c. 1025-1030) must be also added to this list. These are a GospelPericopes, a troper-sequentiary, an epistolary, a gradual, a gradual-hymnal, a hymnal,
an Ordo Missae, and the lavishly illuminated Sigebert Sacramentary, the subject of
Chapter 2.
3. Sangallenses from c. 1050-1075. The liturgical materials from this period are:
two surviving fragments of two different copies of pontificals, three sacramentaries
with full-page scenes (CS338, CS340 and CS341, discussed in Chapter 3), a fourth
sacramentary with a calendar attached, a lectionary and a gradual; an illuminated
epistolary (CS371), a copy of the Gospels with a gradual, a lectionary, and different
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epistles; a complete Bible, four composite manuscripts that include different
combinations of a calendar, a gradual, a computus, a troper, a sequentiary, and
antiphonary (including CS376, also analysed in Chapter 3); an incomplete tropersequentiary, and a composite manuscript that contains a calendar, the list of St Gall
abbots, a copy of the Regula sancti Benedicti, plus descriptions of several rituals. The
preserved hagiographical texts are: a copy of the Passio SS. Faustini et Iovittae, a
copy of the Vitae SS. Galli et Otmari, and a second manuscript with the same text
plus an additional Vita sancta Wiborada. Fewer works of Patristic literature were
copied in these central years of the century. The only examples preserved are a copy
of St Gregory’s Homiliae XL in Evangelia and a copy of his Dialogues. In the
domain of Classical literature, a second eleventh-century copy of Prudentius’
Carmina was also executed in this period, illustrated by sketchy pen drawings
(CS135). Moreover, two copies of Amalarius of Metz’s Liber officialis, the
authoritative reference on liturgical thought and procedures during and after the
Carolingian century, were also copied at St Gall around the year 1050. Two
commentaries by Notker the German on the Psalms were also copies, three decades
or so after his death. Finally, the St Gall scriptorium also shows interest in an updated
knowledge of contemporary writing and thought. A copy of Hermann of Reichenau’s
Chronicle was executed, perhaps within the lifetime of the Reichenau monk and
author (d. 1054), or soon after his death. More importantly perhaps, a collection of
several musical treatises, with extracts from the works of Guido of Arezzo (d. 1033)
and Bern of Reichenau (d. 1048), was also copied in the scriptorium.
The three manuscripts at the centre of this project were highly regarded at the time
of their creation, since their decorative programmes boast a visual richness and
iconographic inventiveness without comparison at St Gall and with few parallels
inside the contemporary German kingdom. In the late tenth century, two
antiphonaries were produced, but only one, the Hartker Antiphonary (c. 1000), was
illuminated. The reason is perhaps the work of Hartker himself as scribe. Four
sacramentaries were produced in the late tenth century, but only one surviving
fragment of a sacramentary was created in the early eleventh century in addition to
the Sigebert Sacramentary (c. 1025). The quantity and quality of the patronage of this
northern bishop finds no parallel in contemporary German scriptoria. The creation of
the mid-century Codex Sangallensis 376 and the three illuminated sacramentaries
were part of a dramatic increase in the number of liturgical manuscripts at St Gall
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around the year 1050. Several other composite manuscripts were produced at the
same time, none containing illuminated scenes. As seen in Chapter 3 in particular,
modern specialists can only hypothesise about the rationale behind this variable
production and the decision to decorate certain of these manuscripts with lavish and
expensive decorative programmes.
Due perhaps to the historical circumstances of the St Gall case, and because of the
particular directives that each scriptorium gradually received, other contemporary
German scriptoria do not show the same patterns of manuscript creation. The Abbey
of Fulda was another pivotal actor of the Carolingian Renaissance and home to
Hrabanus Maurus.675 The abbey was sacked and largely destroyed by the Magyars in
916, being reconstructed soon afterwards.676 By the end of the tenth century, Fulda
became again a leading centre for manuscript production in the Ottonian kingdom.677
The patterns of book production, however, differ substantially from those observed at
St Gall.678
By the end of the tenth century, the Fulda scriptorium created no fewer than nine
illuminated sacramentaries (plus a fragment of a tenth manuscript). Several separate
Biblical books, perhaps with the intention to create a number of Old Testaments, or
even complete Bibles, were also copied. Two copies of the Gospels were also
created. Few other types of books date from this time. Only one lectionary, a couple
of different hagiographical accounts, a so-called “Harmony of the Gospels”, plus
other varied materials (such as a manuscript catalogue, a list of community deaths, or
several historical accounts), were copied. During the second quarter of the eleventh
century, in the time of Abbot Richard (1018-1039), however, a shift occurred. From
this manuscript production largely focused on sacramentaries and bibles, the work of
the Fulda scriptorium became focused on the copy of medieval exegetical treatises,
Patristic writings, and Classical literature, genres virtually non-existent decades
earlier. After Abbot Richard’s tenure, however, the scriptorium witnessed a dramatic
decay in the number of manuscripts copied – only the fragment of a missal and a
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handful of works by Boethius, St Jerome, and Sallust, have been dated as belonging
to the period around the year 1050.
A second comparable situation to that of St Gall is nearby Reichenau. The
Swabian community, another prominent Reichstabtei whose foundation preceded the
establishment of the Carolingian dynasty itself, boasted a stable history and a solid
position on an island of Lake Constance.679 By the end of the century, the institution
became one of the main centres of early Ottonian manuscript copying and
illumination (recognised as such by the UNESCO Memory of the World Register in
2003).680 The Reichenau scriptorium received at that time several prestigious
commissions, such as the two luxury codices for Archbishop Egbert of Trier, the
Bamberg Gospels and Apocalypse, and more importantly perhaps, the well-known
Gospels of Otto III and the Pericopes of Henry II.681 The attraction and controversy
that the Reichenau scriptorium exerted on early art historical scholarship has
doubtlessly been the result of this series of well-known manuscript patronage
initiatives.
The Abbey of Reichenau also possessed an extensive book collection of its own,
and during the late tenth- and early eleventh-century, the scriptorium created vast
quantities of manuscripts.682 A total of nine Gospel books were created in the late
decades of the tenth- and early years of the eleventh century (including the Gospels
of Otto III, the Bamberg Gospels-Apocalypse, and a fragment of a tenth copy of the
Gospels that also survives). Moreover, six sacramentaries were also produced at that
time, including the lavishly decorated Peterhausen Sacramentary. Other liturgical
books were also created: two lectionaries, a troper-sequentiary, a luxury psalter (the
Egbert Psalter), a homiliary, a missal (of which just fragments survive), a short
collection of antiphons in honour of St Ulrich, and a composite manuscript with a
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hymnal and different sermons. The scriptorium of Reichenau was also responsible for
the creation of the Pericopes of Henry II at the turn of the millennium.
This focus on Gospel production continued throughout the early and middle
decades of the eleventh century. A total of tenth copies of the Gospels from the
period ca. 1015-1050 have been preserved, plus fragments of an eleventh example.
However, only two sacramentaries were produced after the first wave of Ottonian
manuscripts in the late tenth century. The interest of the scriptorium seems instead to
have shifted to other types of service books. Three lectionaries, plus two separate
fragments of the same liturgical type, are today preserved. Moreover, Reichenau also
manufactured two epistolaries, a homiliary, a missal (fragmented) and a troper
(fragmented). In stark contrast, Old Testament books, Patristic and medieval
exegetical literature, as well as works of Classical authors, were seemingly rare at
Reichenau between c. 950-1050. Two copies of the Song of Songs, a Book of Isaiah
with comments, copies of St Gregory’s Regula Pastoralis, his Registrum and his
Homiliae XL in Evangelia, St Anselm’s Collectio, Cassian’s Collactiones, a copy of
Prudentius’ Carmina, a copy of Bede’s Homilia VII, and a manuscript containing
Flavius Josephus’ De bello judaico, are the relatively scarce works of these
comprehensive genres that were created over a century of otherwise extensive
manuscript production. Finally, the work and copies of Reichenau’s own
contemporary authors and other German scholars is also attested. Works such as
abbot Berno’s (d. 1048) Vita Udalrici, his prologue to the abbey’s Tonarium, and
letters to the Bishop of Strasbourg and Emperor Henry III, plus abbot Purchart’s
poem Gesta Witigowonis (c. 1000), comprise this small corpus. Copies of the works
of other contemporary German authors, such as Regino of Prum and Willibald’s Vita
Bonifatii, have also been preserved.
No matter how inconclusive these manuscript lists from Fulda and Reichenau may
appear, the contrast with St Gall’s own contemporary production is stark. The mideleventh-century production of sacramentaries at St Gall finds similarities in both
Fulda and Reichenau much earlier, in the late tenth century. Yet, only three copies of
the Gospels and a complete Bible are known to have been produced in Ottonian and
early Salian St Gall, in sharp contrast to the large number of copies created in the two
other institutions. The aforementioned shift from Carolingian Bible and Gospel
production and decoration to illuminated Ottonian liturgical manuscripts, could not
be therefore greater at St Gall.
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Perhaps the most noticeable absence, and of particular importance for this research, is
that of liturgical manuscripts with musical content. Antiphonaries, graduals, or
troper-sequentiaries, are rare or non-existent in the other two German scriptoria,
particularly at Fulda. At Reichenau, the middle decades of the eleventh century only
witnessed the creation of the Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, Ms. Rh. 71 (a composite
manuscript made of a gradual, a sequentiary, a sacramentary, and a lectionary).
However, Hartmut Hoffmann noted that the musical notation of the gradual of this
Reichenau book followed St Gall composition models.683 Manuscripts with musical
content were therefore paramount to the St Gall scriptorium. Bible and Gospel
copying, instead, were characteristic of Ottonian and early Salian Fulda and
Reichenau. A central Eucharistic book, the sacramentary, was instead fundamental to
all three monastic scriptoria.
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Appendix II
Table of Ottonian illuminated manuscripts and major iconographies (c. 9751050)

CF = Crucifixion
NA = Nativity
AD = Adoration of the Magi
WT = Women at the Tomb
AS = Ascension
PT = Pentecost
OT = Other (Donation scene, etc).

Name/Book, Location (Provenance, Date)

CF

Sacramentary of Bishop Abraham
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
6421 (Freising, c. 975)

X

Gottingen Sacramentary
Gottingen, Universitatsbibliothek, MS. Theol.
231 (Fulda, c. 975)

X

X

X

Poussay Gospels
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS.
lat. 10514 (Reichenau, c. 980)

X

X

Egbert Codex
Trier, Stadtbibliothek, MS. 24
(Reichenau, c. 985)

X

Prum Troper
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS.
lat. 2498 (Prum, c. 990)
Udine Sacramentary
Udine, Archivio Capitolare, MS. 76 V/1
(Fulda, c. 990)
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NA

AD

WT

AS

PT

OT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

St Gereon Sacramentary
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS.
lat. 817 (Cologne, c. 1000)

X

X

Aachen Gospels
Aachen, Domschatz, MS. 1
(Reichenau, c. 1000)

X

X

Reichenau Troper-Sequentiary
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Lit. 5
(Reichenau, c. 1000)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bamberg Sacramentary
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Lit. 1
(Fulda, c. 1000)

X

Corvey Sacramentary
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Clm. 100077 (Corvey, c. 1000)

X

Gospels of Otto III
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
4453 (Reichenau, c. 1000).

X

Reichenau Sacramentary
Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS. Rh. 75
(Reichenau, c. 1000)

X

Tyniec Sacramentary
Warsaw, National Library of Poland, MS. Boz
8 (Cologne, c. 1000).

X

X

Freiburg Sacramentary
Freiburg, Universitatsbibliothek, MS. 360a
(Cologne, c. 1000)

X

X

Chantilly Sacramentary
Chantilly, Musee Conde, MS. 40
(Lorsch, c. 1000)

X

Bamberg Apocalypse
Bamberg Staatsbibliothek, MS. 140
(Reichenau, c. 1000)

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sacramentary of Henry II
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
4456 (Reichenau, c. 1010)

X

Reichenau Lectionary
Wolfenbuttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, MS.
Guelf. 84.5 Aug. 2 (Reichenau, c. 1010)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pericopes of Henry II (Reichenau)
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
4452 (Reichenau, c. 1010)

X

Pericopes of Henry II (Seeon)
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Lit. 95
(Seeon, c. 1010)

X

Prum Troper
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS.
lat. 9428 (Prum, c. 1010)

X

Giessen Gospels
Giessen, Universitatsbibliothek, MS. 660
(Cologne, c. 1000)

X

Bernward Gospels
Hildesheim, Dom- und Diozesanmuseum, DS
18 (Hildesheim, c. 1015)

X

X

Hitda Codex
Darmstadt Landesbibliothek, MS. 1640
(Cologne, c. 1020)

X

X

Reichenau Collectary
Hildesheim, Dom- und Diozesanmuseum, MS.
688 (Reichenau, c. 1020)

X

Guntbald Sacramentary
Hildesheim, Dom- und Diozesanmuseum, DS.
19 (Hildesheim, c. 1020)

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reichenau Sacramentary
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Canon Liturg.
319 (Reichenau, c. 1025)

X

Limburg Gospels
Cologne, Dombibliothek, MS. 218
(Reichenau, c. 1025)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Uta Codex
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
13601 (Regensburg, c. 1025)

X

Reichenau Gospels
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
23338 (Reichenau, c. 1030)

X

X

Codex Aureus of Echternach Nuremberg,
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 156143
(Echternach, c. 1030)

X

X

Bardo Sacramentary
Malibu, The J. Paul Getty Museum, MS.
Ludwig V 2 (Fulda?, c. 1030)

X

X

Augsburg Sacramentary
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm.
30040 (Augsburg, c. 1030)

X

Beneditional of Engilmar of Parenzo
Malibu, The J. P. Getty Museum, MS. Ludwig
VII 1 (Regensburg, c. 1035)
Echternach Pericopes
Brussels, Bibliotheque royale, MS. 9428
(Echternach, c. 1040)

Gospels of Henry III
Bremen, Universitatsbibliothek, MS. 21
(Echternach, c. 1040)
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Codex Aureus of Speyer
El Escorial, Biblioteca capitular, MS. Vit. 17
(Echternach, c. 1045)

X

St Peter Gospels
New York, Morgan Library, MS. 781
(Salzburg, c. 1045)
Prum Pericopes
Manchester, John Rylands Library, MS. Lat. 7
(Prum, c. 1045)

X

X

Augsburg Sacramentary
London, British Library, Harley 2908
(Augsburg, c. 1050)

X

X

St Peter Lectionary
New York, Morgan Library, MS. G 44
(Salzburg, c. 1050)

X

X

Cologne Gospels
Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS. Bibl. 94
(Cologne, c. 1050)
Hildesheim Gospels
Berlin, Staatliches Museum, 78 A I
(Hildesheim, c. 1050)
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Echternach Gospels
London, British Library, Harley 2821
(Echternach, c. 1050)

San Pietro Gospels
Vatican, Archivio Capitolare, MS. D. 153
(Germany, c. 1050)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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